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ABSTRACT
Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí’ Sin: Navajo Hymns of Faith, the first and only extensive Navajo hymnal,
was published in 1979. This hymnal contains 365 hymns for congregational singing,
translated into the Navajo language. The Navajo Hymnal Committee, responsible for the
seven years of intensive translation work, formed in 1972 under the direction of Reverend Dr.
Paul Redhouse (1925-2019), an ordained Navajo minister within the Christian Reformed
Church. Redhouse wholeheartedly believed that Navajo people had the right to worship in
their own language and argued that pre-issued English hymnals by outside church leaders
were not suitable for obvious reasons—a language barrier. Through an examination of the
historical, linguistic, and musical contexts in which Diné Christians developed this hymnal, I
argue this hymnal sonically represents a shift away from white missionary control over
Navajo churches to Navajo ministers leading their own congregations in an act of selfdetermination.
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Chapter One
Introduction
‘What is it that is so different about you Navajos that we have to change the
church order?’ So, I began speaking in my own tongue to her. In Navajo. If
you could understand that, that’s just the beginning and I could go down the
line and tell you some of the things.
– Rev. Dr. Paul Redhouse (Vogelsang 1992)

As a Navajo Christian, maternal granddaughter of the late Rev. Dr. Paul Redhouse and
daughter of Rev. Dr. Benjamin Yazzie, I have been long involved in the Navajo Christian
community, literally since birth. Although I am a classically-trained musician, my first
collaborative experiences included playing with makeshift gospel bands and learning to
accompany self-taught guitarists and singers who learned from other self-taught guitarists
and singers. At the age of twelve, my father was immersed in his dissertation research on
Navajo cultural strata. I, his mini research sidekick, noticed while attending a family Bible
conference in the heart of the Navajo Nation that most attendees were not singing because
they did not know the lyrics or did not have a songbook. Echoing my Cheii’s (maternal
grandfather) sentiments of accessibility, I made the case to the conference planning
committee that we needed to project the words on a screen so everyone could participate in
singing. The committee agreed it was a good idea and delegated that responsibility to me. I
began learning to type in Navajo, slowly making my way through the same words my Cheii
had translated thirty years prior. As I got older, the words became more recognizable and, as
a musician, I began to sing my way through typing the Navajo Hymnal. My musical sense
recognized the virtuosity of my grandfather’s translations.
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This research is my way of honoring his life’s work alongside the many Navajo
Christians who were also involved. He hoped my writing and research would spur forth a
second edition of the hymnal to include newer content. As he thoughtfully instructed me:
You need to reform the committee. The committee has to be inter-denominational
like…there should be room for relationships between the Independent Baptist, the
Nazarenes, between the denominations. Their differences are not as strong as they
used to be. That’s something I wanted to see. I have a set of books…you have to
know the differences, the basis for the differences between denominations in order to
know where you’re at and where everything is. You go through my books, under my
bed. Learn the differences, that way you know exactly where you stand.1
With my grandfather’s blessing, I have been authorized to “dig around” in his papers for
anything that will contribute to accurately reveal the strength and perseverance of Navajo
Christians in this era. Most of the information regarding the historical account of the hymnals
came from papers in Redhouse’s personal library, papers given to me by Rev. Corwin
Brummel, former treasurer of the Navajo Hymnal Committee, and papers donated by a
missionary, Rev. Glenn Marshall, to Indian Bible College in Flagstaff, Arizona. Severe
limitations posed by the Covid-19 pandemic prevented any ethnographic fieldwork from
being conducted, thus this project has been steered through extensive archival research and
oral history reviews with both white and Navajo Christians.2
Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin, the first extensive Navajo hymnal, was published in the summer
of 1979.3 This hymnal contains 365 hymns, or songs of worship for congregational singing,

1

This conversation is the last family interview with Rev. Redhouse before his death. Paul Redhouse, interview
by Matilda Yazzie, Benjamin Yazzie and Renata Yazzie, November 12, 2018.
2
Because this was originally intended to be an ethnographic project, it did not require an IRB approval through
the Navajo Nation. Further, because I did not interview any Navajo citizens who formally reside on the Navajo
Nation, the Navajo Nation Historic Preservation Office did not require me to apply for a Class C Ethnographic
Permit.
3
Paul E. Hostetler, A Mission to Bring Living Water to a Thirsty Land: Sketches of the First 50 Years of
Ministry at the Navajo Brethren in Christ Mission (Bloomfield, NM: Navajo Brethren in Christ Mission, 1997),
27. This source provides the date of dedication for the Navajo Hymnal as June 16, 1979. It can be presumed the
hymnal was published shortly before this date.
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translated into the Navajo language. While a few several smaller hymnals floated around
prior to this official publishing, this hymnal reflected a Reservation-wide effort to, “improve
and enlarge the Navajo hymnbook.”4 The Navajo Hymnal Committee, responsible for the
seven years of intensive translation work that went into the creation of the hymnal, formed in
1972 under the direction of Reverend Dr. Paul Redhouse (1925-2019), an ordained minister
within the Christian Reformed Church. Redhouse wholeheartedly believed that Navajo
people had the right to worship in their own language and argued that pre-issued Navajo
hymnals by outside missionaries were not suitable for obvious reasons—a language barrier.
While other scholarship on Navajo Christianity has focused on Presbyterian,
Pentecostal, and Methodist denominations, there is little work that concentrates on the history
of the Christian Reformed Church on the Navajo Nation. Scholars have established that
Presbyterian and Episcopalian missionaries brought medicine, and Catholics and Methodists
brought “quality” Western education.5 The Christian Reformed Church, though known for its
educational mission like the other denominations, also focused on linguistic work,
particularly in translating Christian literature from English to Navajo.6
In this thesis, I plan to share a history of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin: Navajo Hymns of Faith
and assess the intimate relationship between music and language accentuated by this hymnal.
Through an examination of the historical context in which Navajo Christians developed the
hymnal and its steady popularity through the present, I argue that the Navajo Hymnal
Committee, led by Rev. Paul Redhouse, sonically marks the shift of Navajo Christian
4

For a list of gospel song pamphlets and other translated content published prior to Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin, see
James H. Fraser, “Indian Mission Printing in Arizona: An Historical Sketch and Bibliography,” The Journal of
Arizona History 10, no. 2 (1969): 67-102; Navajo Hymnal Conference, Inc., Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin: Navajo
Hymns of Faith (Farmington, NM: Navajo Hymnal Conference, Inc., 1979), 4.
5
Edgar Moore, “The Bierkempers, Navajos, and the Ganado Presbyterian Mission,” American Presbyterian 64,
no. 2 (1986): 125-135.
6
Fraser, “Indian Mission Printing,” 91-94.
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churches withdrawing out from the paternal umbrella of non-Navajo mission organizations
and began to nurture autochthonous, autonomous, and autocephalous (self-governed)
churches.7 The ethic of t’áá hwó ’ajít’éego or it is up to you, is a kind a self-determination
expressed in the work of Navajo ministers who realized this translation work was impossible
without their initiative. It resulted in the introduction of Navajo gospel music as the dominant
sound of the Navajo Christian church.

Historical, Linguistic and Musical Context Surrounding Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin
The Christian Reformed Church
The Christian Reformed Church (CRC) is a smaller Christian denomination. They have a
membership of nearly 212,000, compared to the Southern Baptist Convention which houses
just over 14 million members.8 Thus, the average person is probably not familiar with the
Dutch denomination that would become heavily involved with English/Navajo translation
work for ministerial purposes. This unfamiliarity necessitates a brief background of the
denomination to give readers a context of where original CRC missionaries came from,
geographically, culturally, and theologically.
Martin Luther’s famous “95 Theses” tacked to the Wittenberg Castle church in 1597
instigated the Reformation, forming a new group of Western European-branched Christian
churches. The Reformed Church formed from this split and flourished in continental Europe
alongside its Scottish counterpart, the Presbyterian church. However, a group of Dutch

7

Paul Redhouse, “The Navajo Hymnal Conference,” The Christian Indian 54, no. 4 (1973): 9.
“Denominational Summary 2021,” Statistics, Yearbook and Online Data, CRCNA.org, accessed March 7,
2022, https://www.crcna.org/sites/default/files/denominational_summary_classical_statistics_2021.pdf; Bob
Smietana,“Southern Baptist decline continues, denomination has lost more than 2 millions members since 2006,”
Religion News Service, May 21, 2021, https://religionnews.com/2021/05/21/southern-baptist-decline-continuesdenomination-has-lost-more-than-2-million-members-since-2006/.
8
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Reformed Christians chose to secede from their church in 1857 over several doctrinal
disputes which created the Christian Reformed Church.9
This new denomination thrived in North America where the Dutch congregation
settled in Holland, Michigan. When their churches saw a marked increase in attendees, the
church sent missionaries out to do fieldwork. This included the first CRC missionaries to the
Navajo people, Andrew Vanderwagen and Herman Fryling, who visited Tohatchi, New
Mexico, for the first time in 1896. A permanent resident worker, James E. DeGroot was
assigned to Tohatchi in 1899, but due to health complications, left. In his stead, Rev. L.P.
Brink arrived in 1900 and began a “long and illustrious missionary career.”10 Rev. Brink
would later become one of the initial translators to interpret English hymns into Navajo.11 An
interdenominational organization of Anglo missionaries to the Hopi, Zuni, and Navajo tribes
called “Friends of the Indians” formed in 1903 by William R. Johnston, a Methodist
missionary based out of Moenkopi and later Tolchaco. They held a conference now referred
to as the “Rehoboth Conference of 1907.” Among forty attendees, there were one Pima, two
Navajos, and three Hopi participants. Conference attendees discussed issues like “The
missionary’s relation to the industrial and material advancement of the Indian,” and “How
much of the native language should the missionary know?” The “Friends of the Indians”
delegation agreed that “the uplift of the Indians was to be principally by the propagation of
the Gospel,” which also included at least two years of Native language study in the

9

“History,” CRCNA.org, accessed March 6, 2022,
https://www.crcna.org/welcome/history#Where_did_we_come_from.
10
Thomas Dolaghan and David Scates, The Navajos Are Coming to Jesus (Pasadena: William Carey Library,
1978), 35.
11
A more detailed history of CRC’s presence on the Navajo Reservation is detailed in chapter 2.
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communities they worked, for all personnel.12 The conference also proposed dividing the
Navajo Reservation into sectors that each denomination would focus on, and while never
made official, the initial idea resulted in a heavy Presbyterian presence in Arizona, Christian
Reformed Churches securing New Mexico, and Mennonites among the Hopi people.13
Thus, between 1912-1949, all twelve Christian Reformed Churches in New Mexico
flourished with 859 registered members. In 1950, there were 35 organized churches on the
Navajo Reservation, and only one or two had a Navajo pastor. By 1977, two years before the
publishing year of the Navajo Hymnal, there would be 308 new churches and 203 new
Navajo pastors.14 This history will be expounded upon in chapter two.

Missionary Paternalism
Christian missionaries approaching American Indian peoples with the intention to convert,
did so with a conversion ethic that “has been expressed in a political, social, economic, and
spiritual theory called ‘manifest destiny.’”15 In 1845, John L. O’Sullivan, editor of the United
States Magazine and Democratic Review coined the phrase to explain, “God’s unique
mission for America. That mission was to civilize and democratize the North American
continent through the acquisition of territory westward to the Pacific Ocean.”16 Thus,
Manifest Destiny is the idea that white settlers were divinely ordained to settle North
America and establish Christianity as the religion, democracy as the system of government,
and a capitalistic economy.

12

Dolaghan and Scates, The Navajos, 37.
Dolaghan and Scates, The Navajos, 37.
14
Dolaghan and Scates, The Navajos, 41-43.
15
James L. West, “Indian Spirituality: Another Vision,” in Native and Christian: Indigenous Voices on
Religious Identity in the United States and Canada, ed. James Treat (New York: Routledge, 1996), 33.
16
John Wilsey, American Exceptionalism and Civil Religion (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2015), 17.
13
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Thomas Francis and two Navajo pastors, Charlie Lee and Jerry Sloan, contextualized
the term “missionary paternalism” for Native environments in their essay “Working with the
Indian Church,” describing the missionary as an “undisputed master” who treats the Indian
like “irresponsible children.” Missionary paternalism defined the relationship most
missionaries had with their Navajo congregants and it created a dynamic where missionaries
were “unwilling to give up control and to delegate responsibilities to the converts.”17 Marie
Therese Archambault further defines paternalism as, “an interior structure of codependency
deeply internalized by non-Natives and Natives involved in the missionary endeavor.”18
David Scates outlines a scale of Diné identity based on acculturative properties ranging from
C-1, which are Navajos who “consciously strive to preserve their own cultural values,” to C5 which denotes Navajos who “most conform to Anglo culture.”19Scates noted that all
Navajos except for those in C-4 and C-5 populations, preferred to attend churches where
Navajos were leading services and activities.
Diné society is matrilineal in descent and matrilocal in that a man traditionally, would
move in with his wife’s family.20 Similar sentiments of matri-centrism remain although this
practice is not as common today. Newer scholarship conducted by Navajo academics have
proposed the idea that Diné society is biarchical, meaning male and female genders share
responsibilities equally.21 Regardless of which view one subscribes to, Navajo society has

17

Thomas Francis, Charlie Lee, and Jerry Sloan, “Working with the Indian Church,” in Christian Leadership in
Indian America, eds. Tom Claus and Dale W. Kietzman (Chicago, Moody Press, 1976), 63-64.
18
Marie Therese Archambault, “Native Americans and Evangelization,” in Native and Christian: Indigenous
Voices on Religious Identity in the United States and Canada, ed. James Treat (New York: Routledge, 1996),
147.
19
David Scates, Why Navajo Churches are Growing: The Cultural Dynamics of Navajo Religious Change
(Grand Junction, CO: Navajo Christian Churches, 1981), 131.
20
Peter Iverson, Diné: A History of the Navajos (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2002), 78.
21
Lloyd Lee included this new framework in the material for his course, “Politics of Identity,” which is housed
in the Department of Native American Studies at the University of New Mexico. His most recent book does not

7

never been patriarchal. This is largely why missionary paternalism drove many Navajo
people, especially those who maintained a strong sense of Diné identity, away from the
church. Churches with Navajo pastors who did not subscribe to missionary paternalism, and
who conducted services in the Navajo language rather than offering translated renditions of
English sermons, were attracting the most attendees.22 Scates stated that, “Navajos will
attend church where family members, clan members, or friends attend church,” validated by
the hundreds of “family churches” present on the Navajo Nation today.23 Early Anglo
missionaries who considered Christian conversions to be synonymous with total assimilation
into “civilized” society, imposed strict societal restrictions on expression of visible cultural
values like speaking Navajo and wearing traditional dress and hairstyles in religious and
educational spaces.24

T'áá Hwó ’Ajít’éego T’éiyá—It is up to you!
T’áá hwó ’ajít’éego is a phrase that means, “it is up to you.” It describes the process of
individually taking a task upon yourself to advance towards a collective good within the
community. The lifeway of Navajo peoples is encapsulated in the phrase Sa’ąh Naagháí
Bik’eh Hózhǫ́ǫ́n (SNBH) or “the lifelong journey of striving to live a long and harmonious

explicitly define Navajo society as matrilineal, but instead quotes Diné women as an “integral part of cultural
continuance.” See Lloyd Lee, Diné Identity in a 21st-Century World (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
2020), 4.
22
Dolaghan and Scates, The Navajos, 53-60.
23
David R. Scates, Why Navajo Churches Are Growing, 129.
24
Acknowledgements of destruction and cultural genocide inflicted on Diné people have been given by
educational institutions such as Rehoboth Christian School in attempt to promote reconciliation. See Rehoboth
Christian School, “A Message of Confession and Reconciliation,” last modified December 2003,
https://www.rcsnm.org/editoruploads/files/confession.pdf.
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life.”25 Navajo philosophy divides all aspects of life into the harmonious, or that which
propels one towards a state of hózhǫ́ and the destructive or that which propels things towards
a path of naayee’jį.26 It is a Navajo person’s goal to seek as harmonious a life, as possible.
Navajo scholar Vincent Werito understands t’áá hwó’ajít’éego t’éíyá to be an individual’s
recognition that to achieve their life goals and live a harmonious life, they must put in the
work. Actualizing the concept of t’áá hwó’ajít’éego also requires a sense of selfdetermination or the desire to build up one’s own community to the point of self-sufficiency.
Within the teaching of SNBH, there are four steps to orient one’s understanding of
learning and living: Nitsáhákees (Thinking), Nahat’á (Planning), Iiná (Living), and Siihasin
(Assurance). T’áá hwó’ajít’éego t’éíyá is fully actualized in the third step of the process:
living. Werito discusses how this principle, “helps to remind me about the different ways to
advocate for my people, my community, for my students’ learning and development of
positive self-worth and self-identity.”27 This concept is also exemplified in the stories of Diné
community leaders like Lori Arviso Alvord, the first Navajo surgeon who worked to
integrate culturally appropriate medical care for Native patients and Annie Dodge Wauneka,
a leader who advocated for improved healthcare services and education and famously said,
“I’ll go and do more.”28 While this is a very brief definition and not intended to go deeply
into Diné philosophy, I highlight this specific kind of living work ethic that asks Navajo

25

Vincent Werito, “Understanding Hózhǫ́ to Achieve Critical Consciousness: A Contemporary Diné
Interpretation of the Philosophical Principles of Hózhǫ́,” in Diné Perspectives: Revitalizing and Reclaiming
Navajo Thought, ed. Lloyd L. Lee (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2014), 26.
26
Werito, “Understanding Hózhǫ́,” 34.
27
Werito, “Understanding Hózhǫ́,” 35.
28
Lori Arviso Alvord and Elizabeth Cohen Van Pelt, The Scalpel and the Silver Bear: The First Navajo Woman
Surgeon Combines Western Medicine and Traditional Healing (New York: Bantam Books, 1999); Carolyn
Niethammer, I’ll Go and Do More: Annie Dodge Wauneka, Navajo Leader and Activist (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 2001).
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people to put in their best work for a harmonious outcome on both the individual and
communal levels.
Colossians 3:23 (ESV) says, “Whatever you do, work heartily, as for the Lord and not
for men, knowing that from the Lord you will receive the inheritance as your reward.”
Navajo ministers who grew up immersed in Diné teachings, already understood what it
meant to put in the work for a desired harmonious outcome. The new theology asked of them
to continue putting forth strong efforts, not for the praises and recognition of man, but for the
Lord, and it would bring about a harmonious outcome. I contend that these Navajo ministers
saw a poignant need and sought linguistic accessibility for their people by putting in years of
continued translation work for a harmonious outcome, as their Diné teachings supported.
Falling in line with Biblical teachings, Redhouse and his colleagues chose not to
publicly claim their achievements for the glory of man. The introduction in the front of the
hymnal credits “a group of Navajo missionaries” and signs off as, “The Board of Directors,
Navajo Hymnal Conference, Inc.”29 Perhaps this is the reason future scholars misunderstood
the beginnings of this hymnal as Anglo-led, but after conducting research, I feel it is my duty
to realign the historical narrative.
The rise of the self-proclaimed “Navajo Missionary to the Navajo people” emerged
with the first ordained Navajo ministers from prominent denominations in the 1960s. Rev.
Scott Redhouse was the first ordained Navajo Christian Reformed minister in 1962, followed
by his older brother Rev. Dr. Paul Redhouse in 1963. Rev. Fred Yazzie became the first
ordained Navajo Methodist minister in 1977. Rev. John Nells became the first Nazarene
pastor in 1976. In the last thirty years, educated Navajo ministers have returned to the
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Reservation to re-issue the same education they received to Navajo lay ministers, ministers
with no formal education.
Although Anglo missionaries in the 1970s were still heavily present in mission work,
their paternal status had slightly diminished as they now had to share the mission field with
their Navajo colleagues who were fluent in cultural knowledge and more importantly, the
language. Theologically and doctrinally, however, Navajo ministers often lacked the formal
education that Anglo missionaries brought to the field.
The Christian Reformed Church provided an alternative to seminary for Navajo
ministers seeking Biblical training by sending them to the Reformed Bible Institute in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.30 After several examinations, they were often ordained under Church
Order Article 7 for, “candidates without all the prescribed training but with exceptional
giftedness.”31 Rev. Gordon Fraser began teaching four Navajo men around his dining room
table in 1958 and, by 1961, he had established the Southwestern School of Missions for
American Indian church leaders in Flagstaff, Arizona.32 Cook Training School opened their
doors in 1911 and welcomed Navajo students as early as 1915 though other accounts have
noted 1946 as the year Navajo students took more interest in the school.33 Thus, it is a part of
this significant shift—in which Navajo Christians took Christianity out of the hands of the
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white man and began to teach their own people—that the large-scale Navajo Hymnal project
took place.
The hymnal project, overseen by the Navajo members of the Christian Reformed
Church, occurred in a time when tensions ran high between Indigenous people and the
United States Government. It occurred when late boarding school era experiences continued
to plague Indigenous children and when the greatest language losses and largest decreases in
native language fluency happened. The Navajo Hymnal represents a large step in selfdetermination. The Navajo Hymnal Committee serves as the prime example of Navajo
Christians directly refusing to condone missiological ideals that prioritized English fluency.
They produced a feat of language preservation and empowered their congregants by creating,
encouraging, and developing Navajo literacy. Through contextual translation and use of
Navajo poetics, they made it possible for Navajo Christians to perceive a higher connection
with their Diyin God, the Creator.

Navajo Literacy and Language
Navajo language literacy and language loss share a reciprocal relationship. Significantly, the
hymnal’s development from 1972-79 occurred during the beginning of a widespread
language shift on the Navajo Nation. Studies conducted at the Fort Defiance School reported
in 1977 that 90% of Navajo children attending boarding schools had no knowledge of
English upon arrival. By contrast, in 1986, one-third of children entering kindergarten had
only passive knowledge of Navajo and could not communicate in Navajo beyond simple
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words or phrases.34 Scholars note that since roughly World War II, English has increasingly
become the language of daily life in Reservation and Diné urban and rural spaces. This was
primarily the result of widespread assimilation tactics including the erasure of Indigenous
languages in Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) boarding schools where large populations of
Native children were sent. Sometimes families sent their children via recommendation of
tribal leaders but more often, Bureau of Indian Affairs agents or representatives took children
against their will.35 The Bureau of Indian Education, previously known as the Office of
Indian Education, now aims to provide, “quality education opportunities from early
childhood through life in accordance with the tribe’s needs for cultural and economic wellbeing.” It operates 184 elementary and secondary schools and dormitories located throughout
63 Reservations.36
Yet at the same time, in conjunction with other language revitalization efforts made in
educational settings beginning in the late 1960s, Navajo literacy began to flourish largely in
part because of missionary work.37 In 1907, a Protestant-focused interdenominational
conference met to discuss proceeding forward in mission work on the Navajo Reservation.
Considerations after the question, “How much of the native language should the missionary
know?” resulted in a recommendation of one-to-two years minimum of language study for all
mission workers.38 Further, the Franciscan Fathers, published the first book on Navajo
language, An Ethnological Dictionary of the Navajo Language in 1910 followed by
additional works on Navajo language by Father Berard Haile on Navajo grammar,
34
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vocabulary, and verb stems. Thus, Navajo language loss and literacy poignantly converged at
a shared moment in time, as seen in the creation and uninterrupted use of the Navajo Hymnal.
What we now know as the standardized Navajo language orthography had initially
been developed by linguists John Harrington, Robert Young, and William Morgan between
1938 and 1940. It wasn’t until 1966 that schools on the Navajo Reservation began to adopt
Navajo literacy into their curriculums. More widespread reading skills in the Navajo
language were encouraged in schools after 1970, and this was largely due to the precedent set
by Rough Rock Demonstration School.39 Bibles, hymns, other catechism materials as well as
Gospel tracts spread throughout the Reservation, creating a new population of churchgoers—
the monolingual literate Navajo.40 Linguist Daniel McLaughlin wrote that people, “became
empowered after accepting the truths of valuative texts written in English and Navajo.”41
Therefore, this increased population of non-schooled, yet literate monolingual Navajo
speakers further demonstrated a sense of sovereignty to outside Anglo missionaries who
associated literacy with civility. Monolingual literate Navajo speakers established precedent
for Navajo Christians to exercise their Diné identity just by existing as monolingual speakers
of Diné Bizaad in Christian spaces.

Navajo Sonic and Musical Expressions
Extensive literature exists on traditional Navajo music gathered by scholars like Gladys
Reichard and Father Berard Haile and continued with significant contributions made by
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anthropologists in the mid-twentieth century David McAllester and Charlotte Frisbie, and
song collectors like Laura Bolton. As research on Navajo traditional songs and ceremonies
are now forbidden by Navajo Nation, literature published before this ban will be discussed
briefly. Charlotte Frisbie wrote extensively about Navajo religion, and therefore about
Navajo song, as both are intimately intertwined. Her literature, specifically on the Kinaaldá,
or the Female Puberty Ceremony, also includes transcription excerpts and analyses of the
songs sung during the Blessingway Ceremony.42 Together with McAllester, Frisbie edited
the groundbreaking biography of Frank Mitchell, a Navajo Blessingway singer. McAllester
encountered and wrote about Navajo ceremonies as well, although not as extensively as
Frisbie. Other works on traditional Navajo songs have been prepared by religious figures like
Father Berard Haile, who published several books that highlight various Navajo ceremonies.
Most missionaries in their memoirs characterized the sounds of Navajo songs through basic
rhythmic and scalar observations, but did not focus on or provide detailed analyses, and none
of these accounts came from trained musicians.
As for non-ceremonial music, not very much has been written. The most recent
contributions have been Kristina Jacobsen’s published works on Navajo country western
music and on former Miss Navajo Nation, Radmilla Cody’s voice and musical expression.43
An article and subsequent book chapter by Dawn Avery has discussed the compositions of
Diné composers Raven Chacon and Juantio Becenti through a lens of self-determination as
applied to compositional processes. Avery also employs the Mohawk concept of “Non:wa”
42
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or “now” to discuss modernity in Indigenous classical music.44 In the realm of hip-hop, Kyle
T. Mays briefly discusses Diné and Lakota rapper Nataanii Means’ music and lyricism that
draws connections between the “red power movement, the hip hop generation, and the
Indigenous hip hop generation.”45 A dissertation by Kristin Le Amber Martinez argues
Indigenous punk as a form of survivance, as defined by Anishinaabe scholar Gerald Vinezor,
as “an active resistance and repudiation of dominance, as well as obtrusive themes of tragedy,
nihilism, and victimry.”46 Her fieldwork focuses on Indigenous punk bands including Diné
punk bands, from the Four Corners region. Finally, the comprehensive Encyclopedia of
Native American Music of North America includes sections on Diné music ranging in genre
and era (pre-contact to present day), and also features biographical entries on various Diné
performers and composers.47
Even less has been written about Navajo hymnal music, as most published literature
focuses broadly on Navajo Christianity as a whole, with music being a small or non-existent
part. Further, access to historical primary source materials within churches themselves
regarding the hymnal is very limited as most historical documents have been either stored in
private homes and church offices or have been lost. Ultimately, they are inaccessible to
outsiders and even to casual church members. The available literature is very recent and
mostly written by anthropologist Kimberly Marshall. In her book on Navajo Neo-
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Pentecostalism, Marshall dedicates a chapter to one of the first original Navajo hymns,
“Háála Ayóó Diyin,” composed by Ray Begaye. She argues that this hymn, “avoids the perils
of a performative language ideologies by using poetic devices and aesthetic signifiers that
evoke continuity without actually sounding like medicine man chant.”48 Marshall’s most
recent contribution to analyzing Navajo hymnal music comes from a chapter in an edited
volume where she analyzes the music of Elizabeth Bryant and Virginia Graymountain, a
gospel singing duo from Inscription House, Arizona.49 Due to a lack of access to literature or
archived materials on the history of the Navajo Hymnal, some aspects of her analysis
misrepresent the role Navajo Christians played in the development of the hymnal. While her
overall research encompasses Navajo Neo-Pentecostalism and not Navajo Protestant
Christianity as a whole, she is currently the only scholar to focus specifically on the
performance of Navajo hymnal music.
Lastly, in his master’s thesis, Terry Baldridge documents his fieldwork predominantly
at a Mennonite church in Black Mesa, Arizona led by Daniel Smiley, a popular Navajo
pastor and musician.50 Baldridge attempts to complicate the relationship of Navajo language
to hymnal music by stating there is a “struggle” for cultural relevance in Navajo Christian
worship and music. Like Marshall, Baldridge was not privy to the complex process of
translating English hymns into Navajo, but unlike Marshall, he erroneously claims that
“disregard for Navajo tone has caused the people to sing nonsense, or in a few cases, bad
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words.”51 His argument is predicated upon the notion that, because tones of Navajo words do
not match the melodic contour of the hymns, Navajo people do not know what they are
singing, and therefore hymns translated to Navajo are irrelevant. This notion promoted by
Baldridge and his Anglo missionary mentors that singing hymns in Diné Bizaad is equivalent
to babbling continues to be repeated in Navajo Christian communities, usually by Anglo
ministers, to either promote English-only worship or sing traditional-styled chants ultimately
disregarding what the Navajo language is capable of and most importantly, how Diné people
want to use their own language.

A Note on Terminology
Throughout this thesis, I use “Diné” and “Navajo” interchangeably. However, I give some
preference to the term “Diné” for matters concerning sovereignty and language, and “Navajo”
for more formal, legal designations, such as “Navajo Nation” or “Navajo Reservation.”
Further, most literature concerning mission work on the Navajo Nation refers to the nation as
a “Reservation.” The term “Navajo Nation” did not come into use until 1969 when the
Navajo Tribal Council officially voted to change the name.52 Depending on the context of the
literature or histories I am sharing, these terms will be used interchangeably. I also use
“Navajo Hymnal” and Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin, interchangeably as it is the hymnal of interest in
this study. Finally, I use “Navajo Hymnal Committee” and “Navajo Hymnal Conference”
interchangeably. The group was officially incorporated with the State of New Mexico as
“Navajo Hymnal Conference,” but they often referred to themselves as a “Committee” in
letters, interviews, and informal literature. In general, I have chosen to italicize Navajo words
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and place their English definitions when appropriate, within the text. Non-italicized Navajo
words may be used in figures or tables but are shown alongside English translations.

Chapter Descriptions
Chapter one addresses a sweeping historical contextualization of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin
amongst a language shift and a shift away from white Anglo ministers holding power over
Navajo churches. Chapter two explains the origins of Christianity on the Navajo Reservation
and the spread of the Christian Reformed Church in Navajo spaces. It also discusses the first
Navajo pastors, their zeal for ministering, and gives a biography of Rev. Paul Redhouse who
led the Navajo Hymnal Committee through the publishing process of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin.
Chapter three offers an historical timeline of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin. It follows the chronology
of the early hymnals that serve as the foundation for the Navajo Hymnal Committee’s
hymnal beginning with Alice Gorman’s Nihi Nihiyin in 1922. I expound upon the publishing
process and the critiques of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin. In chapter four I discuss the practicality of
singing the hymnal by directly addressing the singability of the translated Navajo hymns.
Using scansion, sonority, and interpretation, I consider how these properties build on one
another to create good translations. Finally, this chapter exhibits the genre shift where Navajo
hymns are primarily being sung by church choirs to the influx of Navajo gospel artists, still
popular today. The conclusion summarizes the above and celebrates the self-determination
displayed by Navajo ministers.
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Chapter Two
Missionary Paternalism and the History of Protestantism on the Navajo Nation

I must have been about eight years old, old enough to be aware of the tension in the dining
room where my parents were sitting with other church leaders, discussing how they had been
treated by a local Anglo missionary couple and what their response might entail. I peeped
over the couch; my bobbing head caught in my mom’s peripheral vision. In the lull of
conversation, she commented to me that I should always be aware of how people treat me
and learn to respond with discernment. I have witnessed firsthand, since a very young age, a
stressed dynamic between the usually well-meaning Anglo missionary and the Navajo
minister. I have witnessed these relationships wither up and burn when caught in the sun
under a magnifying glass. I have witnessed these relationships produce good work, though
hindered by the presence of the well-intentioned white man. And I can count on one hand the
collaborative ministries I witnessed, that genuinely flourished.
This chapter delineates a brief early history of Protestantism on the Navajo
Reservation mainly focusing on Christian Reformed activities, and in doing so, provides an
understanding of the paternal dynamics between white male missionaries seen as “the parents”
and Navajo ministers, or “the children.” Further, I introduce the concept of selfdetermination as expressed in Navajo as t’áá hwó ajít’éego combined with the Biblical
mandate to “work heartily as for the Lord and not for man” as the foundations for which to
describe the zeal with which Navajo ministers, particularly my maternal grandfather, Rev.
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Paul Redhouse, took up translation and ministerial work to serve their communities and bring
about changes to Navajo churches that resulted in autonomous Indigenous churches.

Navajo Introductions to Christianity
The very first introduction to Christianity in Navajo territories occurred via Catholicism. The
Franciscan Fathers targeted Pueblo communities in the Rio Grande Valley beginning in 1581.
As Navajos and Pueblos peoples regularly engaged with one another, there was no doubt
Navajos were aware of the Catholic church early on.1 However, the first recorded Navajo
baptism did not occur until 1705. Navajo conversion numbers were the highest from 1730s to
the 1770s.2 Early Catholicism struggled to hold relevancy in Diné Bikéyah due to the
migratory patterns that Diné people often traveled in.3 A Navajo family might be baptized
one week and the next week have moved on. It is not exactly clear what constituted a
conversion for early Navajos. David Brugge writes that baptisms into the Catholic Church
usually fell into two categories: voluntary and involuntary. Voluntary conversions included
the baptisms of persons or parents who requested it and involuntary conversions referred to
“baptisms of all people who were separated from their own people, by whatever means.”4
While Catholicism forced its way into Pueblo communities, Navajos managed to
elude Catholicism, even after their return from Hwéeldi in 1868. Catholics did not have a
permanent ministry among Navajo peoples until 1900 with the establishment of St. Michael’s
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Mission in Cienaga, or what would eventually become St. Michael’s, Arizona. St. Michael’s
Mission, initially overseen by Friar Anselm Weber, eventually included Frs. Leopold
Ostermann and Berard Haile as his assistants. Fr. Haile’s contributions to translation work
that Protestant missionaries greatly benefitted from will be further discussed in the following
chapter.5
The paternal status of white missionaries directly mirrors the status that Indigenous
peoples had been given by the United States Government. Through the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, signed in 1848, the United States assumed political jurisdiction over much of the
Southwest after the Mexican-American War.6 After several broken treaties and continuous
acts of defense of their homelands by Navajo peoples, Colonel Christopher (Kit) Carson was
sent by General James Carleton to lead a campaign against Navajo peoples and take them to
Fort Sumner, NM. Their intent was to capture and to “civilize.”
Fort Sumner, otherwise known as Bosque Redondo or Hwéeldi, was a place of great
suffering where Navajo people lived in captivity for four years from roughly 1864-1868.
During this time, government officials attempted to force Navajos to live and farm like their
Pueblo counterparts. However, through negotiations of selected Navajo headman and
government officials, Navajo peoples were released back to their homelands to a reservation
created by the Treaty of 1868.7
The Treaty of 1868 made certain provisions for Navajo peoples including education
and access to medical services. The United States government thus turned to churches to help
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fulfill their end of the treaty.8 In 1869, President Ulysses S. Grant created the United States
Indian Peace Policy to appease the calls of reform within the Indian Office which had
succumbed to corruption. Assuming that Christians were “honest and capable of ‘elevating’
Indian tribes,” the president effectively placed more than seventy American Indian
reservations under the control of the Christian church through the Society of Friends
(Quakers), and then extended the power to other denominations. These denominations
obtained the right to nominate federal agents for the more than seventy reservations, financial
support for Indian missions and schools, and an all-Christian board of commissioners to hold
the Department of Interior accountable.9
This was not the first cooperation of church and state to “civilize” Indigenous peoples.
Various denominations including Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists, and Catholics had been
receiving federal money for mission projects disguised as educational activities for
Indigenous peoples beginning as early as 1802. While the United States did not want to
create an overt church-state, most white Americans held a belief that a State should be
“enlightened by the Christian Gospel” and that there should be a collaborative effort between
Church and State to accomplish a common social goal. Thus, school prayers, Bible readings,
and Christian morals were essential to the education of any child, regardless of race, gender,
class, or ethnicity. This included American Indian children all the more so, as they were
considered “s-vage” and in need of “civilization.” Many leaders, including George
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Washington’s Secretary of War Henry Knox, advised that the civilization of American
Indians could only be achieved through strict Christian teaching and indoctrination.10
The first secretary of the newly established Board of Indian Commissions, Vincent
Colyer believed that the Peace Policy could prevent or at least counteract the inevitable
clashes between American Indian tribes and white settlers seeking to move westward,
especially as the transcontinental railroad would be completed in 1869.11 Colyer created
general guidelines for allocating reservations to denominations although he did not always
follow them. The first guideline stated that a “religious denomination had the right to a
reservation if, regardless of success or failure, it had established the first mission.”12
Technically, this meant the Catholics should have had claim to the Navajo Reservation, but
Colyer designated the American Southwest, including the Navajo Reservation, under the
allocation of the Presbyterians. Colyer determined after visiting Navajoland that the
Southwest needed Protestant missions. He reached out to all the respective secretaries of
various Protestant denomination’s mission boards but did not communicate with the Catholic
church. Colyer, a practicing Episcopalian, seemed to be put off by the Catholics saying, “The
Roman Catholics will take hold with eagerness.”13
It seemed that neither Navajo leaders nor the Board of Indian Commission fully
realized the logistics of implementing the Treaty of 1868. Further, the United States
Government did not fully recognize the breadth of coordination necessary for their Peace
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Policy to be executed.14 The Presbyterians struggled with the charge they had been given.
Initially, they were hesitant to join the Peace Policy due to convictions about how the policy
might infringe on Presbyterian ideals of separation of church and state. Further, they
expressed discomfort at being given the most “difficult” tribes to work with.15 Less than a
year into their arrival, conflict struck between the missionaries, the ministers, and the Indian
agents.16 Unlike other denominations, the Presbyterians did not develop a special body within
their institution specifically to oversee the enactment of the Peace Policy. They relied on
local presbyteries to oversee the actions of the selected agents, but those presbyteries did not
report back to the church board or any higher entity. This lack of structure incited frequent
resignations and release of agents, backstabbing and dramatic situations between agents and
missionaries in the Southwest to the point where the Presbyterians offered their agencies to
three other Protestant denominations, all of which declined. The buildings technically
remained under Presbyterian control, but the denomination did not have an established
mission on the Navajo Reservation from 1872-1901.17 Presbyterian individuals however,
remained involved in other denomination’s work including at Tuba City with the Tolchaco
Gospel Union Mission which was a Baptist entity.18
In January of 1881, with the election of President James Garfield, he promised to
continue Grant’s Peace Policy, hopefully with the aid of a competent Indian Affairs
Commissioner. Yet several denominations had already withdrawn, including the Dutch
Reformed in 1878, the Orthodox Friends in 1879, the Episcopalians in 1879. By April of
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1882, all denominations had abandoned the Peace Policy. For the Presbyterians, the end of
the Grant’s policy meant release from a “difficult and delicate duty.”19 After twelve years,
the Peace Policy was ultimately deemed a failure by all participating denominations except
the Methodists, who remained the only slightly interested party. Their failure to maintain a
working church-state relationship opened the door for “moral-religious idealism” outside of
the church to enter Indian Country, as seen by various humanitarian and philanthropic
associations who sought to fulfill their charitable missions by sending aid to various
reservations in the name of doing good works.
The Peace Policy officially terminated in 1882 under Henry M. Teller, Secretary of
the Interior. The Navajos had gone through ten agents in that short time.20 As the fallout of
the Peace Policy meant mission organizations were withdrawing from the Navajo
Reservation, under a new agent S. S. Patterson in (1886-1889), Mormons began working
amongst Navajos. An Episcopal minister, Rev. H. O. Ladd attempted to start a school in
Chinle, but the funding did not materialize. In fact, the following agent Charles E. Vandever
(1889-1890) noted that mission organizations seemed to be deliberately ignoring the
Navajos.21 In 1888, another endeavor by the Methodists resulted in two churches in Red Lake,
AZ and Aneth, UT, both of which were abandoned shortly thereafter. However, the
Methodists opened a more successful mission in Fort Defiance in 1890 and maintained the
Protestant presence on the Navajo Reservation until 1897.22
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The Christian Reformed Church: Early Years
In 1896, Andrew and Effie VanderWagen and Herman and Kate Fryling arrived in Fort
Defiance, Arizona where they had purchased a building and land from the Methodist Church
and were set to take over operations of the area. By 1900, the CRC church had baptized their
first convert, William Thornton, the first Native person to receive the sacrament and be
accepted into the Christian Reformed Church as a Christian.23
At this point, Fryling began teaching a Bible class at the government boarding school
in Ft. Defiance. He discovered shortly thereafter that students were also receiving mandatory
instruction from the Roman Catholic priest. The CRC Board of Missions attempted to
remedy this conflict in favor of the CRC church by sending their secretary, Dr. Henry Beets,
to Washington, D.C., where he would attempt to sway the United States Commissioner of
Indian Affairs. The Commissioner Stewart Hazlett, declined to interfere, citing that each
church had equal rights on the reservation, but he could encourage the superintendent to
allow Fryling to catechize the school children in his home.24 Without the backing of the
Commissioner, CRC missionaries began searching for a different place where they could
perform their mission duties without the encroachment of other denominations and without
the direct oversight of government organizations.
In 1901, the search for a more suitable base for Southwest CRC missions began.
Fryling began location scouting for a “suitable location for an industrial institution where we
would be able to colonize our future converts and provide means and ways for them to enjoy
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a Christian life.” 25Reverend Leonard P. Brink later recounted the criterion he, Fryling and
VanderWagen had for such a location. They wanted a place, “off the reservation with a
source of water, with some prospect of raising a garden, and not too far from the railroad and
readily accessible to the Indians.”26
Fryling and Brink traveled from Fort Defiance as far as they could by buggy, going as
far west as Navajo Springs, and north towards Tanner Springs. Brink ventured eastward near
Crownpoint, New Mexico, and found a location with a spring nearby. Early the next year
(1902), the location was approved by Synod and the place was named Mission Springs.27
However, when Brink returned to begin preparing the area for settlement, the spring had
dried up, and additional searches for water sources ended in disappointment. The Mission
Board then sent out two men, Rev. Evert Breen and Rev. Johannes Groen to aid in the
location search and these two men determined that the area just east of Gallup would be most
suitable.
The land Breen and Groen sought after was originally a squatter’s claim. There was
some initial confusion as to who sold half of Smith Ranch, as it was called, to the
missionaries: James Smith, a white rancher, or Mike Smith, a Navajo ranch hand. A Navajo
man named John George recounted his grandfather’s journey home from Fort Sumner.
George’s grandfather, Ashihi Biye’, had a summer camp in the same area when a white man
came through with a herd of long-horned cattle. Through an agreement with Ashihi Biye’,
the white man, James Smith built a homestead and slaughterhouse in the same area. The two
men became apparent friends and James Smith gave Ashihi Biye’ the English name, Mike
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Smith.28 While the official account by the Christian Reformed Church ultimately names
James Smith as the person who sold the land to the missionaries, I want to acknowledge the
role that Ashihi Biye’ had in this process as an asserted friend to James Smith and the fact
that the Christian Reformed Church’s mission now sits on land that originally belonged to
him.

The Christian Reformed Church: Rehoboth
“He has made room for us, we shall flourish in the land. Genesis 26:22,” reads the sign as I
drive into Rehoboth. I can count the number of times I have entered those gates on one hand,
each time, for a funeral. This time is different; I’m here to look through the small archives
that Rehoboth has kept on the second floor of what is now the music building. I check in at
the office and the principal, Mr. Bob Ippel leads me to the building. He tells me it used to be
the dining room. Instantly, I am thrown back to my childhood; oatmeal with raisins,
cornbread with syrup, grits and bacon, my mom’s specific aversion to canned vegetables and
all the little nuances of Dutch-American food culture that have permeated our home as a
result of my mom’s boarding school education. I am left in a little room upstairs where I
spend the rest of the day scanning issues of The Christian Indian, occasionally peeking at the
yearbooks to find pictures of my family. As night falls, the heaviness of the place sets in and
I purposefully avoid looking in the abandoned rooms where sheets cover the furniture. I drive
out; my heart is full but heavy.29
Rev. Breen coined “Rehoboth” from the idea that “The Lord hath made room,” and
drew inspiration from the story of Isaac, son of Abraham. Isaac and his servants were in
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search of land and water, yet every time they dug a well, the Philistines would come and
cover the well back up. With persistence, Isaac named the successful well “Rehoboth,” which
means “broad places,” or “room.”30
Immediately after purchasing, Rev. Brink constructed an adobe building for use as a
store and storekeeper’s residence. Mr. Woodgate managed the trading post and Nellie
Noordhoff served as a teacher, nurse, matron, and bakery supervisor.31 However, the trading
post did not succeed as it had a considerable deficit equivalent to $4,000 today.32 This is
likely due to the fact that Noordhoff accepted jewelry, mutton, and other non-monetary items
as pawns or trades for bakery items and other store goods. The trading post also did not sell
alcoholic substances like other trading posts did.
As the trading post venture failed, Brink and Noordhoff turned their focus to
establishing a day school specifically to catechize children. Unlike Ft. Defiance and Tohatchi
where Andrew Vander Wagen had been posted, Rehoboth was not in close proximity to any
government-run schools to take advantage of, nor was there a substantial population of
Navajo people living nearby. Noordhoff assumed that if “Indians told time from the position
of the sun,” they would not understand the importance of punctuality and how to be on time
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for school in the morning.33 Thus, they needed a boarding school. Further, when catechizing
at boarding schools, Christian morals and principles could only be enforced for that hour,
while a boarding school would allow administrators to enforce a “Christian” lifestyle at all
times of the day, every day of the week.
Henry Beets from the CRC Board of Missions hoped that Rehoboth’s boarding school
would be modeled by combining the idea of John Eliot’s “praying towns” with the standard
government boarding school.34 Eliot, a Puritan leader, championed the idea of the praying
towns in 1646 to convert Massachusett peoples to Christianity. Eliot, having learned to speak
their language, began preaching and converting.35 By 1651 he had begun moving the
converted Massachusett peoples into towns where their commitment to Christianity could be
monitored and they would ideally adopt European ideals and customs. Ultimately, these
towns failed largely because Eliot refused to comprehend just what he was asking these
newly converted Massachusett peoples to do: to exist within an “impersonal religious [and]
economic system — one which did not arise from bonds between family, friends and tribe.”
Thus, people joined because they were no longer “economically or politically independent,”
and their confessions of faith were not intentional conversions but done out of solidarity with
peers and survivance.36
Why then, did Beets want to incorporate a system that had been proven unsuccessful?
Despite the prayer towns’ decline in popularity, it was a known fact that Eliot’s system broke
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people. It stripped Indigenous peoples of every single thing that made them who they were,
perfectly encapsulated in Henry Pratt’s motto, “Kill the Indian, Save the man.” One early
student wrote that, “the only difference between Rehoboth and the government schools was
that the latter marched their students to classes and meals and recreation while at Rehoboth
they also marched them to church.”37
Andrew Vander Wagen, who had been spending time with Zuñi peoples to the south
of Rehoboth, found it very difficult to recruit willing children to attend the new day school.
In 1903, the first six children, ages five to eleven, came from north of Zuñi, about forty miles
from Rehoboth. They came from influential families, likely the children or grandchildren of
religious or community leaders. We do not know their names as the missionaries forced
English names on them and left no record of who they were before: Albert Gardiner, James
Evans, Clarissa Pierson, John Eliot, Henry Whipple, named after American evangelical
figures and Gertrude Alger, named after Noordhof’s mother.38
Although Noordhoff writes her accounts of the children’s adjustment to Rehoboth, I
intentionally choose to omit her statements in favor of highlighting Navajo-written
experiences at Rehoboth instead. I turn to the experience of Carl Gorman, a Rehoboth student,
where refusing to respond to a teacher and insulting him in Navajo warranted being locked
“in a basement room and chained . . . against a wall with nothing but bread and water to
sustain him.”39 In 1920, Gorman ran away from Rehoboth. His father, Nelson Gorman
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formally disenrolled him from the school so he could attend Albuquerque Indian School
instead. Gorman was the son of the first Navajo translator, Alice Gorman whose story will be
further discussed in the following chapter.
Nellie Noordhoff and Dick Vander Wagen (brother of Andrew Vander Wagen)
married in 1905. Due to her health complications, the newlyweds moved back East
whereupon Rev. Brink began overseeing the school immediately while he sought a teaching
replacement.40 Despite what appeared to be setbacks, the school began to grow in size and,
by 1913, there were fifty-two enrollees, both the boys’ and girls’ dorms filled to capacity. By
1917, their enrollment expanded to 100 students with a waitlist. As the enrollment increased,
Rehoboth expanded their land base through a donation of eighty acres by the Santa Fe
Railroad followed by an additional 480 acres purchased from the Railroad. By 1928, through
several purchases, Rehoboth had amassed 1,920 acres of land that housed several homes, a
school, post office, hospital, laundry, heating plant, and church.41
Over the years more buildings were added, including hogans for visiting patients and
parents of students, and a “public school for whites.” Each decade brought some extensive
remodeling including a central heating plant and staff housing in the 1940s, a high school and
accompanying dormitory in the 1950s, a fellowship hall in 1979, and the Navajo Code Talker
Center in 2004. Rehoboth has remained a dynamic place with many original buildings still
standing while others have been torn down and replaced.42
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Boarding Schools and Missionary Paternalism
During a roundtable at the Society for Ethnomusicology annual meeting in 2020, an
ethnomusicologist upheld The Autobiography of Frank Mitchell as an example of “ideal
ethnography.” Frank Mitchell was a hataałii from Chinle, Arizona and wrote his
autobiography with the assistance of anthropologists Charlotte Frisbie and David McAllester
as editors and liaisons.43 I made the counter point that Mitchell knew whom he was writing
for and whom he was collaborating with, so his autobiography would therefore skew towards
a white audience in tone, content, prose and more. Seeking out written commentary on
Rehoboth by Navajo alumni led me to The Christian Indian, a monthly magazine published
from the early 1920s through 1999 about CRC activities in Arizona and New Mexico. Like
Mitchell’s autobiography, the Christian Indian readership was predominantly white, and the
testimonials of student experiences clearly catered to a white Protestant audience.
This is not meant to disregard the optimistic endorsements of boarding school
experiences by Indigenous children, neither do I regard students’ writing positively about
their time in school as false. However, the conversation, particularly regarding Christian
Reformed mission work on the Navajo Reservation has been dominated by white
missionaries, ministers, administrators, and teachers. It’s time for alternative spaces for
Navajo people to tell their own stories to their own people, without the white gaze silently
regulating the narrative. I hope that this thesis can be one of those spaces.
Rehoboth’s reputation has not always been positive and, despite the books and
testimonials dedicated to shedding Rehoboth in a positive light, there is a lack of
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transparency about the abuses committed indoors. Boarding school experiences and traumas
are a difficult and sensitive topic, and it is my responsibility to address aspects of the
boarding school experience without disrespectfully baring all my relatives’ stories and
sufferings in the spotlight. The boarding school era shaped the current-day relationships that
each of the 574 federally recognized Native nations have to the U.S. Government.44 I am
choosing to highlight the origins of Rehoboth because it sets the tone for the interactions that
Christian Reformed missionaries would have with Navajo ministers, congregants, and society
at large.
“[Missionary Paternalism] has produced an overprotective, bureaucratic mission,
which is unwilling to give up control and to delegate responsibilities to the converts.”45
Rehoboth had been built first and foremost to be a school with an industrial center around it
to provide a Christian environment for eventual converts. Being located off the reservation
allowed for Rehoboth to run independently, but whom were they held accountable to? The
founders of Rehoboth intentionally chose a location where they could be close to the Navajo
population without having to be as accountable to government agencies and eventual tribal
leadership as other mission schools and government-run boarding schools. Not being under
any other direct leadership except that of their own denomination gave the Christian
Reformed Church a lot of latitude, and those power dynamics came out in the way they
treated their Navajo counterparts.
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White Saviorism is a recent term used to describe the experience of white people
lauding themselves for fixing a problem that they created or contributed to in the first place.
“It is about having a big emotional experience that validates privilege.”46 Teju Cole writes
that “the white savior supports brutal policies in the morning, founds charities in the
afternoon, and receives awards in the evening.”47 This is reflected in the words of Navajo
pastors who describe missionary paternalism by the missionaries as an “undisputed master,”
and Indians as “irresponsible children.” CRC missionary Mark Bouma wrote that, “there is
no doubt about it that we can (MUST) claim the American Indian as our responsibility.”48
Irresponsible children need discipline, punishment, and correction, and they most poignantly
received this punishment through policies of Indian removal by the US Government which
trickled down to the forced haircuts, beatings, starvation, and death experienced in boarding
schools.49
The ministers go on to describe the rest of the white savior industrial complex by
recounting how Native peoples mostly understand missions as, “a place where you go to
receive. It is similar to a welfare agency, except it has religious services.” And finally, that
the Native person’s “passive role is that of a dependent recipient. Evangelism is the
missionary’s job — he gets paid for it.” 50 Monetary payment was not the only compensation
missionaries received. They grew reputations and legacies for their ministries. People lauded
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their efforts to speak Navajo as it had been classified as one of the most difficult languages in
the world.
I spoke to a woman who informed me that a local missionary had translated “all those
songs in the Navajo hymnbook.” The hymnbook in question was not Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin,
but another version that included the English translations of the Navajo songs.51 I gently
informed her that that was not the case, as all of those songs were reprints from earlier
hymnals and had not been edited since they appeared in Navajo Gospel Hymns (1959). And
further, that a large part of the translation work had been completed by Navajo translators.
She had been under the impression that the entire oeuvre of songs had been translated by this
one white man. These are the kinds of legacies that some white missionaries build for
themselves and allow to be propagated among the community.52

Early Ministers
Some of the earliest lay ministers began their careers as translators. Notable men like Jacob C.
Morgan, Geronimo Martin, Chee Anderson, Allen Neskahi, and Edward Henry all served in
that capacity before their ordinations. And despite this happening during the first half of the
twentieth century, female translators were not uncommon. Although women did not translate
preaching like the men did, they were heavily involved in the translation of text and served in
leadership roles that supported the translation of literature. Navajo women who had
prominent voices in translation work included Alice Gorman, Ella Henry, Fannie Scott,
Emily Johnson, and Freda Bitsie.
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With the opening of Cook Bible School in October of 1911, it welcomed nine
students from Akimel O’odham communities.53 Diné students enrolled as early as 1915 with
the admission of John Curley, however historian Nancy Howard particularly notes the
admission of Harold Navajo to Cook Bible School in 1946. Navajo, the son of a medicine
man, had been delegated by Navajo Mountain residents to attend the school. Interested in
learning more about Christianity, it is said that Navajo’s father also encouraged him to attend.
When he returned for Christmas break, people came to hear about his experiences and what
he had learned. This story is not uncommon. Medicine men, or hataałii’s were influential
leaders within the community and were generally quite wealthy in terms of flocks, crops, and
land. Thus, when opportunities for sustained interaction with white people arose —
missionaries and anthropologists, particularly — medicine men and their families often
oversaw those relationships on behalf of the community.
Although Cook Bible School was affiliated with the Presbyterian Church, they turned
out ordained ministers in various denominations and billed themselves upon closing as
“having trained 75 percent of Christian pastors serving on American Indian reservations.”54
The first ordained minister within the Christian Reformed Church in 1962, Rev. Scott
Redhouse, was a graduate of Cook Bible School and the younger brother of Rev. Paul
Redhouse.
Other institutions that Navajo ministers attended included Central Bible Institute in
Springfield, Missouri, where Charles Lee of Cove, Arizona attended in 1948. Lee became the
53
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first ordained Navajo minister in the Assembly of God church and served in the area between
Shiprock, New Mexico and Cove/Red Valley, Arizona.55 Rev. Fred Yazzie, the first ordained
Navajo minister in the Methodist Church, attended an interdenominational institution called
Taylor University in Upland, Indiana before moving on to graduate from Asbury Theological
Seminary in Kentucky.56 John Nells, the first Navajo Nazarene minister attended the
Nazarene Indian Bible College in Albuquerque whereupon he graduated in 1976 and
continues his work as a minister to this day.57

Paul Redhouse: Fisher of Men
The Redhouse brothers, Paul and Scott, grew up at the base of Carrizo Mountain near T’iis
Názbąs, Arizona (see figure 2.1). Their father Hosteen Redhouse was a recognized hataałii
or religious healer who specialized several ceremonies, but primarily the Hózhǫ́jí’ and Paul,
as a young child, had been chosen as his father’s apprentice. The elder Redhouse sent his
sons to school at Teec Nos Pos Boarding School where Christian Reformed missionaries had
been catechizing children. When World War II broke out, Paul was drafted and sent to the
Pacific theater where he received Christ on a boat in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, unsure
of his future and what it held.58 Scott became a Christian as a twenty-two-year-old man
hospitalized with tuberculosis. Both brothers had become disenchanted with and unconfident
in the religion of their father, turning instead to Christianity.
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Upon his return from military service, he began interpreting for Rev. Floris Vander
Stoep who oversaw the Shiprock area, including Red Rock Mission and Carrizo Mission.
During their time together, Vander Stoep noted Redhouse’s affinity for interpreting and his
natural ability to communicate effectively in Navajo and encouraged Redhouse to seek
further theological education. Notably, when Redhouse was ready to lead his own
congregation, Vander Stoep left those ministries in Redhouse’s capable hands and
maintained his support for Redhouse’s ministerial endeavors as needed for the rest of his
life.59

Figure 2.1 Scott Redhouse (left) and Paul Redhouse (right), date unknown. Photo courtesy of the
Redhouse Family.
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Paul Redhouse moved his small family consisting of his wife, Edith, and young son to
Grand Rapids, Michigan in 1950 to attend the Reformed Bible Institute.60 The Reformed
Bible Institute was founded in 1939 and offered a three-year curriculum that provided a
“practical, focused and expedient track into foreign and domestic missions.”61 They spent
three years in a small apartment in Grand Rapids where Paul’s wife Edith raised their
subsequent three children while Paul studied.
Upon Paul’s graduation in 1953, he returned not to his hometown of Teec Nos Pos,
where the Carrizo mission was located, but to the Red Rock mission in Red Valley, Arizona.
Red Valley was just over the mountain from his birthplace, so the Redhouse’s were not too
far from home. Redhouse defined Red Valley as a “neglected field.…Neglected because no
missionaries [wanted] to reside there.”62 He described the housing situation as, “very, very
poor. The building was deteriorated and so it was more or less for that reason that I chose to
go there.”63 The mission, under the supervision of Rev. Floris Vander Stoep had five adult
members and one family. About Red Valley Redhouse recounted: “I remember the first
sermon I preached there was that God reigns, that God is almighty. I always had that as my
starting point in the message I had to give. My outlook on life is from the standpoint that God
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is great, greater than all.” Over a period of seven and a half years, they increased the church
numbers to thirty-five families attending.64
Ten years after his return home, Paul sought ordination through the Christian
Reformed Church. In September of 1963, he was initially interviewed in Denver by the
Classis Rocky Mountain and his second examination took place in Phoenix. Redhouse’s final
examination was conducted in Chicago by the Classis Chicago South and he was thusly
ordained at the Fourth Christian Reformed Church of Roseland on September 20, 1963 (see
figure 2.2). The Red Rock mission celebrated his ordination by repainting the entire interior
of the old chapel and holding special services with messages brought by Rev. Vander Stoep
and Rev. Herman Schripsema with Edward Henry interpreting. The Christian Reformed
Church’s magazine, The Banner, wrote about Paul’s ordination: “May the Lord use the
Redhouse brothers for fruitful work and make them an inspiration to many as they minister
the Word and the sacraments on the Indian mission field.”65
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Figure 2.2 Paul Redhouse (far right) on his ordination day, September 20, 1963. Photo from The
Banner.

While Redhouse was working primarily at Red Valley, he was also involved in
church mentorship at Toadlena upon the death of Rev. J.C. Kobes. His involvement at
Toadlena resulted in new facilities for the church. He also advocated for improvement to
facilities at the Sanostee mission and a new parish for the Red Valley mission, both of which
were granted. During his time in Red Valley, Redhouse also began a radio choir with local
church members, and they were regularly featured on his radio show Navajo Gospel Time,
which held weekly broadcasts from Flagstaff, Farmington, and Gallup.66 He recorded the
show from his office in Red Valley, as seen in figure 2.3. The radio show was originally
called Navajo Question Time and hosted by Chee Anderson, a Navajo minister from
Farmington, NM. Navajo Question Time began in December of 1951 and took questions
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every Sunday from local inquiring Navajos about Christianity and Navajo identity.67 In 1973,
Rev. Sampson Yazzie, pastor of the Farmington Christian Reformed Church, took over
Navajo Gospel Time.68

Figure 2.3 Paul Redhouse recording his radio show, late 1960s. Photo courtesy of the Redhouse
family.

In March of 1970, Redhouse returned home to Teec Nos Pos, Arizona to serve at the
Four Corners Christian Reformed Church. From this point on, Redhouse began making clear
marked steps in advancing Navajo Christian leadership to the forefront of the Christian
Reformed Church’s Navajo ministries. Shortly after his arrival, the Navajo Hymnal
Conference formed and began work on translating hymns.
In 1973, the Board of World Missions decided to end the Indian General Conference
of the CRC Church which oversaw Native mission work and “consisted of the white ordained
missionaries” in favor of a new agency that would increase participation and progress with
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local people involved “rather than having everything being decided by outside leaders.”69
Thus the Council of Indian Churches (CIC) was born. The Christian Indian wrote of the CIC
as “a new radical group . . . which will have a great influence in the government of Indian
churches of the Christian Reformed denomination.”70 Each Native CRC congregation would
have the opportunity to send the missionary in charge and two lay leaders from each
congregation to this new conference. The CIC “represent[ed] a radical move towards the
involvement of the people to meet, discuss and decide on important matters that concern their
churches and to take part in the government of their churches.” Redhouse was elected
chairman of the nine-member “Central Committee” at the first meeting.71
Redhouse’s next task in challenging the power of the Christian Reformed Church,
was to re-organize the Church Order to better serve the economic, linguistic, and cultural
differences of Navajo congregations.72 Understanding it would be a “major venture,”
Redhouse was intent on change because the “Church Order has to be adapted to our situation
or else we won’t get anywhere.”73 This resulted not only in the official inclusion of Navajo
hymnbooks, but in the Navajo and Zuni Christian Reformed Churches being organized into
their own district or Classis — the Classis Red Mesa. Redhouse’s challenges to the CRC
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church were criticized by white CRC ministers for taking too much liberty and criticized by
certain Navajo ministers for not doing enough.74
Aside from his formal duties with the Christian Reformed Denomination, Redhouse
also served in local and tribal government positions and founded the non-profit organization
Navajo Nation for Christ (NNFC).75 Wheatfields Bible Conference, a God-centered Bible
conference sponsored by Navajo Nation for Christ, is also held every summer by Wheatfields
Lake, Arizona. Redhouse continued his ministries until he was physically unable saying, “in
the Navajo way of life, there is no retirement. Retirement is unthinkable or not even in the
vocabulary of the Navajo way of thinking about a person who is spiritual leader.… I will
retire when God calls me home.”76 Redhouse peacefully passed from old age on September 5,
2019 at the age of 94. A few nights prior, he could still be heard singing and praising the
Lord at the top of his lungs into the night.77

T'áá Hwó ’Ajít’éego T’éiyá
There’s a saying in Navajo, “T’áá hwó’ ají t’éego t’éiyá.” It conveys the idea that it’s up to
you to act upon a problem or issue, and to ultimately make something happen. I discuss the
concept more in this thesis’ introduction, but the phrase encapsulates a central ideology in
Navajo worldview where society is furthered because one takes initiative to follow through
with something. It is the idea that you can’t wait around for someone else to do it — if you
are capable and able, you take it upon yourself to do something about it for the collective
74
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good.78 I described this work ethic as a foundation for Navajo people to relate to and
understand the Biblical mandate of working heartily for the Lord as found in Colossians 3:23.
There was already a cultural process in place that required Navajo people to put forth their
best work, and Navajos adapted it by giving their best fruits for the Lord, and “not for man.”
This act of taking initiative to do more, to do the best one could, is truly where
missionaries and Navajo ministers squabbled. White missionaries did not see Navajo people
as fit to serve as leaders whether it be over their own people, or in the church. They criticized
and often tried to make examples out of Navajo ministers who characterized t’áá hwó’ ají
t’éego or a sense of self-determination. They also criticized any white missionaries who
allied with future-minded Navajo ministers. The sentiment that Navajo people could not be
capable leaders, had been carried over several hundred years; it would not go away overnight.
Jacob C. Morgan, an early Navajo minister who worked alongside L.P. Brink had
spent many years as Brink’s right-hand man. Brink at the time of his death, had been the
missionary assigned to Farmington and Morgan fully expected to inherit the mission’s work.
He was passed over for another missionary who was brought in from Michigan. Morgan
sought ordination from another denomination and began a non-denominational church in
Shiprock, taking a sizable amount of both the Shiprock and Farmington congregations with
him. The CRC’s response was to send more white missionaries to secure the area from
Morgan. The effort Morgan put into seeking ordination and growing his own church, could
be described as t’áá hwó’ ají t’éego. Although Morgan’s actions could be perceived as
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competitive—and the white missionaries certainly thought of him in that light—I interpret it
as Morgan taking the initiative to provide a Navajo-led ministry for his own people.79
Ernest Benally, a Navajo minister, spoke extensively about the strained relationships
Native workers had with white missionaries in his memoir because of the Navajo ministers’
perceived outspokenness. He and my Cheii (Rev. Paul Redhouse) spoke of the poor
conditions that Navajo interpreters and lay workers were forced to subject themselves to.
Benally describes an exchange he had with his missionary partner about the difference
between the interpreter’s home and the missionary’s parsonage.
We were assigned to live in the interpreter’s house. It had been built recently, but for
heating all that it had was a big wood stove. When I asked why it was not equipped
with a heating system like the parsonage I was told, ‘Well it’s built for an interpreter.’
So I said, ‘Do you think all interpreters want to live this way?’ He said, ‘Yeah, they’d
rather heat their homes with wood stoves.’ I said, ‘I didn’t know that. Why do you
decide for people? I’d like to have heat just like you!’80
T’áá hwó’ ají t’éego is advocating for yourself and for others. Mission workers were
not paid very well, leaving a group of ministers very discouraged. When John Charles,
Melvin Chavez, John George, Sidney Nez, Jackson Yazzie, Jack Toledo, and Ernest Benally
asked for a raise, they were promptly ignored. They made multiple requests and the board
waved them off with explanations that their payment policies depended on education and
degrees, something that not all Native lay workers had access to. Benally went on to obtain
multiple degrees.81
T’áá hwó’ ají t’éego is taking the necessary steps to educate oneself. Benally recounts
in his biography that he and other Native lay workers asked Rev. Tom Beech of Bethany
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Christian Reformed Church in Gallup to teach them New Testament Greek. Beech was
ordained, but not by the CRC Church so his duties were limited. Another white missionary
caught wind of the lessons and reprimanded Beech which led to rumors that Beech was
“misleading the native workers and was teaching Greek to ‘these stupid interpreters’.” Beech
left the field as white missionaries became fearful of losing their control over the mission
field.82
Edward Henry was the first Navajo to attend Reformed Bible Institute in 1946,
followed by Paul Redhouse in 1950.83 Upon Redhouse’s graduation, more and more Navajo
Christians began enrolling in RBI. Redhouse’s own younger sister attended RBI and his
sister-in-law attended Calvin College. High school graduates of Rehoboth Christian School
were encouraged to attend RBI or Calvin College, and many did, regularly writing
testimonials of their education to the Christian Indian. Despite young Navajo climbing that
ladder and getting an education, missionaries would still say things like “These Navajo have
no common sense. . . . I have to tell them everything. I tell them to dig, and if I don’t tell
them to stop they’ll dig their way to China.”84
As the work of this hymnbook occurred alongside some of the larger changes
happening within the mission field, it has come to serve as a sonic marker of this shift. Thus,
T’áá hwó’ ají t’éego also meant learning to read music or chords to musically accompany the
hymns in church. It meant learning to play guitar or piano. It meant offering up one’s gift of
singing to lead the rest of the congregation in song. For others, both young and old, it meant
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learning to read Navajo.85 I posit that this hymnal sonically marks this shift towards Navajoled ministry, and that a spirit of self-determination rendered a new genre: Navajo Country
Gospel. I will discuss how the hymnal brought about this genre of Christian music in chapter
four.
Ultimately, I propose that the concept of t’áá hwó’ ají t’éego is directly related to
self-determination as the steps towards establishing a self-sufficient church coincides with
the spirit of t’áá hwó’ ají t’éego. It is useful in describing the collective actions of Navajo
ministers to take Christianity from the hands of the white man and minister to their own
people. Ministers like my Cheii Paul fought for everything, from bettering church facilities to
changing the way things were done at the denominational level to ensuring that Navajo
Christians could organize and lead their own churches. Ministers incited change by
strategically leaving their denominations to floundering missionaries. Translators
embellished the missionary’s sermon so that the congregation could better understand and
relate to the content. Translators spent countless hours singing the same line repeatedly until
it was just right. Lay leaders and their families moved thousands of miles away to obtain an
education so they could return home and do it themselves. White missionaries had overrun
the land and it was up to this group of Navajo Christians to change that, to take back power,
and to ensure a Navajo-led future for their descendants. This is the story of those whose
musical efforts re-shaped Navajo Christianity.
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Chapter Three
An Historical Timeline of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin

My mom taught me how to read when I was four years old. By the time I was five or six I
could sing along with the English hymnal at church and, shortly thereafter, I would peep over
my dad’s shoulder, my tongue stumbling over the longer words in the Navajo Hymnal trying
to make sense of it. He would position his hymnal so I could see, sometimes pointing to the
words as we were singing so I didn’t get lost. Soon enough, I was holding my own hymnal,
tracing the words as we sang.1 Some Navajos lament over having learned Navajo in church
when they were young and consider it to be such a violent act – I understand their
positionality. The Christian church, as an institution, is directly responsible for the erasure of
many Indigenous cultures and languages around the world. But I deem it a blessing to have
learned to read Navajo while singing, an audible act that is so highly beloved by our people.
I always knew my maternal grandfather, Rev. Paul Redhouse, played a substantial
role in the publication of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin. We could not go a Sunday at church without
singing one of his translations though it wasn’t until after his death while trying to compile a
list of everyone who contributed in some way, that I realized the number of participants. Rev.
Wallace Cole pondered on the involvement in the Navajo Hymnal, “How many people were
involved during seven years’ time in the translation, checking, editing, typing and finally the
publishing of the Navajo hymnal? The Lord knows; we do not. Individual Navajos, Navajo
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choirs, Navajo congregations, and a few biligáanaa (light skinned people) all volunteered
time and effort.”2 Cole was right; the number was practically impossible to determine then
and even more so now. The fact that we are unable to ascertain every name who contributed
to the Navajo Hymnal speaks volumes to the community-led aspect of the project. There are
four properties that distinguish Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin from previous hymnal literature. First, it
was a Navajo-led project that included both men and women holding leadership roles.
Secondly, the hymnal was created specifically to be ecumenical and involved input from all
the major denominations with a presence on the Navajo Reservation. Thirdly, Reservationwide surveys were conducted by the hymnal committee that largely determined the repertoire
of the hymnal. Lastly, the hymnal committee accounted for musicians by providing sheet
music and chords for both formally taught and self-taught musicians.
This chapter highlights the stories of the Navajo people and entities responsible for
hymnal translation work, focusing on the founding translators and following their work
through the chronology of smaller hymnals up through Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin. I chose their
stories specifically to demonstrate that the foundations of religious translation work into Diné
Bizaad was grounded in Diné-led efforts. This reality adjusts the narrative of translation
serving as an “act of cultural imperialism that had the effect of importing oppressive Western
theological concepts into Indigenous languages,” into translation as a result of a group of
Christian Navajos masterfully sculpting their language in an act of love for their people.3
Finally, I chronicle Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin’s publishing process as synthesized from letters,
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business reports, meeting minutes, and oral histories—a history that has never been outlined
in written form before.

A Chronology of Early Navajo Hymnals
The inception of the Navajo Hymnal is often credited to Rev. L.P. Brink, an ordained
minister and missionary from Michigan who was offered the opportunity to missionize
Navajo peoples in 1900. He lived in Tohatchi, New Mexico until 1913, spent a year in
California where his wife passed away, and returned to Tohatchi in 1914. He would remain
working amongst Navajos and he translated some well-beloved tunes like “Jesus Loves Me,”
“Tell it To Jesus,” and “The Lord’s Prayer.”
There are many stories of white Christians arriving on the Reservation to engage with
Diné Bizaad, the Navajo language, for the purposes of religious translation work. The story
of Faye Edgerton, the white woman who is credited with translating to Navajo most of the
Bible is well documented in her biography God Speaks Navajo. Her colleagues and main
collaborators, Geronimo Martin and Roger Denet Dale are usually mentioned (see figure 3.1),
but there is little said about them in comparison to her. There are many unnamed Navajo
contributors and editors like Nancy Kee, Kee Cohoe, Ellen Tsosie, and students from various
religious institutions who were doing the bulk of the work that was overseen by a named
white minister.4 It is no surprise that the documentation of the earliest hymnals would happen
in a similar way. Most scholars assume that white missionaries were leading this project.
Kimberly Marshall attributes the ecumenical hymnal to “missionary efforts” and states that
the “roots of the Navajo language hymnal can be traced to Christian Reformed missionary
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L.P. Brink.” She cites Tom Dolaghan and David Scates’ who in turn lauded Brink’s Navajo
language skills and recognized him as the first missionary to translate CRC hymns into
Navajo.5

Figure 3.1 Roger Denet Deal (left) and Faye Edgerton (right) working on the Navajo Bible. Date
unknown. Photo courtesy of Pam Criger.

But the translation of the very first hymnal, Nihi Nihiyin, published in 1922 does not
start with L.P. Brink, as many consider it to be. It starts with Edward Becenti, the young
Navajo man who taught Navajo to Brink. Becenti first encountered CRC missionaries as a
teenager in the mid-1890s as a student at the boarding school in Fort Defiance, Arizona. He
attended a Bible study organized by early mission workers, Herman Fryling and Andrew
Vander Wagen. Upon meeting them again at a trading post in 1902, Vander Wagen asked
Becenti if he could translate a Gospel message for him. By 1904, Becenti began teaching Rev.
Brink the Navajo language, working with him six to eight hours each day, particularly on
5
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pronunciation. Although Brink credited Becenti as a contributor to the Bible, catechisms and
other materials translated into Navajo, Becenti’s name is not historically tied to these
publications as a valuable contributor. Eventually, Becenti would go on to become a
missionary to his own people, speaking and preaching at various church events. He passed
away in October of 1929. Scholars do not know much about Becenti, but one thing is clear:
Brink owes his entire linguistic reputation to the young man who taught him Navajo.6

Figure 3.2 Edward Becenti (left) and L.P. Brink (right). Photo courtesy of Origins Online.

Simultaneously, a Plymouth Brethren missionary, Clara Holcomb and her father
Horace A. Holcomb had been staying near Moenkopi, Arizona as early as 1910. Both had
experience living amongst Indigenous peoples as Clara had been working with tribes in
Kansas and Colorado and her father, with Ojibwe peoples in Northern Michigan. Their
mission agency, Gospel Missionary Union, had begun phasing out their Indian missions in
6
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favor of sending their missionaries to Africa. Thus, the Holcomb father and daughter decided
to start their own mission in what they referred to as the “most remote part of the Navajo
Reservation,” or what would become Immanuel Mission near Sweetwater, Arizona.7
It wasn’t until the early 1920s that the Holcombs received permission by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to establish Immanuel Mission, and although the elder Holcomb technically
“founded” the mission, it was Clara who oversaw the daily business of the mission.8 Like
Rehoboth, the mission saw slow successes, and as the elder Holcomb aged (he had already
been 70 when the mission was established), Clara took over more and more of the duties.
They did not hold church services or Sunday schools, assumedly because Clara was a woman,
and women were not ordained or allowed to serve in pastoral capacities. So, she taught and
ministered as her role allowed her to, but her most successful ministry was through song.
Clara became known as “Singing Woman” to the local Navajos because she would
sing songs to whoever came to the mission. Irwin Girdner, Clara’s nephew, recounted that
she, Rev. Brink and Alice Gorman worked together to translate songs:
Aunt Clara worked with them, as much as you do when you’re on different corners of
the reservation and there’s no, really, any roads. If you get together at different times,
I remember them coming – L.P. Brink coming out to the mission. They would be
conjugating verbs and saying, ‘What’s this? What does that mean?’ And they were
trying to put together a written language because there was no written language.9
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Figure 3.3 The Iron Singer: Clara Holcomb playing organ for three Navajo men. NAU.PH.226.170.
Florence Barker Collection. Special Collections and Archives, Cline Library, Northern Arizona
University.

Most notable however, was the genius of Alice Gorman. Gorman was the first Navajo
translator. Likely born in 1885, Alice Peshlakai attended the Good Shepherd Mission, a
project founded by the Episcopal church in 1894. She initially worked at the mission as a
kitchen assistant, and eventually married a young Navajo man named Nelson Gorman who
also worked at the mission as an interpreter, in 1902.10 Girdner described Alice as the
“leading” translator as she had translated thirty-six hymns in the very first iteration of what
would become the Navajo Hymnal, Nihi Nihiyin – more than any other contributor had
translated.11 She also translated Robinson Crusoe in the Navajo language.
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Figure 3.4 Alice Gorman (left) and her husband Nelson Gorman (right). Family Images.
NAU.PH.2004.32.3.256. Alwin Girdner Collection. Special Collections and Archives, Cline Library,
Northern Arizona University.

Gorman’s brother, Wallace Peshlakai (c.1891-1937), also contributed two translations
to Nihi Nihiyin. Peshlakai attended the Good Shepherd Missions alongside his older sister
Alice. Peshlakai eventually married a Hopi woman and took up residence at Rehoboth
beginning in 1930 with his family, while serving as an interpreter for Rev. Jacob Kamps.12
Wallace Peshlakai, Walter Bitsie, Esther Curty, Leo Tso Begay, and Joe Patrick’s wife (first
name is unknown), all Navajo, formed a small organization in 1936 consisting of Navajo
Christians who were interested in helping translate parts of the Bible into the Navajo
language.13 Lauded for his interpreting skills, Peshlakai often contributed politically, having
given statements for the Survey of Conditions of Indians in United States and at the Christian
Reformed Church’s Synod sessions alongside other Navajo ministers. Peshlakai attended a
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Bible conference at Mount Elden in Flagstaff, Arizona and detoured though the Grand
Canyon with six other missionaries and his step-son. Miscalculating the depth and speed of
the current, he drowned in the Colorado River in 1937.14
John Curley (1890- ?) was a Navajo translator from Ganado area who frequented
Immanuel Mission. Descended from one of the Navajo headmen who signed the Treaty of
1868, he came from an influential family and was also the son of a hataałii. Curley grew up
with Presbyterian influences and eventually converted. He married Nihaazbaa’, Elizabeth
Shepherd, who was amongst the first students of Rev. Charles Bierkemper at the Ganado
Presbyterian Mission. She had been raised by Charles’ wife, Alice Bierkemper, and
eventually died of tuberculosis.15 Curley sought out training from Cook Bible School in 1915
and aspired to be a minister, being received under the care of the presbytery in May 1917.16
He continued to work in matters of translation helping translate parts of the Bible, several
hymns in Nihi Nihiyin and also contributed to the Navajo Grammar published in 1951.
Curley’s mother eventually accepted Christ and became the oldest of the converts that
Ganado Presbyterian Mission had been responsible for. Anthropologist Gladys Reichard
stayed with his family in the early 1930’s and published her ethnography in 1934.17 The man
she refers to as “Tall Man” is John Curley.
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Figure 3.5 John Curley (back row, second from right) with missionaries at Immanuel Mission. Group
at Old Mission. NAU.PH.2004.32.3.47. Alwin Girdner Collection. Special Collections and Archives,
Cline Library, Northern Arizona University.

Sam Gorman is mentioned in a newsletter as a contributor to the hymnal and he is
credited with one translation. Gorman served as a tribal council delegate in the 1940-1950s
and focused his campaigns on expanding educational opportunities for Navajo youth.18 Not
much is known about his translation work.
Bridging the geographical gap between Rehoboth and Immanuel Mission, was
Shiprock, New Mexico where Rev. Allen Neskahi (1889-1988) grew up. Neskahi was a
controversial figure in missionary circles because he was notoriously difficult to keep “in
line.” Neskahi had ideas about what an Indigenous church should look like that white
missionaries and even Navajo ministers did not agree with including the use of traditional
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instrumentation in worship. Neskahi assisted with translating messages, often traveling with
CRC ministers as their interpreter. In addition to the songs he contributed, Neskahi worked
extensively on the book of Psalms. His grandson Arlie Neskahi spoke to his paternal
grandfather’s translation work saying, “really good translators are able to find something in
the culture like metaphors that they can use to help gain understanding.”19 And given the
poetic nature of the Psalms, Neskahi drew on his knowledge as a former hataałii (medicine
man] to evoke a poetic tone in Navajo.20 Neskahi was ordained in the Baptist church and
began preaching all over the reservation and in nearby border towns. He was also the first
Navajo Peyote roadman having obtained special permissions from a roadman in Oklahoma
and this switch of religions is what solidified him as a controversial character.
Jacob C. Morgan (1879-1950) was also from Shiprock, New Mexico. Historian Bruce
Gjeltema characterizes Morgan as a “translator and bilingual leader” who used his role as a
“linguistic and cultural broker to soften the impact of colonial action,” in both his work as a
missionary and tribal politician.21 Morgan attended the Teller Institute in Colorado where he
embraced the white man’s supposed civility and sought to bring that kind of modernity to his
people. He furthered his education at the Hampton Institute in Virginia where he was
classically trained in the cornet and violin. Morgan translated several hymns in Nihi Nihiyin
and he is the only Navajo contributor to any Navajo hymnal that had a formal background in
classical music.22
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Figure 3.6 Jacob C. Morgan, photo from the Navajo Times.

Morgan served as L.P. Brink’s interpreter in Farmington and the two had a very close
relationship. Upon the death of Brink, Morgan had fully expected to inherit the duties of
Brink at the Farmington CRC Church, but he was not selected as Brink’s successor.
Frustrated by the continual attribution of his achievements to Brink and the unwillingness of
CRC missionaries to acknowledge him as a leader, he broke off relations with the CRC
church, sought ordination from another denomination and began a non-denominational
church in Shiprock, New Mexico. Many of the congregants at the Farmington and Shiprock
Christian Reformed churches began attending Morgan’s church instead, which alarmed CRC
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missionaries who sent Rev. Floris Vander Stoep to Shiprock to establish a firmer presence
there.23
The final Navajo contributors to this first hymnal were Walter and Frieda Bitsie.24
Walter and Frieda Bitsie came from Tohatchi, New Mexico, where the very first Navajo
CRC Church had been established in 1896 by Andrew Vander Wagen. Walter served as an
interpreter and also as the vice-president for the very first CRC Translation Delegation which
featured an all-Navajo board. The Bitsies were a musical family. Walter bought a piano when
his children were young and they learned to play. Frieda played harmonica.25
It is through these people, Alice Gorman, Wallace Peshlakai, John Curley, Sam
Gorman, Allen Neskahi, J.C. Morgan, Walter and Freda Bitsie, L.P. Brink and Clara
Holcomb, that Nihi Nihiyin came to life (figure 3.7). First published in 1922, it contained
sixty-one hymns and Scripture passages. Four-hundred copies were printed by Rayner,
Dalheim & Co. in Chicago, IL and distributed out of Toadlena, New Mexico. Initially, there
were only four translators who worked with the first edition, all Navajo except for Rev. Brink:
Alice Gorman, John Curley, Sam Gorman, and L.P. Brink. Alice Gorman translated just over
half of all the content of this first edition, with thirty-six songs credited to her name.
The second edition published in 1928 contained ninety-three hymns, and three
Scripture passages: Psalm 25, Psalm 103 and 1 Corinthians 13. This time they printed 800
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copies from the same publisher, but it was distributed out of Farmington, NM.26 Later
missionaries and researchers credited L.P. Brink with determining the orthography for the
hymns, which was slightly different than the one Father Berard Haile used. Girdner’s
interview indicates that while Brink was credited, translators collaboratively discussed how a
word should be spelled.

Figure 3.7 Nihi Nihiyin 1st edition, 1922 (left), Nihi Nihiyin 2nd edition, 1928 (right). Photos by
author.

The next hymnal to be published was Gospel Hymns, Navajo, Word Edition: “Sing Unto the
Lord”, in 1935. It contained 101 hymns and 3,000 copies were printed by Western Service in
Gallup, New Mexico under the auspices of the Presbyterian Church in Indian Wells, Arizona.
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This hymnal included lyrics with a pronunciation guide, but not music. No translation credits
appear in this edition, which makes it difficult to determine who translated the eight new
hymns that were added as the 93 other songs were reprints from Nihi Nihiyin 2nd ed.27
A second edition of Gospel Hymns with the same content and title, but different
colored binding was printed for use by the Christian Reformed Church the same year and
same publisher. In 1947, the Christian Reformed Church released a revised edition of Gospel
Hymns, In Navajo, New Word Edition.
Boholnihii Bich’i’ Dahohtaal, the third hymnal in this timeline was the first Navajo
hymnal published by Wycliffe linguists in 1946. Faye Edgerton, who is also credited with
translating a large portion of the Navajo Bible, alongside Faith Hill and Turner Blount edited
and translated additional songs and Scripture passages. It too, was a word edition with no
music provided. 3,500 copies were printed at Phoenix Indian School. This hymnal marks the
change of orthography to the standardized Navajo orthography developed by Robert Young,
William Morgan and John Harrington between 1938-40.28 Just two years later, in 1948,
Wycliffe translators Hill and Edgerton would release Jesus Dayoodláanii Biyiin: Navajo
Gospel Hymns. It was a word edition printed by Cletus Smith in Scottsdale, Arizona and
contained 127 hymns (see figure 3.8).29
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Figure 3.8 A copy of Jesus Dayoodláanii Biyiin: Navajo Gospel Hymns (1948) that originally
belonged to Freda Bitsie. Photograph by author.

In 1953, the Christian Reformed Church put out Navajo Gospel Hymns printed by
Navajo Missions, Inc., which was a Methodist entity. Fraser cites Edgerton and Hill as the
translators of this edition, but it is likely that the CRC Church reprinted songs from Wycliffetranslated hymnals for their use. This version was specific to the CRC Church because it
contained the first Navajo translation of the Apostles Creed.30 However, in 1954, the Navajo
Gospel Mission at Oraibi, which was a Baptist entity, printed Navajo Gospel Hymns and
Supplement with Scripture Portions as a word edition. Fraser credits L.P. Brink and Fred
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Mitchell as the translators because the orthography used in this hymnal had not been updated
despite the fact that Young and Morgan’s new orthography had been in use for over ten years.
Finally, in 1959, Navajo Mission printed Jesus Dayoodlaanii Biyiin: Navajo Gospel
Hymns which had been a revision of the 1948 edition that Wycliffe translators did. This
version, however, contained words and music for 155 songs.31 This is the hymnal that the
Navajo Hymnal Committee chose to edit. Paul Redhouse’s personal library had a large print
version containing edits to nearly all the songs. On the inside cover (figure 3.9), he wrote:
“Paul Redhouse, Please return – The only copy with revisions of old hymns –.” Redhouse
crossed out phrases, sometimes entire verses, sometimes the whole song and replaced them
with his edits written neatly over pink highlighter so it was very clear where the edits
belonged. Redhouse used the book to edit and would share his suggestions with the rest of
the translators who would then copy the final edits into their own editions. Rev. David Tutt
had his own copy which his daughter lent me, and I was able to match the edits against each
other.
The final hymnal before the one used today, was Navajo Gospel Hymns printed at
Navajo Mission, Inc., in Farmington, NM by the General Conference of Christian Reformed
Missionaries in 1962. It was a word edition with a green cover and black binding and
contained 155 hymns.32
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Figure 3.9 Title page of Paul Redhouse’s personal copy of Jesus Dayoodláanii Biyiin: Navajo Gospel
Hymns (1959), that he used for editing. Photograph by author.

Foundations of the Navajo Hymnal Conference/Committee33
It was June 10, 1972 when the Navajo Hymnal Conference first met to discuss the possibility
of publishing a new hymnal.34 Most of the participants were members of the Fellowship of
Navajo Christian Missions, an interdenominational organization meant to promote
conversation between various denominations on the reservation.35 A letter written from Ed
Oppenhuizen to a potential publisher in 1973 explained that a meeting of “all interested
groups and individuals of many denominations were invited,” to give ideas and volunteer
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their time and efforts. Oppenhuizen described their efforts as “grass roots participation.”36
And he was right: the Hymnal Committee at its birth was especially focused on creating a
hymnal that most if not all Protestant denominations could use and agree with, and further,
that this process would be specifically Navajo-led.
Although there were non-Navajo people involved with the creation of the hymnal,
they were not leading the project or the decision-making processes. Most of the non-Native
volunteers who were already few in number, focused their efforts on the financial side of
things: fundraising, bookkeeping, and obtaining copyrights.
The front of Jesus Woodlą́ ą́ jí Sin notes that the committee’s goal was to “improve and
enlarge” the Navajo Hymnal. This is one of the core differences between Jesus Woodlą́ ą́ jí
Sin and other hymnals—even the ones that Wycliffe translators published. English hymnals
often contained hundreds of hymns that covered a variety of themes and topics. The hymnal
committee hoped the new Navajo Hymnal could demonstrate a similar scope. For the
purposes of Jesus Woodlą́ ą́ jí Sin, most existing hymns were edited, and very few were left
untouched. In some cases, the entire existing translation was scrapped and completely redone
although the translation credit often remained with the original translator.37
Within the Hymnal Committee, there were four sub-committees: Executive,
Translation, Compilation, and Financial.38 The Executive committee had been formally given
“the authority to handle all affairs of the Navajo Hymnal Conference.”39 The Translation
committee was in charge of editing pre-existing hymns and translating new hymns. The
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Compilation committee’s duties included planning the songs to be included, the layout of the
hymnal (as it would also contain a piano accompaniment) and arrange for both the words and
music to be typed out. The Financial committee oversaw the finances of the hymnal
committee including the reimbursements for expenses accrued by committee members on
behalf of the committee and obtaining copyrights for certain hymns. This committee would
also later oversee the bookkeeping for loans and payments processed as well as distribution
for the published hymnal.
From a financial perspective, the committee wanted to (1) produce a hymnal in
Navajo, with music, which would have some 300-350 hymns, (2) produce this hymnal at the
lowest possible price, (3) tap the maximum resources within the limits of these various
denominations.40 The lack of legal identity posed an issue, particularly because they planned
on inviting various Christian book publishers to bid on the printing of the hymnal.41
Before the hymnal committee began formally meeting, members of the group had
initiated research into the process of printing a hymnal. Rev. Jack Drake from Navajo
Mission delineated the purchase and selling prices for a hymnbook printed at Navajo Mission,
presumably Navajo Gospel Hymns, over the course of four years. He also explained some of
the printing pricing and quality of materials saying, “it may be that this will be of interest to
your committee as they meet to study this.”42
In November of 1972, Rev. Geo K. Congdon from Mentmore Mission prepared and
presented, “Suggested Guidelines for the Selection of Songs, Hymns, and Special Musical
Numbers To Be Included in the New Navajo Hymnal,” as seen in figure 3.10. These
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guidelines were read and approved for presentation at the following meeting whereupon the
committee revised and approved the final version on January 13, 1973. An earlier draft
included one guideline requiring only one version of each song or hymn to be used —if there
were two, then the better one should be chosen.43 The redaction of this guideline allowed for
multiple versions of a song to be printed such as “How Great Thou Art” translated by John
Charles and again by Faye Edgerton in conjunction with the Navajo Language School.44
As I will further discuss in chapter 4, there are also two versions of “What a Friend
We Have in Jesus.” One version was originally translated by Alice Gorman in 1922 but is
now titled “Oh How Wonderful Is Our Friend,” and sung to the tune of “What a Friend,” and
the other was re-translated by the Navajo Hymnal Committee. This guideline was omitted
specifically to allow for various special circumstances. The last guideline proposed that the
Compilation and Translation sub-committees would have jurisdiction over the final selection
of songs to be translated. This was important because Navajo people were the majority of the
translation and compilation committees. It assured that no white person volunteering on the
financial committee, or more importantly, the executive committee, could boss the translators
into including or not including a certain song. Thus, the Navajo translators retained the power
to work with materials they wanted to translate.45
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Figure 3.10 Suggested Guidelines for the Selection of Songs for Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin.

Simultaneously, the compilation committee sent a list of songs with their respective
translators that they planned to use in the new hymnal, to churches across the Navajo
Reservation. In return they asked churches 1) to indicate if they knew who a translator was
for songs without a credit; 2) to prepare a list of ten songs they would like to see in the
hymnal that weren’t already on the list, and 3) to indicate if any congregants would like to be
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part of the project.46 This survey process had not been conducted by prior white translators
who did all the work themselves and appeared to take little to no feedback from the
communities they were translating for. The hymnal committee clearly valued community
feedback and as this was a Navajo hymnal, they needed to know what Navajo people wanted
to sing. The extensive effort taken to ensure Navajo people were included in the decisionmaking process of their hymnal was unmatched.

Publishing Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin
Rev. Paul Redhouse had translated nearly two dozen songs to be sung on air during his radio
show “Navajo Gospel Time,” and was aware of the steps to procure copyright permissions to
reprint translations. Prior to the organization of the hymnal committee, he wrote to
Zondervan Music Publishers, Benson Publishing Company, Stamps-Baxter Music Printing
Company, and the Nazarene Publishing House among others, explaining that he was a
“Navaho Indian Christian ordained minister in the Christian Reformed Church of America”
seeking permission to “copy the words (by general translation) and the musical composition
of the above named gospel song”.47 Both Stamps-Baxter and the Nazarene Publishing House
asked for a copy of the translation in lieu of payment.48 These letters were sent as early as
1967.
Eight years later, hymnal committee secretary Rev. Jack Drake echoed the same
copyright requests to a mass of publishers. Drake had additionally been working to secure a
46
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publisher for the new hymnal, but most publishers articulated concerns about securing
necessary copyrights. This concern was not unfounded. Manna Music, Inc. took three months
to respond to Drake’s initial inquiry, saying “we really [could] not consider your request in
your letter dated June 28, 1975 seriously until we are able to obtain from you additional
information.”49 Five months later, Drake responded with the requested information especially
highlighting the fact that, “this project is getting a hymnal of Christian songs in the hands of
the Navajo people [and] is strictly non-profit and no person or organization is to receive any
monetary profit from it.”50 A few weeks later, Manna Music responded with the permission
to use “How Great Thou Art,” and included their terms of use.51 This tedious process is just
one example of what it took to obtain copyright permission for one song, and an estimated 52
songs needed copyright permissions before printing.52
In terms of printing and publishing the hymnal, the research began early on with Ed
Oppenhuizen writing to various book publishers seeking “wisdom and guidance.” The book
publishers that Oppenhuizen contacted included Baker Book House, Zondervan Publishing
House, Hope Publishing, and Eerdmans Publishing. Eerdmans never responded. In a letter to
Baker Book House, Oppenhuizen explained what the Hymnal committee intended to do, and
potential issues that might make their publishing efforts difficult.53 Clarence Dykhouse at
Baker Book House responded with a recommendation to Mr. George Shorney who he
described as a “very good publisher of hymn books.”54 Zondervan Publishing House wrote
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back, saying it was “a big project” (see figure 3.11). Zondervan’s primary concern was the
layout and the process of obtaining copyright for all songs not in Public Domain.55
However, Hope Publishing brought up another issue: the Navajo language. Hope was
concerned about their ability to turn a profit from publishing a hymnal for a market that was
“confined to those who read and speak the language.” They seemed to be more concerned
with the marketability of the hymnal and concluded that any other American publisher would
also shy away from working with the hymnal committee purely for economic reasons saying,
This limiting factor would frighten the average publisher (Hope included), as we
would have absolutely no way to market such an item. We have found it best when
dealing with such a project to ask that the group involved purchase the entire first run
at a wholesale price and that they in turn be responsible for the distribution. This
gives them what they need, a well printed book at a low price without permission
problems and relieves the publisher of the distribution problem which they should be
willing to accept if they are underwriting such a project.56
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Figure 3.11 Letter from Zondervan Publishing House to Ed Oppenhuizen, 1973.

This advice resonated with the hymnal committee as they ultimately compiled the
hymnal themselves by hiring a music and word typist to prepare the proofs for publishing. In
January of 1977, Mildred Irving began typing out the piano parts using a special rented music
typewriter and Norma Davis began typing the words on a special Navajo typewriter. The
typing process took two years, and the hymnbook was finally completed in January of 1979.
The proofs went to a printer in Cortez, Colorado in April 1979 and in May 1979, El Camino
Press based out of LaVerne, California handled the first run of hymnbooks, compiling them
at cost. The books were then transported via delivery truck back to the Navajo Reservation.
Of the seven total years it took to get Jesus Woodlą́ ą́ jí Sin into the hands of Navajo
Christians, approximately four and a half of those years were spent editing and translating
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and the remaining two and a half years were dedicated to typing and compiling the hymn
book.57

Figure 3.12 Norma David, word typist. Photo courtesy of Pam Criger.

The Hymnbook Arrives
By September 21, 1978, 351 hymns were complete with copies and fourteen more were
complete but had not yet been duplicated. The translators were planning to conduct a final
singing/reading check of the entire songbook that same month.58 Preparations began for the
Hymnal Dedication Ceremony in early 1979. A letter sent out to various churches wrote
“Jesus Woodlą́ ą́jí Sin – The new Navajo Hymnal is expected to be available in April.” The
letter included a form for churches to fill out indicating their need and ability to pay and
specs regarding the new hymnal. The hymnals would be distributed through the five
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distribution points listed below and each center signed a consignment contract with the
Navajo Hymnal Conference to sell the hymnbooks. 59

Figure 3.13 Text indicating the specs for the new hymnal outlined in a letter from Ed Oppenhuizen to
Navajo Reservation Churches dated March 12, 1979.

However, it was a stressful time for the committee as they did not have quite enough
money to complete the first run of printing to include 18,000 copies. They had paid the initial
50% needed upfront to begin printing, but the week before they were scheduled to pick up
the hymnbooks, they were still $4,000 short of their goal.60 Letters were sent out to various
churches and denominations requesting interest free loans that would be paid back as they
sold their first run of hymnals. They were able to meet their goal with the help of interest free
loans from Christian Reformed Church of Window Rock, the Christian Reformed Church of
Tohatchi, and the Board of Home Missions within the Christian Reformed Church.61 Nearly
one thousand people gathered outside the Gorman Hall on the Navajo Nation Fairgrounds in
Window Rock, Arizona, on June 16, 1979 to welcome the new hymnal. The festivities began
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with a potluck at noon, with various churches contributing to the meal. The dedication
ceremony began at 1:30 PM with Benjamin Hogue as the Master of Ceremony. For the next
three hours, attendees witnessed the presentation and dedicatory of the hymnal and
participated in congregational singing. After the official dedication ceremony, less formal
speeches, special numbers, announcements, and fellowship were planned to take place.62 The
ceremony was also broadcast over the radio via Christian radio station KHAC.

Figure 3.14 Hymnal Dedication Ceremony, Window Rock, Arizona (Navajo Nation Capital), June 16,
1979. Photo courtesy of Pam Criger.

Acceptance of the New Hymnal
Wallace Cole wrote “New Navajo Language Hymnal Receives Reservation-Wide
Acceptance,” in a Lutheran newsletter from September 1979 – three months after the
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presentation of the new Navajo hymnal. He highlighted the project as “the one hymnal that
serves all Navajo Protestants.”63 It was true. Rev. Steven Plummer, the first Navajo to be
ordained in the Episcopal Church had been “awaiting the publication of the new Navajo
Language Hymnal.” Plummer served a congregation of an estimated 2,000 Navajo church
members in and around Montezuma Creek and he planned to use the new hymnal as an
adjunct to the Navajo Gospel Hymn Book that the Episcopal church had been using.64 Fr.
Sutcliffe at the Good Shepherd Mission in Fort Defiance, Arizona wrote that “half the hymns
are from a Navajo ecumenical hymnal – ‘old gospel things.’” Despite being categorized as,
“old gospel things,” they were still used in services in 1998 when he wrote about Anglican
influence on the Navajo Reservation.65 Even the Catholics asked for permission to reprint
certain songs from the Navajo Hymnal, although the Navajo Hymnal Committee secretary
informed them that they couldn’t give express permission due to copyright reasons.66 The
songs from Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin later appeared in a Navajo missal entitled ‘Ée’ Neishoodii
Bisin Dóó Bíí’ Nahagha’.
The reception of the hymnal was not all positive, and the Hymnal Committee wrote
several letters to reservation churches to address negative congregational reviews. The two
prominent complaints concerned either the printing quality or the re-translated repertoire of
the hymnal. Within months of purchase, the binding on many hymnbooks was loosening and
pages were falling out. Older congregants complained that the print was too small, and they
could not read the words. Those who did not read Navajo had already memorized previous
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translations of the songs and complained that the new translations were too different or not
done well. Rev. David Tutt, then secretary of the hymnal committee, addressed the
translation concerns in the first letter saying:
We have heard that some people are not happy with some of the changes made in
songs that you knew before. We want to say again that no changes were made until
we all agreed here that such change was very necessary in order to make a clear
message or correct translation of the English song, or to make it fit with the music
better. Very many hours were spent by checking committee reading and singing
through all the songs two or three times. This included all the experienced Bible
translators and others who speak Navajo well.67
The edited translations continued to be an issue as meeting notes from 1987 indicate
that Paul Redhouse, “raised the question of changes requested in some songs.” A translation
committee was reformed to handle these concerns and Redhouse was designated as the
contact person who would collect “any new songs and suggested corrections.”68 It is
currently unknown if any of these suggested corrections were implemented in future
printings.
In 1980, a second letter was sent out to various churches specifically addressing the
quality of the hymnal. The Hymnal committee offered to re-staple broken book bindings free
of charge at Navajo Mission in Farmington, NM. They also offered the option of having the
books three-hole punched and put in a binder for a small fee. For those who struggled to read
smaller print, the committee recommended purchasing a piano edition which had larger
print.69 Later printed editions also used darker ink to remedy this issue. A month later, Ed
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Oppenhuizen, treasurer, wrote to El Camino Press inquiring of their options to remedy the
predicament of books falling apart.70 The books have gone through several printings
beginning with the initial red and black covers, to the blue covers (as seen in figure 3.15), to
the green covers, to green covers with holographic/gold lettering, and as of the most recent
printing, the hymnal is brown with a spiral binding.
In 1981, Oppenhuizen wrote once more to El Camino Press announcing their intent to
publish a second edition of Jesus Woodlą́ ą́ jí Sin. The hymnal committee planned to publish a
word-only edition without the music scoring and include the English translation alongside the
Navajo print for each song. Oppenhuizen also underlined the need for it to be a better-quality
hymnal, proposing “to have the pages stapled or bound like a regular hymnbook.” He also
suggested involving a consultant to make the publishing process easier for both parties.71
Although translators had begun translating new songs to be included in the second edition – a
second edition never materialized.
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Figure 3.15 The New Navajo Hymnal. Photo courtesy of Pam Criger.

The Navajo Hymnal Conference Phases Out
The hymnal committee met on and off throughout the 1980s. After not meeting for more than
two years, from 1985-1986, Wallace Cole, treasurer, wrote a letter to the board members
inviting them to revive the committee.72 Meeting notes from November of 1988 indicate that
a third printing was planned, with the publishing of new hymns however a formal timeline
compiled by David Tutt, indicates that not much progress had been made. A board meeting
held in 1992 discussed the lack of interest and involvement by non-board members and the
impact this would have on the future of the Navajo Hymnal Conference. In 1993, the
discussion surrounding a reprint was formally tabled by Paul Redhouse. “Mr. Redhouse did
not think reprinting was urgent considering the amount of hymnals still at various outlets. He
felt reprinting should include new hymns. We cannot use new songs unless a copyright is
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granted.”73 Future meetings, according to this summary primarily discussed finances and
there is no record of meetings occurring past 1996. Up until 2017, Corwin Brummel
continued to oversee the hymnal’s finances, before turning it over to Howard Redhouse from
Tohatchi, New Mexico.74
In an interview with my Cheii a year before he passed, I asked him to name as many
people as he could from the hymnal committee. In a moment of vocal clarity (he was often
difficult to understand, and would tire of talking easily), he told me that I needed to find
Corwin Brummel. “Brummel had all the papers,” he said. Two and a half years later on a
blustery March afternoon in early 2021, I met an aged Mr. Brummel at a gas station outside
Gallup, NM and he handed me all his papers. “My wife has been bugging me to throw these
papers away for years now, and I don’t know why, I just kept holding onto them. I guess I
was waiting for you.”
I began this chapter offering brief biographical sketches of the initial contributors to
demonstrate that Navajo people have been leading translation efforts since the very
beginning. The chronology of hymnbooks points back to the founding translators as being
predominantly Navajo and were left uncredited in scholarly literature despite being credited
within the hymnals. The Navajo Hymnal Committee chose to edit the Wycliffe Translation
Team’s Jesus Dayoodláanii Biyiin: Navajo Gospel Hymns. Perhaps it was because it was the
most prominent and popular hymnal prior to Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin. Perhaps Navajo translators
heard the interpretations that the white folks presented and thought, “we could do that better.”
Maybe it was a bit of both. Either way, they ensured that the forthcoming hymnal was
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Navajo-led, completed with broad community feedback, and expansive and inclusive to all
denominations and levels of musicianship.
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Chapter Four
Singing Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin
Having granted humans the power to use them, God naturally understands all tongues.
This omniscience acts as the ultimate sanction for translation of the Gospel. This
divine sanction, however, does not relieve man of the responsibility for uncovering
accurate lexical equivalents, a difficult process no matter how divinely sanctioned.
–David Samuels 1
This chapter begins by discussing the translation methods that Rev. Paul Redhouse used
when translating English hymns into Diné Bizaad – the Navajo language. By examining the
difficulties Redhouse faced within the translation work and the singability of the Navajo
words he chose, I will demonstrate the ways his resulting translations enhanced Navajo
worship services. The analysis I undertake follows the evolution of selected songs from Alice
Gorman’s 1922 hymnal to Wycliffe’s 1959 hymnal, to the Navajo Hymnal Conference’s
1979 hymnal.2 While establishing this narrative account and analysis of the actual songs, I
also seek to explain the larger societal impact of a hymnal dedicated to enabling Navajospeaking congregations to worship in their own language. Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin accounted for
and empowered Navajo ministers who self-taught themselves to play musical instruments
and in doing so, generated a new genre: Navajo Gospel Music.
The act of Navajo Christian churches withdrawing from or being born outside of the
paternal umbrella of non-Navajo mission organizations created autochthonous, autonomous,
and autocephalous churches from a structural standpoint. This withdrawal also produced a

1

David W. Samuels, “Bible Translation and Medicine Man Talk: Missionaries, Indexicality, and the ‘Language
Expert’ on the San Carlos Apache Reservation,” Language in Society 35, no. 4 (October 2006): 538.
2
Although there are several smaller hymnals in between, these are the most prominent editions where songs
were translated, re-translated or heavily edited.
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sonic shift within church music from strict-metered hymnal music to a swingin’ countrywestern-influenced gospel music. Navajo ministers actively fulfilling the need for an
expansive ecumenical hymnal in the Navajo language was an act of self-determination
sometimes described in Navajo as t’áá hwó ‘ajít’éego. Through that self-determination,
Navajo ministers encouraged Navajo musicians to exert a sonic sovereignty over the sound
of what would become a distinctly Navajo gospel sound.

Singability
Singability is, at its core, the ease with which a song can be sung but it can also envelop
everything that makes a good translation good. Johan Franzon, a scholar on the art of
translation, defines singability as a “musico-verbal fit of a text to music” and describes five
options translators have when translating a song: 1) Leaving the song untranslated; 2)
Translating the lyrics but not taking the music into account; 3) Writing new lyrics to the
original music with no overt relation to the original lyrics; 4) Translating the lyrics and
adapting the music accordingly – sometimes to the extent that a brand-new composition is
deemed necessary, and 5) Adapting the translation to the original music.3 For the purposes of
the Navajo Hymnal Committee, their ideas most aligned with the fifth option: adapting the
translation to the original music.
Franzon also writes that there are three layers to be considered when determining the
singability of a song: prosodic, poetic, and semantic-reflexive. Prosodic matches observe the
music’s melody and are evaluated using devices like syllable count, rhythm, intonation, and
sonority. Poetic matches are achieved through observing the music’s structure and examining

3

John Franzon, “Choices in Song Translation: Singability in Print, Subtitles and Sung Performances,” The
Translator 14, no. 2 (February 2008): 376.
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the segmentation of phrases, lines, stanzas, and location of key words. Semantic-reflexive
matches observe the expression of the music as conveyed by the story, descriptions,
metaphor, and overall interpretation. Each layer must ultimately unite with the other layers to
present a fully functional and singable text. Because this thesis deals directly with Navajo as
the target language of translation, I have reoriented the textual expressions of these terms to
better reflect the context. I have combined syllable counts and segmentation of phrases under
scansion that aims to achieve poetic matches, and I have chosen to discuss prosodic issues
mainly through sonority and intonation.
A Note on Tonality
Both Navajos and non-Navajos have made uninformed blanket statements regarding the
comprehension of Navajo hymns, claiming that because the melodic contour does not
correspond to the tonality of the words, the lyrics of Navajo hymns are invalid. Mark Charles
is a Navajo/Dutch-American speaker, writer, and consultant on issues regarding American
Indian identity, cultures, histories, and matters of faith. He is also a grandson of Navajo
translator and minister, John Charles who made contributions to both the Navajo Bible and
Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin alongside his wife Mae Charles. In an article written for The Hymn, the
only peer-reviewed journal dedicated to congregational songs, Charles makes the following
statement:
One of the challenges of this Navajo Hymnal is that if we distributed some here today
and asked you to sing one of the songs, you might be confused about the words on the
page but you would immediately recognize the tune. . . . However, the Navajo
language is a tonal language, meaning that the intonation of your voice affects the
meaning of the words. In our churches in the forties, fifties, and sixties when we were
beginning to sing these Navajo hymns, they had to read them aloud before they sang
them. Coming out of the mouth of the congregants when singing they made no sense;
when they were supposed to go long the tune said go short. At best it was gibberish
and at worst it was actually changing the meanings of the words. The white
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missionary felt comfortable knowing that his congregants were singing a Christian
song but the Navajo people literally had no idea what they were saying. They
couldn’t understand the language they were singing even though it was their own
language. This is one of the challenges that we face as indigenous Christians
understanding our space within this Christian world.4
The idea that Navajos did not know what they were singing is a common criticism
first proposed by white scholars and perpetuated by Navajo Christians who disagreed with
the hymnal’s grip on Navajo worship services. Anna Redsand reminisces on how she was
told “it was the Diné missionaries, not the Bilagaanas, that insisted that we couldn’t sing
Christian songs in the Native music style. That they were the ones who guided the process of
translating English hymns into Navajo.’” She also writes that, “because the Diné language is
tonal, the translated hymns don’t make sense when sung because the music can’t take
tonality into account.”5 Ben Stoner, a Brethren in Christ missionary in northern New Mexico
also agreed with this viewpoint saying, “Because the Navajo were not allowed to sing songs
in their style, the tones of Navajo hymns were incorrect. Thus, the hymns didn’t make
sense.”6 Stoner attempted to write Christian Navajo songs in a chant style that did not really
popularize.
Leaving the critiques towards Navajo ministers’ unwillingness to use Navajo
instrumentation aside, these assumptions are founded on the idea that intonation and or
tonality is exactly equal to pitch. As remarked by Melvatha Chee, a Navajo language
professor, “tonality is not pitch.”7 Tonality is not pitch and cannot be accurately represented
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Mark Charles, “Breathing Air Polluted by the Heresy of Christian Empire,” The Hymn: A Journal of
Congregational Song 70 (2019): 9.
5
Anna Redsand, “Integrating Native Perspectives with Christianity: An Interview with Darlene Silversmith,”
An ABC of Intercultural Identity (blog), January 4, 2018, https://www.annaredsand.com/blog/posts/13004.
6
BIC U.S. Communications, “Meet Ben and Eunice Stoner,” Brethren in Christ U.S., October 26, 2017,
https://bicus.org/2017/10/meet-ben-eunice-stoner/
7
Melvatha Chee, personal communication, February 26, 2021.
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through musical notation. Further, tonality in the Navajo language is not the same as
intonation which is also not equivalent to pitch.8 To claim that Navajo people did not
understand anything they were singing because falling tones might have occurred over a
rising melodic contour is a statement that misrepresents monolingual Navajo speakers as
unable to string together contextual clues.
Like most other tonal languages, when sung, the Navajo language relies on context.
Chee explained that while she didn’t always entirely understand the hymns during worship
service, it had less to do with “misplacement” of tones over melodies and more to do with
Navajo Christians developing a vocabulary of theological words in Navajo that she did not
know. If a non-Christian person enters a Christian worship service where hymns contained
words like “Nephilim,” “begotten,” or “Hosanna” they too might feel as though they were
singing gibberish despite singing in grammatically correct English.
Ethnomusicologist Murray Schellenberg says that “the fact that tone is phonemic
does not imply that changing the tone will change the meaning of the word; it merely implies
that changing the tone has the potential to change the meaning.” Schellenberg reminds the
reader of William Bright’s work on Lushai songs where Bright questioned whether a lack of
correspondence between song melody and spoken melody made songs difficult to understand.
The native Lushai speaker responded, “It is not difficult for us.”9 In the same way, there is
potential for an accompanying melody to change the meaning of a sung Navajo word, but it
doesn’t make it guaranteed. Thus, it is not difficult for native speakers of Navajo to
determine the meaning of a Navajo song sung over Western music.

8

Melvatha Chee, personal communication, February 9, 2022. In a follow-up email clarifying that tonality is not
pitch, Chee also emphasized that Navajo does not have intonation.
9
Murray Schelllenberg, “Does Language Determine Music in Tone Languages?” Ethnomusicology 56 (2012):
268
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Terry Baldrige concludes in his master’s thesis that, “If the Navajos are going to sing
in their own language, then it is important that the text have an appropriate musical setting–
one which does not obscure the meaning of the words. This is practically impossible with
Anglo musical styles, especially when English texts have simply been translated into
Navajo.”10 Fluent Navajo speakers (none of which these criticisms hail from), had no issue
with this hymnal as even Charles admits that Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin, “for an elderly church
member is one of their most prized possessions, next to their Bible.”11 Clearly, nativespeaking Navajo Christians understood what they were singing if they cherished their
hymnbooks so much.
It is insulting to reduce the literal decades of hard work that over one hundred Navajo
translators, editors, distributors, musicians, and allied missionaries put in, to “gibberish,”
“nonsense,” and “bad words.” Following the biblical mandate, “Whatever you do, work
heartily, as for the Lord and not for men,” Navajo translators took great care and pride in
their work for they were preparing texts to be sung in worship to the Triune God.12 The
translators sought to live out that divine instruction. This chapter explains the challenges of
setting Navajo text to Western music, how Navajo translators responded and how Navajo
congregations naturally imbued a Navajo sound into the hymns, effectively making it their
own, regardless of the origin.
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Syllabic Structure
Sigmund Spaeth writes that, “correct declamation is the first duty of the translator . . . the
song-writer sets his text according to his own conception of its meter and accent. But the
translator has before him a series of definite rhythmical combinations, to which the natural
accents of his English words must be fitted exactly.”13 While Spaeth is writing about the
work required for non-English operas and vocal music to be translated into English, his
sentiments ring true for any genre of song translation. Thus, I begin this map of Navajo
translation work with the very first step: determining a song’s map of syllabic stresses.
Scansion is the process of mapping out the metrical pattern of a group of words. In
English, metrical patterns are determined by the level of stressed placed on each syllable. For
instance, one says: ápple not applé. I’ve used diacritics instead of x’s to mark the stressed or
accented syllable. The accented syllable is usually spoken a bit louder, a bit longer, or both,
than the unstressed syllable. Thus, in songwriting, it is more natural to place the stressed
syllables on emphasized beats such as the downbeat. Spaeth also considers the “placing of
sustained and important notes upon such trifling words as the definite and indefinite articles,
monosyllabic conjunctions, prepositions, etc.,” as mistakes.
Consider if the opening line in the song “Go Tell It on the Mountain,” places the
emphasis on “the” instead of “mount-”. The word mountain appears in the second measure
of the song and is placed over two half notes. It is emphasized because it is placed over
longer notes, and the syllable “mount-” is doubly emphasized because it lands on the first –
stronger– beat. The height of the mountain is sonically portrayed by holding the syllable
“mount-” over a longer period of time. In Navajo, the word for mountain is one syllable –
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Sigmund Spaeth, “Translating to Music,” The Musical Quarterly 1 (1915): 294.
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dził. The word painting aspect of “mounnnnn-tain” is lost in the Navajo translation. As seen
in figure 4.1, the lyric reads Dziłghą́ ą́ ’ góó baa dahołne’.

English
Navajo
Literal
Navajo
Translation
Navajo
Interpretation

Go
tell
Dził-ghą́ ą́’Mountain top

it
-góó
to,
towards
(enclitic)
On the mountain top, are telling.

on
baa
about

the
mounda-hołare telling.

-tain
-ne’

Figure 4.1 Translation of the first phrase of “Go Tell it On the Mountain” translated by Bobby B.
Yazzie.

This translation places the rhythmic emphases on hołne’ which is the verb stem, to
tell. The nuance of the vast mountain, however, is not completely lost. Dziłghą́ ą́ ’góó literally
means, towards the mountain top. The inclusion of a height word emphasizes the immensity
of the mountain and thus makes up for the emphasis being placed on to tell instead of
mountain. Capturing the nuance of the implied meanings in an original song, as demonstrated
is not an easy task and this is only one line within one song translated by Bobbie B. Yazzie.
Yazzie was a Navajo man from Rock Point, Arizona, and a church musician involved with
Lutheran ministries. This is his one credited song in Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin.
My mother recounts that mapping out the syllabic stresses using informal methods of
scansion was the first step in the translation process of her father, Rev. Redhouse. A
classically trained pianist, she has knowledge of Western music theory and, as the resident
church pianist, she knows the canon of hymns very well. They would spend afternoons in the
living room where my grandfather would sit there with his pad and pencil. He would ask her
to play a phrase or line of a song, a few times to get the melody in his head. He would count
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the beats and sketch the syllabic structure –where the accent and stress on a word landed,
where several syllables were sung in one beat– all the little nuances of the lyrics. Then he
would start translating, asking her to play small sections over and over until each phrase was
just the way he wanted it. They would sing the song together and continue adjusting until he
felt satisfied. This account does not imply that Redhouse wasn’t musical himself. His father,
a religious healer, chose him as an apprentice from a young age and Redhouse began learning
songs until his conversion. Armed with a naturally resonant singing voice, he would test his
new translations on the open road, singing as he drove from place to place, pulling over from
time to time to scribble any notes or corrections in his pocketbook.

Standing on the Promises
“Standing on the Promises” (see figure 4.3) is a hymn written by Russel Kelso Carter (18491928). Carter grew up in Baltimore, Maryland, attended the Pennsylvania Military Academy
and graduated with a degree in Civil Engineering. In 1879, he retired from teaching
engineering at his alma mater and sought ordination as a Methodist minister instead. This
sparked his illustrious career as a writer on religion, mathematics, and science. Over his
lifetime, Carter wrote both lyrics and music for 52 hymns, music for 44 hymns by other
lyricists, and adapted music for 25 other hymns. Published in 1885, “Standing on the
Promises” is considered Carter’s most beloved hymn and originally appeared in the hymnal
Songs of Perfect Love.14
“Standing on the Promises” features a galloping rhythm and is relatively upbeat for a
hymn written in 1885. First Baptist Atlanta takes it at a tempo of about 106 beats per minute
14

“Russell Kelso Carter,” Alumni-Distinguished, Widener University: University Archives Digital Collections,
accessed December 18, 2021, http://digitalwolfgram.widener.edu/digital/collection/p270801coll17/id/399.
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(bpm).15 Country superstar Alan Jackson takes the hymn a smidge faster – hovering around
111 bpm before slowing down to 106 bpm.16 The Statler Brothers also play it at 105 bpm.17
Ellen Jane Lorenz, hymn historian and musicologist says that the speed of most hymns fall
under the general tempo of andante or a walking pace.18 “Standing on the Promises” falls on
the cusp of andante, edging into a moderato tempo marking.
Because of the song’s tempo, it is imperative that the scansion of the translation
mimics the English version as closely as possible. Navajo is a tonal language; it does not
have the same stress properties of the English language. However, there are some ways to
draw parallels between the two, that are useful for translation (as shown in figure 4.2). These
charts are my own interpretation of Navajo emphases based on sonority which is discussed
further below. The more obstruent a syllable is, the more airflow is blocked during sound
production, the more stressed the syllable will sound. These charts are separated into long
and short vowels which in Navajo are defined temporally. Long vowels will naturally sound
more stressed because they are pronounced over a longer period. I used these charts to
subsequently identify which syllables in a Navajo word might be considered more emphatic
for the purposes of setting Navajo lyrics to music.

15

First Baptist Atlanta, “Standing on the Promises,” March 21, 2020, YouTube video, 2:52,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xLlJR61wKW0.
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Alan Jackson, “Alan Jackson – Standing on the Promises of God (Live),” August 24, 2017, YouTube video,
1:32, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YQXiQfEjqs.
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The Statler Brothers, “The Statler Brothers – Standing on the Promises,” April 14, 2021, YouTube video,
2:25, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D88yJ36nwNs.
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Robert Cottrill, “The Tempo of Congregational Hymns,” Discussing the History and Biblical Themes of
Hymns of the Church (blog), Wordwise Hymns, March 16, 2010, https://wordwisehymns.com/2010/03/16/thetempo-of-congregational-hymns/.
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Figure 4.2 Hierarchy of emphasis for setting Navajo text over English scansion.

In “Standing on the Promises” (see example 4.1), there are four places where
Redhouse splits a word between measures: where the first syllable falls on beat 4, and the
second syllable falls on the beat 1. While this might be awkward in most contexts, it works in
this scenario because the four words are ha’niih in m. 3-4, sézı̨́ in m. 7-8, Bizaad in 11-12,
and ShiGod in m.16-17. For -niih to fall on the downbeat is appropriate because -niih is a
longer syllable and thus more emphasized temporally, than ha’. Sézı̨́ is a more nuanced case.
Although -zı̨́ is sonically more emphasized because it is nasalized, it is moreover
appropriately placed because the root of the word “to stand” is in the syllable -zı̨́.
Semantically, it is also emphasized. Bizaad is similar to ha’niih, in that -zaad is the longer
syllable so it takes precedence, but -zaad is also the root meaning “word”. Finally, when
expressing ownership of something, shi is placed immediately in front of the object of
ownership. Thus, shiGod is one word. Emphasizing God is rather self-explanatory given that
this a hymn worshiping Him. Further, there are the same number of syllables in the Navajo
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translation as there are in the English version, the Navajo flows very naturally as though it
were written in Navajo, and the meaning is not compromised. (See figure 4.3 and example
4.1).

Figure 4.3 English text of “Standing on the Promises,” with Navajo translation assistance provided by
Rev. Benjamin and Matilda Yazzie.

“Standing on the Promises” is not included in any previous Navajo hymnals. This
version is the first and only existing translation of this song. I chose to examine it closely on
a syllabic and semantic level because it is a well-translated song that can serve as a standard
when examining other songs that did undergo several translations.
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Example 4.1 “Standing on the Promises.”19

19

Written by R. Kelso Carter and translated by Paul Redhouse. The music is taken from the hymnal and the first
line is the first English verse while the second line is the Navajo translation of the first verse.
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Sonority
Sonority describes the “degree of airflow obstruction and voicing that occurs during
phonation.”20 Sonorous sounds have less obstruction, are more resonant, and are easier to
sing. A syllable is generally made up of three elements: the onset, the nucleus, and the coda.
An easily sung syllable will increase in sonority from the onset, peak in sonority at the
nucleus, and decrease in sonority towards the coda.
Syllables can be classified as sonorants or obstruents. Sonorants include vowels,
nasals, liquids, and glides. Obstruents include stops/plosives, fricatives, and affricates.
Although this is presented in binary terms, as seen in figure 4.4, there is still a hierarchy of
sonority because sonority is “inversely correlated with constriction of the articulators in the
oral cavity.”21

Figure 4.4 Sounds presented on a continuum of most to least sonorous. Least sonorous sounds are
called, “obstruents.”

While this isn’t meant to be a comprehensive analysis of Navajo phonetics, I include
it to illustrate that there are some very unsonorous sounds in the Navajo language including

20

T. Molinar, “The Basics of Syllabic Structure,” Tutorials Phonology, Linguistics Network, accessed
December 18, 2021, https://www.linguisticsnetwork.com/the-basics-on-syllabic-structure/
21
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the ‘ or glottal stop, tł or an alveolar lateral ejective affricate, ch’ or a palate-alveolar ejective
affricate, and the possibility of nasalization for every vowel.22
When translating songs into a language that contains many obstruent syllabic
possibilities, one must be mindful of 1) not excessively grouping syllables with stops and
affricates together; 2) not placing obstruent syllables over long musical notes, and 3) not
grouping obstruent syllables over quickly sung syllables.
I asked my mother what songs are difficult to sing and she turned to number 280 in
the hymnal, Jesus Bee Shéédoochid or “Glorious Freedom.” As she expresses, “Everybody
struggles through this song. . . . You have to be able to read Navajo really fast and keep with
the tune. And then it’s like [sings verse four] Yéé’ bik’ee ti’hooshníhę́ ę shéédoochid,
Shida’diił’áii ti’shiyoołníhę́ę...see that one! Shida’diił’áii...you don’t even have time to put
your crossed L in there!...You’re just going tł’ k’ tł’ k’ ch’ through the whole song!”23 Below,
I transcribe the first verse and the chorus of “Jesus Bee Shéédoochid.” I place in bold all the
obstruent syllables:
1.
Bąąhą́ gi’át’éii shidiniiltsoodgo
Bits’á náníshdáahgo ch’ééh íít’įįd
Nít’éé’ Jesus niyáago shéi dííchid,
Shik’eh deesdlı̨ ́’ę ́ ę, yik’eh deesdlı̨ ́ı̨́’.
Chorus:
Jesus shéidííchid, éí bąą shił hózhǫ́,
Áko k’ad éí doo ti’hooshníih da,
Jesus t’éí éídiichíidii nilı̨ ́įgo
Éídí hool’áágóó shíí’íí dooleeł.

22

Robert W. Young and William Morgan Sr, The Navajo Language: A Grammar and Colloquial Dictionary
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Matilda Yazzie, personal communication, January 24, 2022.
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Noting that the time signature is 9/8, the song has a natural swing to it that can quickly turn
from walking into running with an overenthusiastic congregation. In the second line and the
beginning of the third line of the first verse, there are three words with glottal stops in a row.
Throughout verse one and the chorus, there are a total of fourteen obstruent syllables and one
instance where the ending of the syllable makes the beginning of the next syllable nearly
impossible to immediately pronounce. In comparison to “Standing on the Promises” which
has a total of two obstruent syllables throughout verse one and chorus, “Glorious Freedom”
is truly the pronunciation Olympics.

Translation and Interpretation
For the purposes of this thesis, I have largely used the term “translation” to encompass the
act of taking written English hymns and translating them into Navajo. In the book MeaningBased Translation: A Guide to Cross-Language Equivalence, Mildred Larson draws a map to
gather an understanding to translation. The map begins with the source language and the text
to be translated and ends with the re-expression of a translation in the receptor language.
Connecting the source and receptor language is the meaning, which exists outsides the
bounds of language.24 Larson’s work was a core text for the Summer Institute of Linguistics
(SIL) where Wycliffe Bible translators attended before their fieldwork. Although this book
was published after the Wycliffe translators who worked on Jesus Dayoodláanii Biyiin (1959)
would have attended, it is helpful for ascertaining what prior methodologies translators might
have held. David Samuels expounds on this model of translation saying that, “meaning is
free-standing, expressed differentially by various coding systems. The truth is ‘out there,’
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Mildred Larson, Meaning-Based Translation: A Guide to Cross-Language Equivalence, (Lanham: University
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stable, and waiting to be expressed.”25 Samuels is describing a model that places meaning
outside of the bounds of language, and language is but one way to communicate it. This is an
approach to translation that many Navajo translators share similarities with. Some Navajo
linguists maintain the view that anything can be translated into the Navajo language; it is just
a matter of finding the right way to describe something. Whether it should be translated is
another question, but the polysynthetic agglutinating properties of Navajo make this model of
translation completely viable.
What does a successful translation entail? Larson’s model of the most ideal
translation places results on a continuum from “very literal” to “unduly free” and says that
the translated text should “appear idiomatic to native speakers,” which is on the free-er side
of the spectrum. This method requires translators to first and foremost be interpreters who
can fluidly express a meaning depending on the context, regardless of whether they are
working primarily with text or not. Spaeth says, “the ideal musical translator is not merely a
linguist, but a poet and a musician as well.”26 Translators working with the Navajo hymns
could not just be linguists or translators; they had to interpret like poets, within the context of
a given piece of music and theology. In a document found in Redhouse’s personal papers an
unidentified editor gives feedback on Redhouse’s own translation of the hymn “Does Jesus
Care?”
The feedback reads:
Suggestion: begin each stanza with,
#229 – Je-sus daa-ts’í doo bi’-diił- ‘áá-da
The -ish on Jesus gives an unusually sound when sung.

25
26

Samuels, “Bible Translation,” 541.
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The line in question was, Jesusísh doo bi’diił’áa da doo (see example 4.2). It appears initially
as an example of an obstruent but after singing through Redhouse’s version and the
suggested version, Redhouse’s version is still more singable. More so, the issue at hand is the
semantic usage of -ish versus daats’í. The former is an enclitic or ending added to a word to
make it a question and the latter means perhaps, maybe, possibly? The phrase, “Does Jesus
Care?” in this context carries a tone of lament, “Does Jesus care when my heart is pained too
deeply for mirth or song?”27 Redhouse’s lyric translates best to “Do you not think it may
bother him?” The tone is that of a rhetorical question, not one that is seriously weighing the
possibility of Jesus caring or not. The suggested lyric by the anonymous editor has a tone of
possibility. Does Jesus care? Maybe? Perhaps he does, perhaps he doesn’t. The original lyric
that Redhouse had written, remained in the final printing. It’s a small but loaded example of
the dexterity in Redhouse’s poeticism as a translator.28

Example 4.2 The opening lyric of “Does Jesus Care?” translated two different ways in Navajo. The
bolded first line is Redhouse’s version which was used in the final publishing. The second line is the
suggested lyric by the anonymous editor that was not used.

In this subsection, I will analyze interpretive decisions that translators made
beginning with the first and second editions of the first Navajo hymnal, Nihi Nihiyin (1922)

27

“Does Jesus Care?” Hymnary.org, accessed January 20, 2022,
https://hymnary.org/text/does_jesus_care_when_my_heart_is_pained.
28
We discussed this example around the dinner table on January 24, 2022, with my mother, father, Másání
(Redhouse’s widow).
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and Nihi Nihiyin (1928). These two hymnals published by the Christian Reformed Church
spawned reprints by Presbyterian and Methodist churches who used the same songs in
hymnals sanctioned by their own denominations. Wycliffe translators edited and expanded
Nihi Nihiyin with Jesus Dayoodlaanii Biyiin (1959). The Navajo Hymnal Committee then
edited and expanded on Wycliffe’s hymnal with Jesus Woodlaaji Sin (1979). By comparing
these three texts, I hope to uncover some of the interpretative decisions made by each group
of translators.
One of the most poignant examples of the Navajo Hymnal Committee exerting
sovereignty over interpretive decisions is in a note left by Rev. Paul Redhouse on the hymn
“What a Friend We Have in Jesus,” translated by Alice Gorman. It reads, “Committee felt
this a complete different message than the regular song, ‘What a Friend We Have in Jesus’,
and so left it as it is, only adding a note that this is sung to the tune of What a Friend. The upto-date translation is now under the song’s title in the new hymn translation.”29 Gorman had
been responsible for translating just over half of the hymns in the first edition of Nihi Nihiyin
(1922). She passed away in 1924 and did not revise her own hymns or contribute to any
future hymnals.

29

Handwritten annotation by Paul Redhouse in his personal copy of Wycliffe Bible Translators, Inc., Jesus
Dayoodláanii Biyiin: Navajo Gospel Hymns (Farmington, NM: Navajo Missions, Inc., 1959), 19.
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Example 4.3 The score to “What a Friend We Have in Jesus” displaying verse one of the original
English hymn set against three different Navajo translations. Line 1 features the English song. Line 2
is Alice Gorman’s translation from Nihi Nihiyin (1922). Line 3 is Wycliffe Translators’ translation as
seen in Jesus Dayoodláanii Biyiin (1959). Line 4 is Navajo Hymnal Committee’s translation as seen
in Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin (1979).

The hymnal committee recognized the significance of Gorman’s work and despite
disagreeing with the interpretation, included her translation under a more appropriate title:
“Oh How Wonderful Is Our Friend.” When tracking the edits, as seen in example 4.3,
Wycliffe lightly edited Gorman’s 1922 rendition, yet the hymnal committee flagged the
entire song as one with an entirely different message. How is it that Wycliffe did not produce
the same result? Wycliffe’s translators were predominantly white, and often worked with
uncredited Navajo assistants and editors. They were not born of or steeped in the culture in
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the same way the group of Navajo ministers working on Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin were. But how
did Gorman’s interpretation contrast from the new one?

Figure 4.5 The English text to “What a Friend We Have in Jesus” with a translation by Alice Gorman
and a translation by the Navajo Hymnal Committee. Rev. Benjamin and Matilda Yazzie assisted with
Navajo translations.

Figure 4.5 shows a side-by-side comparison of the English and English translations of
both Gorman and the Navajo Hymnal Committee’s versions. Gorman’s version, though
theologically correct, does not reflect the core message of the original song. Despite her
version not meeting the standards of the Navajo Hymnal Committee, the group recognized
her substantial contributions to early translation efforts and perhaps thought of themselves as
continuing the work she started. By including her unedited translation under a new title, they
sought to honor her work.
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Singing the Hymnal: Navajo Choirs
As the early Navajo hymnbooks made their way throughout the reservation, so did the
establishment of the choir. Christian hymnody had been long used in mission schools and
boarding schools “as a means of educating and ‘civilizing’ indigenous communities.”30 This
musical practice gained cultural continuance as children grew up participating in choir.
Anthropologist Kimberly Marshall says the aim of choirs was, “to teach Navajo children
civilizing discipline by requiring them to subsume their individual voices into a group,
regulated by even tempo, and controlled by an Anglo director.”31 As the late boarding school
era has ended and Navajo children are now more likely to attend public or BIA schools with
no mandatory Christian education, Marshalls also indicates that “Many Navajos associate
[hymns] with memories from childhood, memories of mission churches and boarding school
chapel services that, while undoubtedly part of the history of the colonization of the Navajo
people, have gained the patina of nostalgia for long-time Navajo Christians.”32
Most churches had an established adult choir and pianist that led the worship part of
service every Sunday. Redhouse, himself, directed a radio gospel choir (see figure 4.6). He
would record them singing Navajo hymns and then play them on the radio during his radio
show, Navajo Gospel Time. Although there was not an abundance of trained musicians to
lead worship, most churches were still supervised by an Anglo missionary who oversaw the
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David Samuels, Putting a Song on Top of it: Expressions and Identity on the San Carlos Apache Reservation
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Kimberly Jenkins Marshall, “Indigenizing Navajo Hymns: Explaining the Fame of Elizabeth and Virginia,”
in Making Congregational Music Local in Christian Communities Worldwide, eds. Monique Ingalls, Muriel
Reigersberg, and Zoe Sherinian (New York: Routledge, 2018), 52-76.
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Marshall, “Indigenizing Navajo Hymns,” 53.
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choir. For churches who did not have a musical pastor, they would often request tape
recordings of hymns for the congregation to learn by ear.33

Figure 4.6 The Navajo Gospel Time Radio Choir as led by Rev. Paul Redhouse. Photo taken from
The Christian Indian, March 1966.

As mentioned in chapter 3, the Suggested Guidelines for Selection of Songs To Be
Included in the New Navajo Hymnal included a very specific criteria, “The music of all
numbers should be recognized music of the Christian hymns, or if written by a Navajo,
should be the type of music that is Christian in its rhythm and cadence.” Navajo ministers
also upheld this condition though their interests were less about maintaining the sounds of the
white Protestant church and more about preventing harm in their congregations. Daniel
Smiley, a Navajo Mennonite pastor and musician reflected on his own foray into Navajo
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Sampson Yazzie, “Using the Cassette,” Christian Indian 57 no. 3 (March 1975): 4.
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spiritual knowledge when composing Navajo Christian songs in a traditional style and the
abundance of rules one must follow. “I think those early Navajo missionaries were probably
afraid of breaking some of those rules if they created new Christian songs to Navajo
music.”34 Redhouse very clearly understood the ramifications of introducing Navajo
traditional song styles into the early Navajo church—he had originally been trained and
expected to follow in his father’s footsteps as a renowned hataałii. As ones not privy to
ceremonial knowledge, questioning Redhouse’s decision is unsuitable. He was clearly
positioned to draw that line early on, with his extensive knowledge of both Navajo and
Christian religions, which again, his white critics did not possess.
The man who prepared the guidelines, Rev. Geo K. Congdon, was a white Berean
missionary who served in Mentmore, New Mexico. Now, his interests were in maintaining
the sound of the white Protestant Christian church within the Navajo churches, which at that
time, was dominated by church choirs. Moreover, the guidelines specified in the fourth
criterion that songs should be easily sung “either as congregational songs or special choir
numbers.” As a result, the hymnal’s piano parts were written in SATB structure so that
congregations could participate in part singing and some hymns like the beloved “On the
Jericho Road” introduced embedded part singing where the higher voices and lower voices
traded off throughout the chorus.35 When the Navajo Hymnal Committee began their
planning for the hymnal’s dedication service, they sent out invitations to churches of all
Protestant denominations asking if their church choirs would like to sing a special number.
This hymnal was prepared at the height of choir activity on the Navajo Reservation
and it was meant to be used extensively by choirs or by congregations being led by a pianist.

34
35

Redsand, “An ABC of Intercultural Diversity,” https://www.annaredsand.com/blog/posts/13004
Navajo Hymnal Committee, “On the Jericho Road”, 119
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Marshall points out the pianos’ “added level of association with historical missionization on
the Navajo Nation due to their rarity outside of the church context.”36 In her and my
experience, even today, pianos are rarely found in an average Navajo home largely due to a
lack of affordability, lack of portability, degree of difficulty in becoming proficient on the
instrument, and lack of access to piano education. With increasing numbers of Navajo-led
churches by lay ministers with no formal seminary education and with no formal musical
training, this posed a problem for the practical utility of a Navajo hymnbook with grand staff
notation. Despite the hymnal committee’s focus on producing a hymnbook that catered to
choirs, it was a problem still anticipated by the committee.

Singing the Hymnal: Gospel Bands
In 1972 there were a few active Navajo country western bands, like The Fenders and The
Wingate Valley Boys. As the 1980s approached, bands like the Navajo Sundowners were at
the height of their popularity and success.37 Instruments and equipment necessary to put
together a band became more readily available. Guitars could be found all over the Navajo
Reservation. They were cheap, portable, easy to learn – everything that pianos were not. The
hymnal committee anticipated that guitars would increase in use and included guitar chord
notations for all the hymns. A guide at the beginning of the book (figure 4.7) explained in
both English and Navajo that, “Some guitar chords are hard to play and some are easier. You
can play songs in a different key from what is written, a little higher or lower.”38 The
description included instructions for using a capo to lower and raise the key and a chart for
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converting chords when the capo was on the second fret. This inclusion of guitar notation
didn’t negate any of the initial guidelines, but rather, it foresaw a context where choirs were
not leading congregational singing.

Figure 4.7 Chord Information found on page vi of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin (1979).

Guitars were the answer to the non-musical minister’s prayer. Anyone could play a
little guitar after a few afternoons with a book of chord fingerings. In true Navajo fashion,
many Navajo ministers took it upon themselves to provide music for their churches. However,
dozens of key Navajo church leaders all self-teaching themselves the guitar through various
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methods, prompted immediate musical consequences. As ministers began to learn an oeuvre
of songs on the guitar, they collectively introduced variations in melody, tempo, rhythm, and
key to the most popular hymns in the hymnal. The following examples are scenarios I have
witnessed growing up attending churches, revivals, camp meetings, and conferences
throughout the Navajo Reservation.

Keys and Tonality
“You start on the note you start,” is how Navajo concert pianist Connor Chee described
working with his grandfather Keith Chee, who is a hataałii.39 Chee discusses how he
couldn’t just ask his grandfather if he could “start on the note you always start on,” because
his grandfather did not have perfect pitch and or a fundamental understanding of Western
tonal systems. As far as Nálí was concerned, he was there to sing a song and however it came
out, that is the way it must have been intended to be sung. Although most Navajo Christians
did not incorporate direct quotations or instrumentation of traditional songs into worship
services, the philosophy regarding song as an inherently positive experience meant to heal
and bless regardless of its aesthetic properties, continued to permeate the church.
This meant that the guitarist could be playing in one key and singing up to a whole
step above or below, depending on where they felt comfortably vocally, and this did not
seem to bother anyone. The congregation would sing along, some with the singer and some
with the guitar, and they just praised the Lord. It wasn’t so much a question of how the song
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sounded but what its function was. If the congregation was clear that hymns were being sung
in worship to God, they were content in that knowledge and how it sounded was secondary.

Rhythm & Tempo
The most prominent musical features that experienced a wide variety of changes were
rhythm and tempo. Most if not all Navajo guitarists adopted some form of the “jung jigga
jung” beat popularized by country western music as shown in example 4.5. This was a far cry
from the marked pace of the chords in the hymnal. But most interestingly, was the propensity
to “drop beats,” as I call it. If a song used a 4/4-time signature, many singers would drop the
last beat in the verse or chorus so it had 3 beats instead of 4, and then move right into the
next part of the song. Or, they would add an extra beat at the end of a phrase, as seen in m. 4
of example 4.4.

Example 4.4 This is the opening phrase of the first verse of “Come Thou Fount” translated by Albert
Tsosie and written by John Wyeth and performed by Elizabeth Bryant and Virginia Greymountain.

This would happen consistently throughout the song, and it was exacerbated if the
guitarist was playing with a full band that either didn’t realize the guitarist was changing the
rhythm, or they didn’t know how to correct their own trajectory to compensate for the change.
This meant that some gospel bands would start out emphasizing the downbeat, and during the
chorus they would be emphasizing the offbeat until the extra beat was made up for
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somewhere. Again, congregants did not seem to notice this pattern, and if they did, no one
seemed to care.

Example 4.5 A strumming pattern commonly used by Navajo guitarists playing country and gospel
genres.

I thought for a long time about why Navajo bands do this. It’s a feature of Navajo
music that one will find not only in gospel bands, but in country-western bands and other
types of genres that Navajo people participate in. My hypothesis is that this is an example of
a collective musical memory that has been passed down from our traditional-singing
ancestors and has manifested itself into all different genres.40 In this way, our grandparents’,
and great-grandparents’ earliest sonic memories often involved songs of both social genres
and ceremonial genres. A core characteristic of Navajo songs is the propensity to pendulate
between duple and triple meters. They can switch as often as every measure where
transcriptions will feature bars that look like 2-3-2-3-2-3. As sounds from our childhood and
early adolescence are often definitive moments that shape the musical trajectory of our lives,
this characteristic of Navajo song shaped an entire culture’s inner pulse. Despite conversion
processes that produced very dedicated and devout Christians, conversion did not mean that
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Navajo Christians could just forget all their musical memories overnight. The propensity to
swing back and forth between meters remained.
One might ask, were the presence of church and school choirs not enough to change
that? Clearly the presence of choirs sparked a whole new genre of Navajo music sung in the
Navajo language, and the presence of choirs maintained, to a certain degree, a standard for
singing hymns. But as white missionaries began to lose some of their paternal status, Navajo
ministers were just not as invested in continuing to uphold the white Protestant sound within
their churches, especially if they logistically did not have the education and access to do so.
Scenarios like the following often played out: the minister does not consider himself
musically inclined. Either he is single, or his wife is also not musically inclined. They
discover that the young woman who recently gave her life to the Lord, has a nice resonant
voice. On that basis alone, she is asked to give the starting note for the songs during worship.
But because she started the song, everyone in the congregation follows what she does. Not
having sung in a choir before, she goes into the chorus when her musical intuition tells her to.
Her musical intuition is based on a lifetime of hearing her grandfather sing traditional songs.
The congregation now learns the song the way she sang it, the children who grow up in that
church, also sing it that way, and it gets propagated throughout the community.
This is an example of collective memory and rhythmic intuition that choirs led by
white ministers, for as long as they were active, managed to suppress. The minute these
choirs began to fade out, Navajo churches began relying on self-taught musicians to lead
worship. Their rhythmic intuition began to drive the singing of Navajo hymns away from a
white Protestant sound and towards a distinctly Navajo sound meshed with a country swing
and beat to create the genre of Navajo gospel music. By proposing the idea of a collective
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musical intuition based on characteristics of traditional Navajo song manifesting in church
music, I am not detracting from the born-again status of the Navajo Christian. I am not
insinuating that Navajo hymnal music is purposefully being hybridized with traditional
Navajo songs. Rather, I am attempting to explain a consistent rhythmic attribute that is heard
in traditional styles of Navajo songs that did not regularly appear in renditions of Navajo
hymnody until the era of Navajo choirs regulated by white missionaries began fading out.
Finally, this rhythmic attribute of pendulating between duple and triple meters works
well with country western styles of performing. This is partly because country beats carry a
swing that masks the switches between duple and triple meters more easily than a non-swing
rhythm does. When in a strict 4/4 meter, going into triple meter for one bar is obvious. But if
playing with a swing, it is easier to glide into a bar of 6/8 that is technically both duple and
triple. In country swing styles, the issue of pendulating meters is exacerbated because, while
it is easily masked to the congregation, it is also easily masked for a self-taught musician.
As explored in this chapter, translators finessed the Navajo language to create a
comprehensive hymnal beloved by congregants singing those divinely-inspired words. When
I attended church as a young child at Four Corners Christian Reformed Church where my
grandfather pastored for decades, I didn’t understand Navajo very well yet, so I would sit
with the hymnbook during the message and read through all the names. They were clearly
Navajo names, but I wasn’t entirely sure why they were there. As I grew older, my mom and
sometimes my grandfather or grandmother would share vignettes of the translation process
and I’ve kept those memories safe, pondering them to myself, until today.
In middle school, I gravitated towards languages and spent hours poring over Navajo,
Greek, Hebrew, and Chinese dictionaries trying to understand the fundamentals of each
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language. I knew which hymns were hard to sing, I knew which ones were nearly impossible
to follow if you weren’t a fluent Navajo reader, and I knew which ones to request if I wanted
an easy sing-a-long. I grew up at the very, very end of the choir era, where one by one, choir
members could not walk up the steps to the pulpit, and then they were too frail to attend
church, then they passed away. I grew up in the height of touring Navajo gospel groups like
Elizabeth Bryant and Virginia Greymountain, The Fruitland Gospel Trio, Gospel Light
Echoes and many more, when their sounds were new and refreshing. It is a blessing to have
had the wherewithal as a child, to take note of these things and to care about the historical
processes in hopes that someday I would be in a position to reflect on and share those
experiences.
Translating Navajo songs is not easy, it requires one to be a linguist who knows and
understands all the intricacies of the Navajo language, a musician who understands how
Western hymnal music is structured and sung, and a poet who will find any and all idiomatic
interpretations to maintain the core meaning of a song from one language to another. The
translators of the Navajo Hymnal Committee were faced with the task of creating singable
hymns for Navajo Christians. They considered the structure of the original songs and worked
the Navajo language to fit as precisely as possible within the rhythmic constraints of the
songs. They had to consider the sounds of the Navajo language which are very different than
English, and above all, they had to maintain the meaning and integrity of the original song.
Finally, whilst preparing the hymnal, they had to consider who would be using it and prepare
the content to be used by both choirs and individuals, experienced musicians, and self-taught
musicians.
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Navajo choirs have been solidified in Navajo musical memories as an integral part of
the Navajo soundscape of our grandparents and great-grandparents. Choirs were regularly
featured on local Navajo radio stations, special events including inaugurations, building
dedications, graduations, and more. But Navajo church choirs were primarily overseen by
white missionaries who were invested in recreating a white Protestant church sound with the
only difference being that the congregants were Navajo. As their iron grip on the ministerial
activities on the Navajo Reservation loosened, most Navajo ministers in church leadership
positions did not have the training to continue the choir tradition and turned to more
convenient solutions such as learning the guitar, to accompany their worship services. With
the simultaneous popularity of Country Western music by both Navajo and non-Navajo
artists, the guitar coupled with a hymnbook that provided appropriate notation for guitarists,
Navajo ministers ushered the church into a period of Navajo gospel music.
I will share one final vignette that spurred the topic of this chapter. About a year ago I
was sightreading through the hymnal one evening, playing the block chords to get a sense of
how the song went before trying to improvise over it. My mom walked by and groaned that I
needed to loosen up. She made me scoot over on the piano bench, closed the hymnal, asked
me to get my guitar, and we played the gospel until our hands hurt.
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Conclusion

My Cheii used to say that translations were never finished; it could always evolve into
something different, something better. As the language evolved, translations needed to
evolve too. I can still see him standing in front of the pulpit at Wheatfields Bible Conference,
waving his self-carved conducting baton in the air, singing at the top of his lungs. I can still
hear him in his final days, singing in the middle of the night as though no one could hear him.
With his permission and blessing, this thesis sought to tell an important part of
Navajo history that was hidden away in peoples’ basements, boxed away in closets, sheds,
church piano benches, missionary kids’ homes, informal archives, and libraries. The entire
original hymnal committee has departed from this world except for Corwin Brummel (who
gave me a box of papers) and Wallace Cole (who told me as much as he could remember
over the phone from his room in hospice), so I began an intense investigation. I commenced
with my grandfather’s papers and as soon as special collections within various university
libraries re-opened, I tracked down as many Navajo hymnals as I could. I began looking for
descendants of committee members through the U.S. Census, obituaries, church directories,
and more. Doing no less than reading through mundane documents like restaurant receipts
which told me where, when, and how many people attended a translation meeting, and
banking statements which told me what churches, and thus what denominations, bought
hymnals and about how many attendees they had. Sometimes, I would simply sit and
remember — grasping at textures, sounds, smells, pictures, tastes — anything to trigger
something I might have forgotten.
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Christianity on the Navajo Nation evolved differently from neighboring tribes. The
reasons for this were multiple. First, our tendency to move between seasonal homes evaded
Catholicism. Second, our government-authorized land base was much larger than any other
tribe and only continued to grow, which made it difficult for a lone missionary or small
group of missionaries to make substantial contributions as seen with the non-successful
Peace Policy. Third, the language barrier created the need for Navajo teachers, interpreters,
and translators whose contributions have mostly gone uncredited.
The goal of the white Christian church in its approach to sharing the Gospel has
always included simultaneous assimilation. Upholding white American and Western
European cultures as the beacon of Christlikeness has caused white missionaries to approach
non-Western cultures with an air of superiority and lack of humility towards Indigenous
peoples. This kind of behavior deemed a “white savior complex,” described white
missionary-Navajo relations upon their return from Hwéeldi in 1868. Missionaries incited
cultural, social, and economic challenges, tried to fix them, and credited themselves for any
supposed solutions they presented. This behavior continues today, albeit with fewer
occurrences and stakes involved; it is unfortunately, a defining feature of missionary activity.
This thesis focused on the history and contributions of the Christian Reformed
Church (CRC) because one of their priorities upon contact was to create Navajo Christian
literature. L.P. Brink served as the alleged editor and collator of the first Navajo hymnal Nihi
Nihiyin published in 1922 and a second edition followed in 1928. These two editions served
as the basis for all subsequent hymnbooks across denominations. I intentionally pivoted the
narrative to focus less on Brink and more on Alice Gorman, the first Navajo translator who
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translated over half the hymns in the first edition of Nihi Nihiyin. None of the current
hymnals we have would have been possible without her initial contributions.
As we moved through the timeline of hymnals, there are three main hymnals where
extensive editing or additions were made. The first being Nihi Nihiyin, the second being
Jesus Dayoodláani Biyiin and the final being Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin. All the hymnals that were
printed between Nihi Nihiyin and Jesus Dayoodláani Biyiin, were reprints of songs from Nihi
Nihiyin. Hymnals printed after 1946 contained the Young & Morgan/Wycliffe orthography
and hymnals after 1948 were based on both Jesus Dayoodláani Biyiin and Nihi Nihiyin. Jesus
Dayoodláani Biyiin had been edited and published with several subsequent editions by
Wycliffe Translators, comprised of white missionaries. The worldview of the translators
shifted from a Navajo epistemology to an Anglo American one and thus, the interpretation of
the hymns was compromised. The Wycliffe edition from 1959 is what Navajo translators
chose to edit alongside the addition of new hymns.
As the number of Navajo ministers increased, their knowledge in Biblical, cultural,
and language affairs reduced the Navajo Christian church’s dependence on white
missionaries. Through various organizations like the Council of Indian Churches, frequent
gatherings of Navajo ministers, and increasing numbers of family churches, Navajo ministers
found ways to exert leadership within their church communities. David Scates wrote that the
fault of missionary approaches to evangelizing wasn’t in “Biblical teaching but in the
theological system of thought prevalent on the reservation. It required Navajo Christian
leadership to find in the Scripture and to emphasize those areas of Christian teaching that
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were particularly relevant to Navajos.”1 As Navajo ministers began to develop this “ethnic
theology,” the Gospel attracted more Navajo believers. This context provided a rich
foundation for a group of Navajo ministers and a few allied white missionaries to produce
Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin.
The entire process took just over seven years, from 1972 to 1979. The first half was
dedicated to actual editing and translation work and the second half was dedicated to
compiling, typing, printing, and distributing. The hymnal sparked cultural changes all around.
Within the CRC denomination, the most notable change came with adaption of CRC Church
Order to the cultural, social, and economic circumstances of the Navajo Reservation. Despite
opposition, the new policies notably afforded Navajo CRC congregations the right to sing in
their language, the right to oversee their own finances, and a route to be ordained through
non-traditional means aside from seminary training.
There are four attributes of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin that separates it from previous
hymnals: 1) the translation sub-committee responsible for doing the actual translation work
was led predominantly by Navajo men and women; 2) the hymnal was twice the size of any
previous hymnal and was intended to be ecumenical; 3) the hymnal committee heavily relied
on community feedback through surveys sent to almost every Protestant church on the
reservation, and 4) the committee took into consideration all levels of musical training when
preparing musical parts for each song. The resulting songbook was a product of Navajo-led,
community-driven efforts that prioritized Navajo voices and ushered in a new genre of
Navajo music.
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Choir music holds a special place in Navajo memories as choir singing was a
celebrated activity in boarding schools and churches alike. I considered the choir to represent
a white Protestant sound maintained by white missionaries who insisted on implementing a
“Christian sound” in Navajo churches. The editors of Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin considered the
choir’s role in their preparation of the hymnal while anticipating a singer or worship leader
who was a self-taught musician that preferred a more portable instrument like the guitar. As
Navajo ministers populated the reservation, they collectively ushered in a new distinctly
Navajo sound, informed by collective sonic memories of the songs of their grandparents. It
was not syncretic or quotational of traditional songs, but an essence of rhythm and pulse that
continues to permeate Navajo gospel music, even today.
Rightful critiques have befallen on the Protestant Christian church for their abusive
tactics in trying to convert Indigenous peoples to Christianity. To overcome the thought that
Christianity exists only to serve the whims and needs of white men, Scates writes that “the
Navajo church must be able to see itself as being truly Navajo. It must have Navajo identity,
Navajo pride, and familiar Navajo patterns.”2 Navajo people must have direct access through
teaching, prayer and worship to the Holy Trinity without being subjected to Americanized
interpretations of Christianity. Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin fulfilled those objectives when it was
undertaken by a group Navajo Christians led by Rev. Paul Redhouse, who took pride in their
work being Navajo work. Their translations were a culmination of an inherently Navajo
worldview that still accurately reflected the message of Christ. Thus, Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin
sonically marked the cultural shift away from white missionary paternalism towards Navajoled evangelistic efforts guided by an age-old Biblical mandate that coincided with Diné
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philosophies of t’áá hwó ajít’éego in an act of self-determination where it’s up to you to
make a positive impact for yourself and your community.
***
I’m about 8 years old. My Cheii is driving us home to T’iis Názbąs after spending the
afternoon in town (eating KFC in Shiprock). My Másání is in the passenger seat. She won’t
turn on the radio and the car ride feels bare without music so my cousin asks her for the
hymnal sitting on the dashboard. We turn to 356 – “Just Over in Glory Land” – and start
singing. Cheii says, “You girls have nice voices!” and he’s so happy that we want to sing
hymns, he rolls down the windows and joins us.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Song Titles in Nihi Nihiyin (1928)
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Navajo
Jesus Boholnih
Jesus Ayo'aso'nih
Sîta bic'in' Nasdal
Deeyonih kwee Nislin
Nih nisin taalajin'
Diyin, Diyin, ei God
God Alahdih Diyînih
Jesus Hasiłtinh
Naahalyanih Ne Holonh
Yisdanihiniłih

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Yoiya Nit'en
Badaho'nih
Boholnihi Ayoos'nih
Jesus ei sih
Jesus T'aałtso Nina'idlah
Jesus bijeih yi Siłtsod
Jesus Baodlih
Jesus Silānjin Yinał
Dola'do' Ata Nilindah
Nanadzāgoh
Jesus Nanahojih
God t'abih nihiłholon dolel
Ałcinih Sahohka
Nihidohkah
Jesus T'ei Yisdainił
Jesus Sozi'go Dîsîts'an
Sād Ilinih
Boholnihi Saahalyan
Śe Odlan beh Diśīnh
Jesus bi Silāgoh
Iyisih Ayoos'nīdo
Łahgoh Nahododał-jin'

English
All For Jesus
Jesus Loves Me
Coming Home
The Kings Business
I Need Thee Every Hour
Holy, Holy, Holy
Come, Thou Almighty God
Jesus Paid It All
You Have a Keeper
Who Came Down From Heaven
To Earth
I Was a Wandering Sheep
Praise God from Whom All Blessings Flow

I Love the Lord
Blessed Assurance
Jesus Paid it All
Safe in the Arms of Jesus
Only Trust Him
Pilot Me
What a Friend We Have in Jesus
When He Cometh
Jesus Is Calling
God Be with You till We Meet Again

Children Hither Do Ye Come
Speed Away
Jesus Saves
I Can Hear My Savior Calling
Sing Them Over Again to Me
The Lord Keeps Me
My Faith Looks Up to Thee
Christian Soldiers
I Never Cease to Love Him
When He Comes
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Navajo Translator
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Sam Gorman
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Nînîłīgoh Hininah
Jesus Śaahalyanh
T'akah Sayoneh
Boholnihi Bisodizîn
Nahast'eidin dobaanh Nahast'ei

God bizād Bahasne'goh
Jesus sih nîdîh Ayoaśo'nih
Śinizīgoh Dīstsa'
Biłhaiāz Nilīnih
Da' Nis ko dininīd
Tabanhdih Ałanidlīndo
Jesus Sisizīnih ayo'ayo'nih
Hozongoh Nahasdłin
God Siłyiaś
Yisdainiłih Na Holonh
Yas Bilahdih Łigaigoh
Jesus Bahohnih
Jesus T'ei Biłdohoyedah
Jesus t'ei Śotan'
Jesus Siłhanastāż
Jesus Altseh Ayoaniho'nih
God Bic'in'goh Nasdał
Deidlanigi
Boholnihi Naseełnih
Jesus Sîłhonilonh
Jesus Bîłyiśaśgoh
Ge' Diyin biyīn dohts'inh
God Bikeyah Adaazīndgi
Daztsan-yen k'ad hinah
Sîn beh ałanaadlėhi
Śika Nitah
God Naahalyāndo
Jesus Biłholne'
Jesus Siyidih holonh
God Bizad Beh Hol-in
Jesus Beh Siłholne'goh
Doistadah Hodiyīnd
Taaltsogoh Silānjin' Nagah
Jesus Hakgoh Niłnih

Look and Live
Jesus Like a Shepherd Lead Me
Pass Me Not, O Gentle Saviour
The Lord's Prayer
Ninety-Nine
I Love to Tell the Story
Even Me
I Hear Thy Welcome Voice
Why Do You Wait, Dear Brother
Did You Say So?
Shall We Gather at the River
Jesus Lover of My Soul
Joy to the World
He Leadeth Me
Honey in the Rock
Whiter Than Snow
Glory to His Name
Anywhere with Jesus
He Will Hold Me First
He Lifted Me
He First Loved Me
Nearer to Thee
Our Creed
He Leadeth Me
Abide With Me
Trust and Obey
Hark the Herald Angels Sing
Beula Land
He Lives Again
Campmeeting Song
Seeking for Me
God Will Take Care of You
Tell It to Jesus
Since Jesus Came into My Heart
Send the Light
Tell Me the Story of Jesus
Silent Night
All the Way My Saviour Leads
Jesus is Calling You
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Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
John Curley
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
John Curley
John Curley
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
—
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Walter & Freda Bitsie

L.P. Brink
Wallace Peshlakai
L.P. Brink
Wallace Peshlakai
L.P. Brink
J.C. Morgan
Clara E. Holcomb

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

Oh Such Wonderful Love
Nothing But the Blood of Jesus
Christ Arose
Jesus More Then Life to Me
Psalm 25
—
Fasten Your Eyes Upon Jesus
There'll Be No Dark Valley
Are You Washed in the Blood?
—
There is a Happy Land
I Will Sing the Wondrous Story
Sinners Jesus will Receive

Clara E. Holcomb
Clara E. Holcomb

Jesus the Door
Have You No Room for Jesus
I am Poor and Needy
Tribes of the Southwest

Clara E. Holcomb
Clara E. Holcomb
Clara E. Holcomb
L.P. Brink

89
90
91
92

Jesus Niha Joba'
Jesus Bidił yeh Tasîgîs
Christ Hanadzah
Jesus Śah ałtsoh Nîlinh
Sîn Diyîn 25
John 1:12, 3:16, 36
Jesus bic'in' dadoh-in
Cahałheł atdin dolėł
Da'dił Beh Tanîtîzgîz
John 3:12, 3:16, 35
Kėyah Diyinih
Beh Haśtałih Ėi Ayoat'eh
Jesus Bańhagiadaniłih
hakgoh Yiłnîh
Ałcînih Niha Ańdetanh
Da' Jesus do Bahaz-andah
Śahojoba'ih
Śadaahdo Eeahjin' dadînee
Kehat'inih
Yaasdogał
Olah inda Besłigai
Jesus Bîni Yaadogal
T'a Konîstegoh

Let the Saviour In
Nor Silver nor Gold
Faith of Our Father (Tune Only)
Jesus As I Am

93
94
95
96

Doxology
Devid biyīn 25
Psalm 103
1. Cor 13

—
Psalm 25
—
—

J.C. Morgan
GANADO
Clara E. Holcomb
Walter & Freda
Bitsie
L.P. Brink
—
—
—

85
86
87
88
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Walter & Freda Bitsie

J.C. Morgan
L.P. Brink
—
RH
J.C. Morgan
J.C. Morgan
—
Allen Neskahi
Allen Neskahi
Allen Neskahi

Appendix B: Songs Titles in Jesus Dayoodláanii Biyiin: Navajo Gospel Hymns
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Jesus Bóhólnííh
Jesus ’Ayóó’áshóní
Kwée’ Dé’éyóni Nishłı̨ ́
ShiTaa’ Bich’į’ Nááshdááł
Diyin, Diyin, ’Éí God
Yisdánihiiníiłii
T’áá ’áłahjį’ Ni Nisin
Yóó ’ííyáá Ńt’éé’
Jesus Hááshííłt’ı̨ ́
Jesus T’áá ’Ałtso Niná’ídlá
Bóhólníihii ’Ayóó’óósh’ní
Náánádzáago
Jesus ’Áłtsé ’Ayóó’ánihó’ni
God Nich’į’go Nááshdááł
Christ Hanásdzá
Jı̨̨ ́ Hózhǫ́
T’óó Bá’ódlí
Saad ’Ílíinii
Dooládó’ ’ATaa’ Nilı̨ ́į Da

All for Jesus
Jesus Loves Me
I Am a Stranger Here
Coming Home
Holy, Holy, Holy
Our Savior
I Need Thee Every Hour
I Was a Wandering Sheep
Jesus Paid it All
Jesus Paid it All
I Love the Lord
When He Cometh
He First Loved Me
Nearer My God to Thee
Christ Arose
O Happy Day
Only Trust Him
Wonderful Words of Life

L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Sam Gorman
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
L.P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
John Curley
́́
́́́
—
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
What a Friend We Have in Jesus
Alice P. Gorman
God Be with You till We Meet Again Alice P. Gorman
God T’áá Bí Nihił Hólǫ́ǫ Dooleeł
’Áłchíní Shaa Hohkááh
Children Come
L.P. Brink
I Can Hear My Savior Calling
Jesus Shózhíigo Diséts’ą́ ą́
L.P. Brink
Jesus Shilą́ ąjį’ Yínááł
Jesus Savior Pilot Me
Alice P. Gorman
Jesus Náásgóó Shá Yínááł
Jesus Savior Pilot Me
́́
—
Jesus T’éí Yisdá’iinííł
Jesus Saves
L.P. Brink
Bóhólníihii Shaa ’Áhályą́
The Lord Keeps Me
L.P. Brink
Jesus Bisiláago
Onward Christian Soldiers
Alice P. Gorman
I Will Never Cease to Love Him L.P. Brink
’Íiyisíí ’Ayóó’óósh’níi Doo
Jesus Shaa ’Áhályáanii
Jesus Shepherd
Alice P. Gorman
T’ááká Shaa Yóónééh
Pass Me Not
Alice P. Gorman
She’oodlą’ Bee Désh’ı̨ ́ı̨́
My Faith Looks Up to Thee
Alice P. Gorman
Jesus Bijéí Yísiiłtsood
Safe in the Arms of Jesus
Alice P. Gorman
God ’Aláahdi Diyinii
Come Thou Almighty King
Alice P. Gorman
Náhást’édiin Dóó Ba’aan Náhást’éí The Ninety and Nine
L.P. Brink
Yas Biláahdi Łigaigo
Whiter Than Snow
Alice P. Gorman
Shíínízhíigo Diists’a’
I Hear Thy Welcome Voice
Alice P. Gorman
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Bóhólníihii Bisodizin
Tábąąhdiísh ’Áłah Niidlı̨ ́į Doo?
Jesus T’éí Shótą’
Jesus ’Éí Shí
Jesus Shí Ndi ’Ayóó’áshó’ní
God Shił Yi’ash
’Iłhózhǫ́ Beidoołkááł
T’áá ’ałtsogóó Shilą́ ąjį’ Naaghá
Jesus T’éí Bił Doo Yée’ Da
Deiniidlánígíí
Łahgo Nááhodoodáałjį’
God Bizaad Baa Hashne’go
Yá’ąąshdę ́ ę́’ Sháńdíín
Ni Ná ’Ádinisht’ą́
To Háálı̨ ́įjį’ ’Ahohkááh
Jesus Bidił T́ ’éí Bidééłní
Jesus Baa Ha’niih
Daaztsą́ ą Ndi Hiná
Doo ’Íits’a’í Da Hodííyįįd
Hózhǫ́ǫgo Náhásdlı̨ ́ı̨́’
Nda’niłkaadii Dibé Yaa
’Adahalyą́ ą́ Ńt’éé

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Diyin Ndaal’a’í Biyiin Doohts’ı̨ ́ı̨́h
Ńléidi ’Awéé’ Tł’oh Bikáá’ Niiltı̨ ́

Bethlehem Kin Sínínilii
Jesus T’áá ’Ałtsoní Shá Nilı̨ ́
Jesus Bił Hólne’
T’áá Kónísht’éego
Neeni Nihiniłnééh
Ni Níhólnííh God
Jesus Bił Yish’ashgo
Jesus Shił Honílǫ́
Jesus Shiyi’di Hólǫ́
Jesus Hágo Niłní
Bee Hashtaałii ’Éí ’Ayóó ’át’é
Kéyah Diyinii
Jesus Ba’ódlí
’Óóla ’Índa Bééshłigai
God Bizaad Bee Hool’in

The Lord’s Prayer
Shall We Gather?
He Will Hold Me Fast
Jesus Is Mine
Jesus Loves Even Me
He Leadeth Me
Sweet By and By

L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
John Curley
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
—
All the Way My Savior Leads Me J.C. Morgan
Anywhere With Jesus
Alice P. Gorman
Our Creed
L.P. Brink
Work for the Night is Coming
Alice P. Gorman
I Love to Tell the Story
Alice P. Gorman
Heavenly Sunshine
Geronimo Martin
I Gave My Life for Thee
—
Come Thou Fount
Albert Tsosie
Nothing But the Blood of Jesus Clara E. Holcomb
Glory to His Name
Alice P. Gorman
He Lives Again
Alice P. Gorman
Silent Night
L.P. Brink
Joy to the World
Alice P. Gorman
While Shepherds Watched
Albert Tsosie
Their Flocks
Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
Alice P. Gorman
Away in a Manger
Geronimo Martin
O Little Town of Bethlehem Geronimo Martin
Jesus is All the World to Me —
Tell it to Jesus
L.P. Brink
Walter & Freda Bitsie
Just as I am
Fade, Fade Each Earthly Joy Albert Tsosie
Have Thine Own Way Lord
—
Trust and Obey
—
Abide With Me
Alice P. Gorman
Since Jesus Came into My Heart
Wallace Peshlakai
Jesus is Calling
Alice P. Gorman
I Will Sing the Wondrous Story Allen Neskahi
There is a Happy Land
Allen Neskahi
’Tis So Sweet to Trust in Jesus
—
Nor Silver nor Gold
—
Send the Light
L.P. Brink
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75
76
77
78

Saved By Grace
Face to Face
Jesus Bąąhágí ’Ádaaníiłii Hágo Yiłní Sinners Jesus Will Receive
Dah Yisk’id Bikáa’gi Jesus
There is a Green Hill Far
Ti’hooznii’gi
Away
79 Chahałheeł ’Ádin Dooleeł
There’ll Be No Dark Valley
Are You Washed in the Blood?
80 Da’ Dił Bee Táán’disgiz
81 Jesus Shił Hanásht’áázh
He Lifted Me
82 Náásiisnii’ii
My Redeemer
83 Shii’ Sizíinii Néidees’ı̨ ́ı̨́’
He Hideth My Soul
84 God Naa ’Áhályą́ ą Doo
God Will Take Care of You
85 Da’ Jesus Doo Bá Haz’ą̨́ ą Da
Room For Jesus
86 Dił Naachii’
There is a Fountain
87 Tsin ’Íí’áagi
At the Cross
88 Bóhólníihii Nashé’éłniih
He Leadeth Me
89 Jesus Bikéé’ Yínááł
Follow Jesus
90 Shá Ti’hooznii’
Wounded for Me
91 Christ Tsin Yąąh Ti’hooznii’ii
In the Cross of Christ I Glory
92 Sohodizin Baa Hózhóonii
Sweet Hour of Prayer
93 Jesus shą’ Há’át’íí Bee ’Ánílééh What Will You Do with Jesus?
94 Yah ’Adoogááł
Let the Savior In
95 Jesus ’Azee’ííł’íní Nilı̨ ́
The Great Physician
96 ’Íhontáahgo
Yield Not to Temptation
97 K’ad Naa Dahwii’niih
Revive Us Again
98 Jesus Bá Daohsįįh
Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus
99 Danihidí’dóojiił
Where the Roll is Called Up
Yonder
100 Shíkanitá
Seeking for Me
101 Dáádílkał T’ááłá’í
One Door
102 Hiná!
He Lives
103
104
105
106
107
108

Joobá Bee Yisdááyá
T’áá Bí Yiiłtsą́ ągo

Kéyah Shaa Deet’áanii
Jesus Bich’į’ Dadínóh’ı̨ ́ı̨́’
Ch’é’átiin Nishłı̨ ́
Tsídii Ndi Yaa ’Áhályą́
Shijéí Góne’
Yisdá’iiníiłii, ’Ayóó’óósh’níinii

109 K’ad Shí Shił Hózhǫ́

America
Fix Your Eyes Upon Jesus
I am the Door
His Eye is on the Sparrow
Into My Heart
I Love My Savior
O Say, But I’m Glad
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Fred Mitchell
Allen Neskahi
Allen Neskahi
Fred Mitchell
J.C. Morgan
J.C. Morgan
John Curley
Sarah Emerson
Bruce Yazzie
Walter & Freda Bitsie

Clara E. Holcomb
Louis Henry
Bruce Yazzie
Alice P. Gorman
Albert Tsosie
Albert Tsosie
Fred Mitchell
Keith Begay
Albert Tsosie
J.C. Morgan
Albert Tsosie
Keith Begay
—
Louis Henry
Albert Tsosie
L.P. Brink
L.P. Brink
Dorothy Silversmith
Pearcy
Louis Henry
—
—
John Curley
—
Dorothy Silversmith
Pearcy
—

110 God Bikéyahdi ’Áda’azįįd
111 Shí K’ad Jesus Bikéé’ Yisháał
Doo
112 Yóó’eeldoh
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

Tsé Niłdzilii
Jesus Shá ’Ałtso Nílı̨ ́
Jesus ’Éí Bee Shił Hólne’
Bee ’Iłhózhǫ́ Nínízingo
Wó’ą́ ą́líinii

127
128
129
130
131
132

Jooba’ T’óó Nizhóní
Bit’a’ Biyaah
Jesus Bił Hashne’
Nizaad Shijéí Bii’ Ńdééł’ı̨ ́ı̨́’
Háágóosh Náádesshdááł?
’Ayóó’ Áńt’é
Dóósh Da’doots’a’ Da?
Jesus Bidoohkááh
God Bijéí Bit’áahgi
God Wooshdlą́ ągo Baa Shił
Hózhǫ́
Calvary Béénáshniih

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

Bóhólníihii Jesus Christ Yinídląąh

Kwá’ásiní Nílínii
Shii’ Honílǫ́ Níłch’i Diyin
Baa Dahohniih
Baa Ha’niih
Hool’áágóó Shił Hózhǫ́ǫ Dooleeł

John 3:16; 8:12; 14:6
Jesus Ba'ódlí
Hózhóní Haz’ą́ ągi

Beulah Land
I Have Decided to Follow
Jesus
Rolled Away

Alice P. Gorman
Albert Tsosie

I Remember Calvary

J.C. Morgan
Albert Tsosie
Sarah Emerson
John Curley
—
Scott Redhouse
Ruth Grant
Albert Tsosie

Dorothy Silversmith
Pearcy
Solid Rock
Clara E. Holcomb
Jesus More than Life to Me
J.C. Morgan
Tell Me the Story of Jesus
Wallace Peshlakai
If You Want Joy
Ella Henry
Running Over
—
Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ —
Why Do You Wait?
Alice P. Gorman
Dwell in Me, O Blessed Spirit
Keith Begay
Doxology
J.C. Morgan
Doxology
L.P. Brink
O That Will be Glory for Me Geronimo Martin
John 3:16; 8:12; 14:6
J.C. Morgan
Trusting Jesus
Sarah Emerson
The Beautiful Garden of
Albert Tsosie
Prayer
Amazing Grace
Albert Tsosie
Under His Wings
Albert Tsosie
I Must Tell Jesus
Albert Tsosie
Thy Word Have I Hid in My Heart Sarah Emerson
Where Could I Go?
Scott Redhouse
How Great Thou Art
́—
How Great Thou Art
Florence Yazzie
Bring Them In
Albert Tsosie
Near to the Heart of God
Mary Sells
I’m Glad I’m a Christian
Florence Yazzie

Náásiisnii’ii Shił Bééhózingo Hiná

I Know that My Redeemer Liveth

Baa Dahohniih
Níníł’ı̨ ́įgo Hiníná
Jesus Nich’į’ Nááshdááł
Yá’ąąshgo Sháńdíín
Jesus T’éiyá
’Éí Shíí’ ’Át’é

Praise Him
Look and Live
Jesus I Come
Heavenly Sunlight
Only Jesus
He Is Mine
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144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

John 3:16
T’áá’áłahjį’ Nił Honishłǫ́
Bee ’Ił Hózhǫ́

—
Lo I am With You
Blessed Be the Fountain
Yisdáshííníłtínígíí, ’Ayóó’ánósh’ní My Jesus, I Love Thee
Yisdá’iiníiłii Ná Hólǫ́
There is a Saviour for You
Jesus Baa Shił Hózhǫ́
I am Happy in Him
Jesusgo Shí Doo
I’d Rather Have Jesus
Doo Shąąh Chingóó ’Ashílééh
Cleanse Me
Jesus Nihaa Jooba’
Such Wonderful Love
Jesus Shii’ Siziinii ’Ayóó’áyó’ní Jesus Lover of My Soul
Nikéé’ Yisháał Dooleeł
Follow, I Will Follow Thee
Tsin’ałnáoszid Biyaajį’
Beneath the Cross of Jesus
Sin 23
Psalm 23
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Helen Blount
Geronimo Martin
Albert Tsosie
Fred Mitchell
John Curley
Albert Tsosie
—
Albert Tsosie
Clara E. Holcomb
Alice P. Gorman
Albert Tsosie
Sarah Emerson
—

Appendix C: Song Titles in Jesus Woodlą́ą́jí Sin: Navajo Hymns of Faith
1
2

God Aláahgo Naat'áanii, Hágo
Tó Háálı̨ ́įjį’ Ahohkááh

Come, Thou Almighty King
Come, Thou Fount

Paul Redhouse
Albert Tsosie

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jesus Baa Ha'niih
Diyin, Diyinii God

Glory To His Name
Holy, Holy, Holy
My Faith Looks Up to Thee
Praise Him! Praise Him!
Isn't He Wonderful
O Worship the King
Revive Us Again
A Mighty Fortress Is Our
God
I Love the Lord
Great Is Thy Faithfulness
Praise Him, All Ye Little
Children
How Great Thou Art!
How Great Thou Art!

Alice P. Gorman
L. P. Brink/NHC
Alice P. Gorman
Sarah Emerson
Geronimo Martin
Geronimo Martin
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

She’oodlą’ Bee Désh’ı̨ ́ı̨́’

Baa Dahohniih! Baa Dahohniih!
Ayóó'ánóolnin!
Christ Bichi'į' Nidahohłá
Naa Dahwii'niih
God Ayóó’át’éii Nihich’ą́ ą́h
Hólǫ́
Bóhólníihii Ayóó'óósh'ní
Nina'ahódlí Ayóó'át'é
Baa Dahohniih, Áłchíní
Nohłíinii
Ayóó'áńt'é!
Ayóó'áńt'é!
Diyin God Yee Ayóó'ó'ó'níinii
Baa Dahohniih
God Ayóó'át'éego Baa Ha'niih
Christ Bóhólnííh
Álílee K'ehgo Ádzaa
Ahéhee', Bóhólníihii
Jesus Alááh Anóolnin!
Bízhi' Ayóó'ánóolnin
Bee Hashtaałii Ayóó'át'é
Yisdá'iiníiłii Baa Dahohniih!
Nááshiis'nii'ii
Miil Ánéelą́ ą’go Hwiinée’ Le’
Jesus Tł'éé’ Yiigáhí Nahalin
Jesus Azee’ííł’íní Nilı̨ ́
God T’áá Bí Nihił Hólǫ́ǫ Dooleeł

God Naa Áhályą́ ą Doo
Ńléidi Tł’oh Bikáá’ Awéé’ Niiltı̨ ́
Dziłghą́ ą́’góó Baa Dahołne’
Diyingo Ndaal’a’í Biyiin Doohts’ı̨ ́ı̨́h

The Love of God
Doxoloy
To God Be the Glory
He is Lord
It Took a Miracle
Thank You, Lord
Fairest Lord Jesus!
His Name is Wonderful

L. P. Brink
Roger Deal/NHC
Jimmie Tsosie
John Charles
Faye Edgerton/Navajo
Language School

Paul Redhouse
NHC
Paul Redhouse/NHC
Geronimo Martin
Roger Deal/NHC
Emily Johnson
Paul Redhouse
Geronimo Martin
I Will Sing the Wondrous Story Allen Neskahi Sr.
Hallelujah, What a Savior!
Roger Deal
My Redeemer
Sarah Emerson
O, For a Thousand Tongues
Scott Redhouse
The Lily of the Valley
NHC
The Great Physician
Albert Tsosie
God Be with You
Alice P. Gorman
God Will Take Care of You
Walter & Freida Bitsi
Away in a Manger
Geronimo Martin
Go Tell It on the Mountain
Bobbie B. Yazzie
Hark! The Herald Angels Sing Alice P. Gorman/NHC
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Nda’niłkaadii Dibé Yaa
Ádahalyą́ ą́ Ńt’éé’
Hózhǫ́ Náhásdlı̨ ́ı̨́’
Sołtį', Da'iinohdláanii
Bethlehem Kin Sínínilii
Naat’áanii Yizhchı̨ ́
Tł’éé’ Dííyįįdą́ ą́'
Wódahgo Sin Diits'a'!
Doo Íits’a’í Da! Hodííyįįd!
Ła’a Jı̨ ́!
Christ Níyá
Yisdánihiiníiłii
Shíká Déez’ı̨ ́ı̨́’
Jesus Nihaa Jooba'
Jesus Éí Bee Shił Hólne'
Christ Bitsin Íi'áagi
Tsin'ałnáoszid Bichaha'ohgi
Da’ Yiniłtsą́ ą́sh?
Tsin Yąąh Christ Ti’hooznii’ii
Tsin'ałnáoszid Bíighahgi
Dah Yisk'id Bikáa'gi Jesus
Ti'hooznii'
Calvarygi ShiYisdá’iníiłii
Daaztsą́
Tsin'ałnáoszid Ayóó’ánóolningo
Yiiłtsą́
Christ Bee Yá’ąąshgóó Atiin
Iiná Bááh Ła' Shá'dítííh
Tsin'ałnáoszid
Jooba' T'óó Nizhóní
Jesus Táásízgiz
Jesus Bidił T'éí Idééłní
Da' Ninááłísh?
Bóhólníihii Shaa Áhályáanii Nilı̨ ́
Bidił Bee Yisdééyá
Kódashiłníigo Baa Shił
Hóózhǫǫd
Tsin'ałnáoszid Biyaajį'
Calvary Bénáshniih
Dił Naachii'ii

While Shepherds Watched
Their Flocks
Joy to the World
O Come, All Ye Faithful
O Little Town of Bethlehem
The Birthday of the King
O Holy Night
There's a Song in the Air!
Silent Night
One Day!
Jesus Came
Our Saviour
Seeking For Me
Such Wonderful Love
Tell Me the Story of Jesus
At the Cross
In the Shadow of the Cross
Hast Thou Seen

Albert Tsosie

When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross

Fannie Scott

The Way of the Cross Leads Home

NHC
NHC
Paul Redhouse
Albert Tsosie
Florence Yazzie
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse
Bert Kelly

Alice P. Gorman/NHC
Scott Redhouse
Geronimo Martin
Sarah Peshlakai
NHC
NHC
L. P. Brink
NHC
Geronimo & Lois Martin

L. P. Brink
L. P. Brink
Clara E. Holcomb
Wallace Peshlakai
Bruce Yazzie
NHC
Navajo Gospel
Crusade Students '76
In the Cross of Christ I Glory Fred Mitchell
Near the Cross
Jimmie Tsosie
There is a Green Hill Far
Fred Mitchell/NHC
Away
On Calvary's Brow
Sarah Peshlakai

Break thou the Bread of Life
The Old Rugged Cross
Amazing Grace
The Cleansing Wave
Nothing But the Blood
Were You There?
The Lord's My Shepherd
Saved By the Blood
I Was Glad When They Said
unto Me
Beneath the Cross of Jesus
I Remember Calvary
There Is a Fountain
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Florence Valdez Bitsilie

Jimmie Tsosie
Sarah Emerson
J. C. Morgan
Louis Henry

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

T'áá'áłahjį' Sodílzin
Dił Yiiłtsą́ ągo
T’áá’át’é Baa Diní’ą́
Calvaryjį' Shił Dí'aash
Shá Ti'hooznii'
Bóhólníihii, Níí Nishłı̨ ́
She'iina' Nídiilé
Ahił Da’diidı̨ ́ı̨́ł

Whisper a Prayer
When I See the Blood
I Surrender All
Lead My to Calvary
Wounded for Me
I am Thine, O Lord
Take My Life and Let It Be
Let Us Break Bread Together

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Christ Hanásdzá
Christ Éí Díí Jı̨ ́ Hanásdzá
Christ Hánásdzá!
Hiná
Bóhólníihii Éí Shaa Áhályą́
Daaztsą́ ą Ndi Hiná
God Bizaad, Naaltsoos Diyinii
Jesus Hináago Shił Bééhózin
Christ Bii' Ha'a'aah Dóó E'e'aah
Ádin
Chahałheeł Ádin Dooleeł
Ahínihółtą́ ’ii Nihił Nilı̨ ́
Díí Jı̨ ́ Áhoodzaagoshą’?
Ayóó’át’é Jı̨ ́ Beidoołkááł
Ch'ééná Bił Bikooh
Christ Nídoodááł!
Christ Éí Shá Honít'i'go Ayiilaa
Jı̨ ́ Hózhǫ́ǫ Doo
T’áá’ádzíłtso Hoł Bééhoozı̨ ́ı̨́’

Christ Arose

Náánádzáago
Diyingo Hodéezyéél
Shii’ Honílǫ́, Níłch’i Diyin
Níłch’i Bee Shi’doolzı̨ ́ı̨́’
T'áá 'áłahjį' Shił Hólǫ́
Níłch'i Diyinii, Diyingo
Adiníłdíín
Da'oodlání T'ááłá'í Yee Niłdzilii
Doo Ła' Da!
Dá’ák’eh Hózhǫ́ǫ́ Góne’
Níighahgi

When He Cometh
Blessed Quietness

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Christ the Lord Is Risen Today

Christ Is Risen
He Lives
The Lord Is My Shepherd
He Lives Again
Holy Bible, Book Divine
I Know That My Redeemer Liveth

In Christ There Is No East or
West
There'll Be No Dark Valley
Blest Be the Tie that Binds
What if It Were Today?
There's A Great Day Coming
Lonesome Valley
Christ Returneth!
I Know the Lord Has Made a Way

Is It the Crowning Day?
Everybody Ought to Know

Dwell in Me, O Blessed Spirit

How the Fire Fell
He Abides
Holy Ghost, with Light
Divine
The Church's One Foundation
No, Not One!
In the Garden
Close to Thee
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Florence Yazzie
Roger Deal/NHC
Paul Redhouse
Emily Johnson
Albert Tsosie
Emily Johnson
Paul Redhouse
Chinle Presbyterian
Church
John Charles
Emily Johnson
Sarah Peshlakai
Paul Redhouse
Geronimo Martin
Alice P. Gorman
Fannie Scott
Albert Tsosie
Jimmie Tsosie
J. C. Morgan
Emily Johnson
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse
Fannie Scott
—
Paul Redhouse
Navajo Gospel
Mission, Oraibi
Alice P. Gorman
NHC
Keith Begay
Florence Yazzie
Florence Yazzie
Paul Redhouse
Fannie Scott
Emily Johnson
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse

106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

Ba’ jólíigo Bik’eh Hojíł’ı̨ ́
God Binahjį' Ádaniit'é
Nizaad Shijéí Bii’ Ńdéł’ı̨ ́ı̨́
Diyin God Bizaad Wooshdlą́
Shináá’ Oo’ı̨ ́įgo Ánílééh
Saad Ílíinii
Bee Ił Hózhǫ́
Diyin God Yínítą’
Łikanii Tsé Bii’ Hólǫ́
Jesus Hááshííłtı̨ ́
Jesus T'áá'ałtso Niná'ídlá
Tooh Bits'ádi'nídíín Nahalin
Deiniidlánígíí
Jériko Atiingóó
Ak'ihojidlí Naałtin Doo

Trust and Obey

121
122
123
124
125
126
127

Jesus Bízhi’ Ádííníltą’
T’áá Náásgóó Iinídlą́
Oodlą’ T’óó Bee Ajoodląąh
Adą́ ą́dą́ ą́’, Díí Jı̨ ́, Hool’áágóó
Ni' Bikáa'gi Adiníłdíinii Éí Jesus
Áłchíní Shaa Hohkááh
Da' Dił Bee Táán'disgiz?

Take the Name of Jesus with You

128 Dáádílkał T'ááłá'í
129 Jesus Bąąhági Ádaaníiłii, Hágo,
Yiłní
130 Tsin'ałnáoszidgi Ak'ééhwiitaad
131 Hágo, ShiTaa' Bighangóó
132 Ni Níhólnííh, God!
133 Shaa Dahohkááh
134 Da’ Jesus Doo Ba Haz’ą́ ą́ Da?
135 Ni Ná Ádinisht’ą́
136 Shí K'ad Jesus Bikéé' Yisháał
Doo
137 Shíínízhíigo Diists'a'
138 T'áá'áłahjį' Ni Nisin
139 John 3:16, 8:12, 14:6
140 Jesus T'áágéedgo Nahasdzáán
Shíi'go

Leaning on the Everlasting Arms
Thy Word Have I Hid in My Heart

I Believe the Bible
Open My Eyes, That I May See

Wonderful Words of Life
Blessed be the Fountain
Hold to God's Unchanging Hand

Honey in the Rock
Jesus Paid It All
Jesus Paid It All
Like a River Glorious
Our Creed
On the Jericho Road
There Shall be Showers of
Blessings
Keep On Believing
Faith is Just Believing
Yesterday, Today, Forever
The Light of the World is Jesus

Children Come
Are You Washed in the
Blood?
One Door
Christ Receiveth Sinful Men

—
Ruth Gorman
Sarah Emerson
Geronimo Martin
NHC
Alice P. Gorman
Albert Tsosie
Navajo Mt. Church
Roger Deal/NHC
L. P. Brink
Alice P. Gorman
Emily Johnson
L. P. Brink
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse/NHC
NHC
Paul Redhouse
Geronimo Martin
Roger Deal/NHC
NHC
J. C. Morgan
J. C. Morgan
Kii Cohoe
Allen Neskahi Sr.

NHC
Come and Go with Me
Geronimo Martin
Have Thine Own Way, Lord! Louis Henry
Come Unto Me
Sarah Peshlakai
Have You Any Room for Jesus?
Clara E. Holcomb
I Gave My Life for Thee
Louis Henry
I Have Decided to Follow
Faye Edgerton
Jesus
I Hear Thy Welcome Voice
Alice P. Gorman
I Need Thee Every Hour
Alice P. Gorman
John 3:16, 8:12, 14:6
J. C. Morgan
If I Gained the World but
Paul Redhouse
Lost the Savior
Burdens Are Lifted at Calvary
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141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

Da’ T’áásh’át’é Baa Ádíínít’ą́
Jesus Nihíká Áni
Jesus, Nich’į’ Nááshdááł
Bóhólníihii Jesus Christ
Yinídląąh
Jesus, Hágo, Niłní
Bee Ił Hózhǫ́ Nínízingo
Tsin'ałnáoszid Biyaajį'
Nitsidinílgeeh
Diné Hayiileehii Áńdeeshłííł
Ni' diił'áii Bóhólníihii Baa
Diní'aah
Bíni' Christ Nijéí Yiih Doogááł
T'áá Kónísht'éego
Yah Adoogááł
Ch’é’étiin Nishłı̨ ́
Níníł’ı̨ ́įgo Hiníná
Christ Bich’į’ Díní’ı̨ ́ı̨́’
ShiTaa’ Bich’į’ Nááshdááł
T'óó Ba'ooliih
Hazhó'ógo, Ajooba'go
Jesus T’éiyá Níníł’í
Azhą́ Nibąąhági’át’éii Łichíí’
Nidi
Jesusshą’ Ha’át’íí Bee Ánílééh?
Níhodi’neestą́ ą’go Doo Baa
Ádidíít’áał Da
Christ Nílíinii, Aláahdi Ánósh'ní
Ts'ídá Nánidi'doochííł!
Shijéí Góne'
Ha’át’éegoshą’ Síníltee’?
T'áá'ałtsogóó Bikéé' Yisháał Doo

Ayóó'ánoolningo Iiná
T'áá'ałtso Danizhóníii
Wódahgo Dah Shiisįįh
Bá Hinishnáa Doo
Aláahgo Ayóó'óósh'níi Doo Nisin

Doo Shąąh Chingóó Áshílééh
Áłahjį' Ayóó'óósh'níi Doo
Jesus T'éiyá, Yideestsééł

Is Your All on the Altar
Jesus Calls Us
Jesus, I Come
Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ
Jesus is Calling
If You Want Joy
Kneel at the Cross

Paul Redhouse
R. Gorman
NHC
Leo Tso Begay

I Will Make You Fishers of Men

Albert Tsosie
NHC

Leave It There

Alice P. Gorman
Ella Henry
Sarah Peshlakai

Let Jesus Come into Your Heart NHC

Just As I Am
Let Him In
I Am the Door
Look and Live
Look to the Lamb of God
Lord, I'm Coming Home
Only Trust Him
Softly and Tenderly
Turn Your Eyes to Jesus
Though Your Sins Be as
Scarlet

Walter & Freida Bitsi
J. C. Morgan
Leo Tso Begay
John Curley
Emily Johnson
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
NHC
Emily Johnson
Sarah Peshlakai

What Will You Do with Jesus?

Albert Tsosie
Keith Begay

Yield Not to Temptation
More Love to Thee
Ye Must Be Born Again
Into My Heart
Why Do You Wait?
Where He Leads Me
A Beautiful Life
All Things Bright and Beautiful

Higher Ground
I'll Live for Him
I Want to Love Him More
Cleanse Me
I Never Will Cease to Love Him

Jesus Only, Let Me See
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Paul Redhouse
NHC
—
Alice P. Gorman
L. P. Brink
Paul Redhouse
NHC
Paul Redhouse
Roger Deal/NHC
Tommy C. Benally
Albert Tsosie
L. P. Brink
Fannie Scott

176 Bóhólníihii Bijooba' Bee
Hashtaał Doo
177 Ii'sizíinii Sodizin Yinízin
178 Bóhólníihii, Shí Ooshdlą́ ą Doo Nisin
179 Jesus Wózhǫ́ Bééhodeessįįł
180 Jéíkab Bihaaz’éí Bąąh Yiikah
181 Jiihóvah, Shilą́ ąjį’ Yínááł
182 Tókǫ’í Shaa Nízííd
183 Neeni Nihiniłnééh
184 Bóhólníihii Nílíinii
185 T'ááká Shaa Yóónééh
186 Bóhólníihii, Shibee'adlání Bii'
Hadiłbin
187 T'áá'ałtso Jesus T'éí Bá Doo
188 Tsé Ałk’idą́ ą́’ Nílíinii,
Náshidíł’įįh
189 T’áá’áłahjį’ Nił Honishłǫ́
190 Hózhǫ́ Níighahgi Yisháał Doo
191 Jesus Éí Bee Bóhólnííh
192 Yisdá'iiníiłii, Shá Yínááł
193 Jesus, Shá Ałtso Nílı̨ ́
194 Yas Biláahgo Łinishgaigo
195 Niníłch'i Diyinii Shii' Hadíłbin
196 Nikéé' Yisháał Dooleeł
197 Nchxǫ́’ígíí Doo Dzíists’ą́ ą’ Da
198 Náásgóó Bikéé' Yishááł
199 Jesus T'éiyá
200 Jesusjígo Shí Doo
201 Níni' Beełt'éego, ShiJesus!
202 Sodíínílzinísh?

I Will Sing of the Mercies of
the Lord

Faye Edgerton/Navajo
Language School '56

Prayer Is the Soul's Sincere Desire

Give Me Oil in My Lamp
Fade, Fade, Each Earthly Joy
Do Lord
Pass Me Not
Fill My Cup, Lord

Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse
Jimmie Draper/NHC
John Charles
NHC
Albert Tsosie
John Peter Yazzie
Alice P. Gorman
Emily Johnson

All For Jesus
Hide Me, Rock of Ages

Emily Johnson
Sarah Peshlakai

Lo, I am With You

Geronimo Martin
Paul Redhouse
L. P. Brink
Roger Deal/NHC
J. C. Morgan
NHC
NHC
Albert Tsosie
Geronimo Martin
Emily Johnson
Ruth Grant
—
Scott Redhouse

203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

I Must Tell Jesus
Sweet Hour of Prayer
Tell It to Jesus

Jesus Bił Hashne'
Sohodizin Baa Hózhóonii
Jesus Bił Hólne'
Hózhóní Haz’ą́ ągi
Bóhólníihii Bisodizin
Jesus Éí Shí
Áłahjį' Sodílzin
Éí Shíí' Át'é
Yisdáshííníłtínígíí, Ayóó'ánósh'ní

Lord, I Want to Be a Christian

More About Jesus
We Are Climbing Jacob's Ladder
Guide Me, O Thou Great Jehovah

Just A Closer Walk with Thee

All For Jesus
Lead Me, Savior
Savior, More Than Life to Me

Whiter Than Snow
With Thy Spirit Fill Me
Follow, I Will Follow Thee
Hear No Evil
Follow On
Only Jesus
I'd Rather Have Jesus
My Jesus, As Thou Wilt!
Did You Think to Pray?

The Beautiful Garden of Prayer

The Lord's Prayer
Blessed Assurance
Always Take Time to Pray
He Is Mine
My Jesus, I Love Thee
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NHC/Deswood/Johnson/
Martin

Albert Tsosie
Keith Begay
L. P. Brink
Albert Tsosie
L. P. Brink
NHC
Geronimo Martin
Albert Tsosie
Fred Mitchell

212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224

Jesus T’éí Shótą’
Hwiisisdląądii Hwééhonisin
Ayóó’ó’ósh’níí Ládą́ ą́’
Jesus Shił Yi'ashgo
Nahodít'éego
Háágóosh Náádeeshdááł?
Ts'ídá T'áá'aaníí
Oodlą́ Bee Iiná
ShiGod T’áá’aaníinii Nilı̨ ́
K’ad Jesus Bíí’ Nishłı̨ ́
Tsé Niłdzilii
God Bizaad Bee Nisdzil
Yisdá'iiníiłii, Ayóó'óósh'níinii

He Will Hold Me Fast
I Know Whom I Have Believed

If I Can Love
If Jesus Goes with Me
In Times Like These
Where Could I Go?
It's Real
Living By Faith
My God Is Real
Now I Belong to Jesus
The Solid Rock
Standing on the Promises
I Love My Savior

225 T'áá'aaníí Yá'át'éehii Áadóó
Ajooba'
226 Jesus Ba’ódlí
227 T'ah Násídi Bééhodoozįįł
228 T’áá’áłahjį’ Bii’ Honishłǫ́

Surely Goodness and Mercy

229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

Jesusísh Doo Bi'diił'áa Da Doo?

241
242
243
244
245
246

Shii'sizíinii Bił Hodéezyéél
God Bijéí Bit'áahgi
Shaa Áhályáanii Ayóó'ó'ó’ní
Hasht’ehodít'é Nizhóníii
Jesus Baa Shił Hózhǫ́
God Wooshdląągo Baa Shił
Hózhǫ́

Does Jesus Care?
Jesus, Lover of My Soul
Jesus, Lover of My Soul
Running Over
His Sheep Am I
Rock of Ages
Psalm 23
The Lord Keeps Me
Until Then
The Lord Will Provide
There Is a Savior for You
What A Friend We Have in
Jesus
It Is Well with My Soul
Near to the Heart of God
Shepherd of Love
Wonderful Peace
I Am Happy in Him
I'm Glad I'm a Christian

Jesus, Shii'sizíinii Ayóó'áyó'níinii
Jesus, Shii'sizíinii Ayóó'áyó'níinii

Wó’ą́ ą́líinii
Bidibé Nishłı̨ ́
Tsé As'ah Naagháii
Sin 23
Bóhólníihii Shaa Áhályą́
Baa Hoolzhiizhjį
God Aa Áhályą́ ą Doo
Yisdá’iiníiłii Ná Hólǫ́
Dooládó’ Jesus Ak’is Nilı̨ ́í Da

Tis So Sweet to Trust in Jesus

Farther Along
Constantly Abiding
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John Curley
Paul Redhouse
Fannie Scott
NHC
Paul Redhouse
Scott Redhouse
Emily Johnson
Florence Yazzie
Navajo Mt. Church
Roger Deal/NHC
Clara E. Holcomb
Paul Redhouse
Dorothy Silversmith
Pearcy
Harvey Bitsilie/NHC
Louis Henry
NHC
Florence
Yazzie/Roger Deal
Paul Redhouse
Alice P. Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
—
Sarah Peshlakai
Ruth Gorman/NHC
Alice P. Gorman
L. P. Brink
Paul Redhouse
Paul Redhouse
John Curley
NHC
Paul Redhouse
Mary Sells
NHC
Paul Redhouse
Albert Tsosie
Florence Yazzie

247 Sin Nizhóníii Shijéí Bii’ Hólǫ́
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265

Jesus Shí Ndi Ayóó'áshó'ní
Jesus Shiyi’di Hólǫ́
K’ad Shí Shił Hózhǫ́
Sháńdíín Shii’ Hólǫ́
Jesus T’éí Biniiłt’a’ Niichééh
Jesus Biłgo Doo Yée’ Da
Jesus Bijéí Yíshiiłtsood
Shii’sizíinii Néidees’ı̨ ́ı̨́’
Yá’ąąshdę ́ ę́’ Sháńdíín
Tsídii Yik’i Déez’ı̨ ́ı̨́
ShiTaa’ Shik’i Déez’ı̨ ́ı̨́’
Bit’a’ Biyaa
T’áá’ałtsogóó Shilą́ ąjį’ Naaghá
God Shił Yi’ash
Jesus Nihaa Áhólyáanii
T’áá Ákwíí Jı̨ ́
God Shił Yi’ash
Diyin God Nihoo’ish

266 Shijéí Biyi’di Shı̨ ́
267 Daayéé’ Bitis
268 Bóhólníihii Shíla’ Yínítą́ ’
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279

Náás Honít’i’góó
Shí Náás Yishááł Nisin
Náás Yishááł
Jesus, Náásgóó Shá Yínááł
Jesus, Shíla’ Yínítą’
Yá’ąąshgóó Iiná Bee Oodáałii
Díí Ni’ Bikáa’gi Doo Shighan
Da
God Nich’į’go Nááshdááł
Atiin Nahontł’ah
Jı̨ ́ Hózhǫ́’!
Bohónéedzą́ ą́sh?

280 Jesus Bee Shéédoochid
281 Jesus Átsé Ayóó’ánihó’ní

In My Heart There Rings a
Melody
Jesus Loves Even Me
Jesus Came into My Heart
O, Say But I'm Glad
Sunshine In My Soul

Roger Deal/Ruth
Gorman
Alice P. Gorman
Wallace Peshlakai
Leo Tso Begay
NHC
A Shelter in the Time of Storm Paul Redhouse
Anywhere With Jesus
Alice P. Gorman
Safe In the Arms of Jesus
Alice P. Gorman
He Hideth My Soul
Bruce Yazzie
Heavenly Sunshine
Geronimo Martin
His Eye Is on the Sparrow
NHC
My Father Watches Over Me Paul Redhouse
Under His Wings
Albert Tsosie
All The Way My Saviour Leads J. C. Morgan
He Leadeth Me
Alice P. Gorman
Saviour, Like a Shepherd Lead On Alice P. Gorman
Day By Day
Sarah Peshlakai/NHC
God Goes with Me
Ruth Chatlos
God Leads Us Along
Fannie Scott/J. Peter
Yazzie
It Is Summertime
—
Over the Sea
Sarah Peshlakai
Precious Lord, Take My
Paul Redhouse
Hand
Each Step of the Way
Paul Redhouse
I Feel Like Travelling On
NHC
Each Step I Take
Sarah Peshlakai/NHC
Jesus, Savior, Pilot Me
NHC
Jesus Hold My Hand
Paul Redhouse
Life's Railway to Heaven
Paul Redhouse
This World Is Not My Home Roger Deal/Evan
Adams
Nearer My God to Thee
Alice P. Gorman
It's Not an Easy Road
Harvey Bitsilie/NHC
O Happy Day
—
And Can It Be That I Should Sarah Peshlakai
Gain?
Glorious Freedom
NHC
He First Loved Me
Alice P. Gorman
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282 Jesus Shił Hanásht’áázh
283 Yóó’eeldoh

He Lifted Me
Rolled Away

284 Jesus Níyáago Hózhǫ́ Wó’ą́ ą́lı̨ ́
285 Yá’ąąshgo Sháńdíín
286 Shideelchid

Heaven Came Down and
Glory Filled My Soul
Heavenly Sunlight
He Touched Me

287
288
289
290
291

Yóó’ííyáá Ńt’éé’
Christ Ałtso Shá Nilı̨ ́
Jesus T’áá’ałtsoní Shá Nilı̨ ́
Jesus Ayóó’áshó’ní
She’oodlą’

I Was a Wandering Sheep
Jesus My All in All
Jesus Is All the World to Me
Jesus Loves Me
My Testimony

292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304

Dooládó’ Ataa’ Nilı̨ ́ı̨́ Da
Ayóó’óó’ní Hááshííłtı̨ ́
Christ Naa Áhályą́
Óola Índa Bééshłigaii
Hááshííłtı̨ ́
Christ Éí Shí
Jesus Bee Hwiih Nishłı̨ ́
Bóhólníihii Atiin Hoo’ı̨ ́
Jesus T’éí Bee Hwiih Ídlı̨ ́
Yisdééya, Yisdééya!
Tó Bee Iináago Háálı̨ ́
Baa Ha’niih Baa Ha’niih
Christ Shá Na’níláago

Oh How Wonderful Is Our Friend

305
306
307
308
309

Love Lifted Me
He Careth for You
Nor Silver Nor Gold
Redeemed
Christ For Me
Satisfied with Jesus
My Lord Knows the Way
Satisfied
Saved, Saved!
Springs of Living Water
Hallelu, Hallelu
Since I Have Been
Redeemed
Jesus Ba’ódlí
Trusting Jesus
Jesus Bee Ak’eh Diidlı̨ ́
Victory In Jesus
Da’ T’áásh’aaníí Shá Áhóót’įįd? Was It for Me?
Hágoónee’
Goodbye
Jesus Shíká Hadadoolnii’dą́ ą́’
When the Savior Reached
Down for Me
Jesus Bibee’ajooba’ Alááh Át’éii Wonderful Grace of Jesus
Why Should He Love Me So?
Ha’át’íí Lá Bąą Ayóó’áshó’ní?
Jesus Bá Daohsįįh
Stand Up for Jesus
Jesus Baa Hashne’go
I Love to Tell the Story
God Bizaad Yíníshta’ Dooleeł
I Will Read God's Word
Jesus Bisiláo
Onward, Christian Soldiers

310
311
312
313
314
315
316 Da’ Jesusísh T’éí Tsin Yootı̨ ́įł Doo? Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone?
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John Curley
Dorothy Silversmith
Pearcy
Harvey Bitsilie
Scott Redhouse
I. Diswood, E.
Johnson, G. Martin
Sam Gorman
Lela Mae Zilth
Louis Henry
L. P. Brink
NHC/Greasewood
Mennonite Church
Alice P. Gorman
NHC
Emily Johnson
—
Roger Deal/Evan Adams

Emily Johnson
NHC
Emily Johnson
NHC
Sarah Peshlakai
NHC
Emily Johnson
Roger Deal/NHC
Sarah Emerson
NHC
Paul Redhouse
Emily Johnson
Navajo Mt. Church
Sarah Peshlakai/NHC
Paul Redhouse
Louis Henry
Paul Redhouse
Emily Johnson
Alice P. Gorman
Paul Redhouse

317 Kwe’é Dé’éyóní Nishłı̨ ́
318 ShiJesus Ádaa Dinít’aah
319 I’doo’áał Nidi Háá’doot’ááł
Deidiiltsééł
320 Łahgo Nááhodoodáałjį’
321 Jesus Bidoohkááh
322 Ná Sodiszin
323 Nílááh Nahasdzáán Bikáá’góó
Dínááh
324 Jesus T’éí Yisdá’iinííł!
325 Ádadoolchǫ’ii Bił Yishdáhóhkááh
326 Yóó’adahaaskaiígíí Haintá
327 God Bizaad Bee Hool’in!
328 Dahinohnánígíí Éídí Bee
Dahołne’
329 Hane’ Baa Dahwiilne’
330 Bídin Nishłı̨ ́
331 Náhást’édiindóó Ba’aan Náhást’éí
332 Yisdá’iinííł, Aa Áhályą́
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347

Jesus Shił Honílǫ́
T’áá Bí Yiiłtsą́ ągo
Dah Dideeshááł
Yisdá’iiníiłii Shee Hólǫ́
Yisdáshííłtíinii Áłtsé Bidááh
Deeshááł
Hool’áágóó Hinishnáa Doo
Bóhólníihii Éí T’áá’aaníí
Áadi Ná’ahiidiiltsééł
Hool’áágóó Hózhǫ́ǫ Dooleeł
Shik’is
Jooba’ Bee Yisdááyá
Tábąąhdiísh Áłah Niidlı̨ ́į Doo?
Ił Hózhǫ́ Beidoołkááł
Shí Hońt’i’ Nishłı̨ ́
Danihidí’dóojiił

348 Oodlání Yah Anáhákáahgo
349 Ditą́ Áádóó Niteeel
350 T’áá’áníiltso Yá’ąąshdi Niikaigo

I Am a Stranger Here
If You'll Take My Hesus
Sunset is Coming

L. P. Brink
Emily Johnson
Scott Redhouse

Work, for the Night is Coming

Alice P. Gorman
Albert Tsosie
Roger Deal/NHC
Paul Redhouse

Bring Them In
I Am Praying for You
Go Ye into All the World
Jesus Saves!
Rescue the Perishing
Seeking the Lost
Send the Light!
Sermon in Shoes

L. P. Brink
Paul Redhouse

We've A Story to Tell
I've a Longing
The Ninety and Nine
He Saves, He Keeps, He
Satisifies
Abide With Me
Face to Face
I'll Fly Away
I Have a Saviour
My Saviour First of All (I
Shall Know Him)
I'll Live On
My Lord is Real
Meet Me There
O That Will Be Glory
My Friend
Saved by Grace

Emily Johnson
Emily Johnson
NHC
Emily Johnson

Shall We Gather at the River?

Sweet By and By
I Am the Way
When the Roll is Called Up
Yonder
When the Saints Go
Marching In
Deep and Wide
When We All Get to Heaven
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Fannie Scott/Roger Deal

L. P. Brink
NHC

Alice P. Gorman
Allen Neskahi Sr.
Paul Redhouse
Emily Johnson
Sarah Peshlakai
Tommy C. Benally
Emily Johnson
NHC
Geronimo Martin
Emily Johnson
Fred Mitchell
L. P. Brink
Louis Henry
Emily Johnson
Albert Tsosie
Fannie Scott/Florence
Yazzie/F. Teller
Emily Johnson
NHC

351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362

Shí Iinishdlą́ , Shí K’ad Ooshdlą́
God Bikéyahdi Áda’azįįd
Yíníkeed Áko Naadoolyééł
Yá’ąąshdi Ayóó’áhonóolnin
Áadi Doo Tł’éé’ Da
Yá’ąąshdi Hózhónídi
Yisdéíníyáago
Aghánáhóó’á Biláahdi Kin
Dił Bine’ Yisdzíí’
Hódéezyéeldi Honishłǫ́ǫ Doo
Kéyah Diyinii
Tsídídééh Ts’ídá Doo
Néíigáahdi
363 Kéyah Bii’ Są́ Ádinii
364 Jesus Bá Naash’a’ Doo
365 Dził Záíyan

I Do Believe, I Now Believe
Beulah Land
Ask and Ye Shall Receive

Emily Johnson
Alice P. Gorman
Emily Johnson

Now Beautiful Heaven Must Be

—

No Night There
Just Over in Glory Land
If You Are Saved
Mansion Over the Hilltop
The Gospel Umbrella
Peace in the Valley
There Is a Happy Land
Where the Roses Never Fade

Paul Redhouse
Navajo Mt. Church
Emily Johnson
NHC
Emily Johnson
Paul Redhouse
Allen Neskahi Sr.
Paul Redhouse

Where We'll Never Grow Old

NHC
Emily Johnson
NHC

I Want to Serve Jesus
Zion's Hill
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Appendix D: List of Currently Known Hymnal Translators from 1922-1979
Adams, Evan

Johnson, Emily

Begay, Keith

Kelly, Bert

Benally, Tommy C.

Martin, Geronimo

Bitsie, Freda

Martin, Lois

Bitsie, Walter

Mitchell, Fred

Bitsilie, Florence Valdez

Morgan, Jacob C.

Bitsilie, Harvey

Navajo Gospel Crusade Students ‘76

Blount, Helen

Navajo Gospel Mission

Brink, Leonard P.

Navajo Hymnal Committee (NHC)

Charles, John

Navajo Language School

Chatlos, Ruth

Navajo Mountain Church

Chinle Presbyterian

Neskahi, Allen

Cohoe, Kii

Peshlakai, Sarah

Curley, John

Peshlakai, Wallace

Deal, Roger

Redhouse, Paul

Deswood, I.

Redhouse, Scott

Draper, Jimmie

Scott, Fannie

Edgerton, Faye

Sells, Mary

Emerson, Sarah

Silversmith, Dorothy

Ganado (Presbyterian)

Teller, F.

George, Mrs. Edward

Tso Begay, Leo

Gorman, Alice

Tsosie, Albert

Gorman, Ruth

Tsosie, Jimmie

Gorman, Sam

Yazzie Sr., Bruce

Grant, Ruth

Yazzie, Bobby B.

Greasewood Mennonite Church

Yazzie, Florence

Headman, Katherine

Yazzie, John Peter

Henry, Ella

Zilth, Lela Mae

Henry, Louis
Holcomb, Clara E.
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